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Abstract 

Although contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography (CE-MRA) is widely established 

as a clinical examination for the diagnosis of human vascular diseases, non-contrast-enhanced 

MRA (NCE-MRA) techniques have drawn increasing attention in recent years. NCE-MRA is 

based on the intrinsic physical properties of blood and does not require the injection of any 

exogenous contrast agents. Subtractive NCE-MRA is a class of techniques that acquires two 

image sets with different vascular signal intensity, which are later subtracted to generate 

angiograms. 

The long acquisition time is an important drawback of NCE-MRA techniques, which not only 

limits the clinical acceptance of these techniques but also renders them sensitive to artefacts 

from patient motion. Another problem for subtractive NCE-MRA is the unwanted residual 

background signal caused by different static background signal levels on the two raw image sets. 

This thesis aims at improving subtractive NCE-MRA techniques by addressing both these 

limitations, with a particular focus on three-dimensional (3D) femoral artery fresh blood 

imaging (FBI). 

The structure of the thesis is as follows: 

Chapter 1 describes the anatomy and physiology of the vascular system, including the 

characteristics of arteries and veins, and the MR properties and flow characteristics of blood. 

These characteristics are the foundation of NCE-MRA technique development. 

Chapter 2 introduces commonly used diagnostic angiographic methods, particularly CE-MRA 

and NCE-MRA. Current NCE-MRA techniques are reviewed and categorised into different 

types. Their principles, implementations and limitations are summarised. 

Chapter 3 describes imaging acceleration theories including compressed sensing (CS), parallel 

imaging (PI) and partial Fourier (PF). The Split Bregman algorithm is described as an efficient 

CS reconstruction method. The SPIRiT reconstruction for PI and homodyne detection for PF 

are also introduced and combined with Split Bregman to form the basis of the reconstruction 

strategy for undersampled MR datasets. Four image quality metrics are presented for evaluating 

the quality of reconstructed images. 

In Chapter 4, an intensity correction method is proposed to improve background suppression for 

subtractive NCE-MRA techniques. Residual signals of background tissues are removed by 
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performing a weighted subtraction, in which the weighting factor is obtained by a robust 

regression method. Image sparsity can also be increased and thereby potentially benefit CS 

reconstruction in the following chapters. 

Chapter 5 investigates the optimal k-space sampling patterns for the 3D accelerated femoral 

artery FBI sequence. A variable density Poisson-disk with a fully sampled centre region and 

missing partial Fourier fractions is employed for k-space undersampling in the ky-kz plane. 

Several key parameters in sampling pattern design, such as partial Fourier sampling ratios, fully 

sampled centre region size and density decay factor, are evaluated and optimised.  

Chapter 6 introduces several reconstruction strategies for accelerated subtractive NCE-MRA. A 

new reconstruction method, k-space subtraction with phase and intensity correction (KSPIC), is 

developed. By performing subtraction in k-space, KSPIC can exploit the sparsity of subtracted 

angiogram data and potentially improve the reconstruction performance. A phase correction 

procedure is used to restore the polarity of negative signals caused by subtraction. The intensity 

correction method proposed in Chapter 4 is also incorporated in KSPIC as it improves 

background suppression and thereby sparsity. 

The highly accelerated technique can be used not only to reduce the acquisition time, but also 

to enable imaging with increased resolution with no time penalty. A time-efficient high-

resolution FBI technique is proposed in Chapter 7. By employing KSPIC and modifying the 

flow-compensation/spoiled gradients, the image matrix size can be increased from 256×256 to 

up to 512×512 without prolonging the acquisition time.  

Chapter 8 summarises the overall achievements and limitations of this thesis, as well as outlines 

potential future research directions. 
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List of Abbreviations and Acronyms 

2D Two-dimensional 

3D Three-dimensional  

ACS Autocalibration signal  

AF Acceleration factor 

ASL Arterial spin labelling  

BB Bright-blood   

BBIs Bright-blood images  

bSSFP Balanced steady-state free precession  

CE-MRA Contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography 

CMS Combined magnitude subtraction 

CMS-IC Combined magnitude subtraction with intensity correction 

CNR Contrast-to-noise ratio  

cRR Conventional robust regression  

CTA Computed tomography angiography  

DANTE Delay alternating with nutation for tailored excitation  

DB Dark-blood  

DBIs Dark-blood images 

DIR Dual inversion-recovery  

DSA Digital subtraction angiography 

ECG Electrocardiograph  

EPI Echo-planar imaging  

ETL Echo train length  

FBI Fresh blood imaging  

FID Free induction decay  

FLASH Fast low angle shot  

FOV Field-of-view 

FSD Flow-sensitive dephasing  

FSE  Fast spin-echo  

GBCAs Gadolinium-based contrast agents  

Gd Gadolinium 

IFIR Inflow inversion-recovery  
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iMSDE  Improved motion-sensitised driven-equilibrium 

IRLS Iteratively reweighted least squares  

KS Conventional k-space subtraction  

KSPC K-space subtraction with phase correction  

KSPIC K-space subtraction with phase and intensity correction  

MIP Maximum intensity projection  

MRA Magnetic resonance angiography 

MRI Magnetic resonance imaging 

MS Conventional magnitude subtraction 

ms millisecond 

MSDE  Motion-sensitised driven-equilibrium 

MS-IC Conventional magnitude subtraction with intensity correction 

NCE-MRA Non-contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography 

NMSE Normalised mean square error  

OLS Ordinary least-squares regression  

PAD Peripheral arterial disease  

PC Phase-contrast  

PCA Principal component analysis  

PF Partial Fourier 

PI Parallel imaging  

POCS Projection over convex sets  

PSNR Peak signal-to-noise ratio  

PVD  Peripheral vascular disease  

QI Quiescent interval  

QISS Quiescent inflow slice-selective  

RF Radio-frequency  

RMSE Root mean square error  

RRDA  Robust regression based on deviation angle 

RSS Root-sum-of-squares 

SPIRiT Iterative self-consistent parallel imaging reconstruction 

SSIM Structural similarity  

STIR Spatially nonselective short-time inversion recovery  

TE Echo time  
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Chapter 1. Vascular anatomy and physiology 

This chapter describes the anatomy and physiology of the vascular system, which is the 

foundation of MR angiography technique development. 

1.1  Anatomy of the vascular system 

Blood vessels are the channels or conduits through which blood is transported to body tissues. 

The vessels make up two circulatory systems that begin and end at the heart. One of them is the 

pulmonary circulation, which is a short loop that transports deoxygenated blood from the heart 

to the lungs and returns oxygenated blood back to the heart. The other is the systemic circulation, 

which carries blood from the heart to all the other body tissues and back again. Based on their 

structure and function, blood vessels can be classified as arteries, capillaries and veins. 

 

Figure 1.1 The main arteries (A) and veins (B) in the human circulatory system. (Reproduced from 

Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artery and https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vein) 

Arteries carry blood away from the heart and distribute it to the body (Fig. 1.1A). Systemic 

arteries carry blood from the heart to other parts of the body, while pulmonary arteries deliver 

deoxygenated blood to the lungs. Blood is pumped from the ventricles into large elastic arteries 

and then travels into smaller arteries called arterioles. Arterioles help regulate the blood pressure 

by the contraction of the vascular smooth muscle, and deliver blood to the capillaries. 
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The lower extremity arteries are the primary region of interest for this thesis. After emerging 

from the aorta, the common iliac arteries bifurcate into the internal and external iliac arteries, 

and the external iliac arteries lead into the femoral arteries. The femoral arteries extend and 

eventually become the popliteal arteries, which then bifurcate into the anterior and posterior 

tibial arteries, supplying the leg and foot with blood. 

Veins return blood from the capillary beds to the heart (Fig. 1.1B). The blood enters venules, 

the smallest veins, after passing through the capillaries. Then, it flows into larger and larger 

veins progressively, and eventually reaches the heart. Systemic veins carry blood from body 

tissues to the right atrium. This blood has a reduced oxygen level because the oxygen has been 

consumed during the metabolic activities in the tissue cells. In contrast, the pulmonary veins 

transport well-oxygenated blood from the lungs to the heart. 

The artery wall consists of three layers. The outermost layer, the tunica externa, attaches the 

vessel to the surrounding tissue. Inside the tunica externa is the tunica media, which is made up 

of smooth muscle cells and elastic tissue. It provides support for the vessel and also helps to 

regulate blood flow and blood pressure by the ability to change diameter. The innermost layer, 

in direct contact with the blood flow, is the tunica intima. The walls of veins have a similar 

structure but have less smooth muscle and connective tissue, which makes them thinner and less 

rigid than arterial walls. Because of this, veins can hold more blood than arteries, and their 

volume varies considerably with hydration status. Venous valves, which are similar to the 

semilunar valves in the heart, exist in medium and large veins and help keep the blood flowing 

towards the heart.  

Capillaries are the smallest and most numerous blood vessels. They connect arterioles and 

venules, and make up the microcirculation. The primary function of capillaries is to exchange 

water, oxygen, carbon dioxide, and other nutrients and waste products between the blood and 

tissue cells. Capillary distribution varies with the metabolic activity of different tissues. The 

metabolically active tissues such as kidney, liver and skeletal muscle have extensive capillary 

networks because they require an abundant supply of nutrients and oxygen. Other less active 

tissues, such as the connective tissue, have a less abundant supply of capillaries.  

Table 1.1 summarises the differences between arteries and veins. These differences reflect the 

basic characteristics of arteries and veins and determine the suitable types of imaging techniques 

for them. 

Table 1.1 The comparison between system arteries and veins 
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 Arteries Veins 

Direction of 

blood flow 

From the heart to various parts of the 

body 

From various parts of the body to the 

heart 

Flow speed and 

pattern 
Fast and pulsatile 

Peripherally slow, almost constant; 

Can be pulsatile or intermittent 

Pressure Higher blood pressure Lower blood pressure 

Location Deeper in the body Superficial and deep in the body 

Oxygen 

concentration 

Oxygenated blood (with the exception of 

the pulmonary artery and umbilical 

artery). 

Deoxygenated blood (with the exception 

of pulmonary veins and umbilical vein). 

Anatomy layer 

Thick, elastic muscle layer that can 

handle high pressure of the blood flowing 

through the arteries. 

Thin, elastic muscle layer with semilunar 

valves that prevent the blood from 

flowing in the opposite direction. 

Size and volume Fixed shape, less deformable Variable size, more deformable 

Lumen 
Narrow, typically circular in cross-

section 

Wide, may vary widely in cross-sectional 

shape 

Valves No Yes 

 

1.2 Physiology of circulation 

1.2.1 Composition and MR properties of blood 

Blood is composed of blood cells suspended in plasma. Plasma is over 95% water with some 

proteins, inorganic ions and organic substances. The primary blood cells are erythrocytes (red 

blood cells). Erythrocytes contain haemoglobin, which is an iron-containing protein that 

transports oxygen around the body. Haemoglobin can be saturated with oxygen molecules 

(oxyhaemoglobin) or desaturated with oxygen molecules (deoxyhaemoglobin). 

Oxyhaemoglobin is weakly diamagnetic as the iron atom has no unpaired electrons. 

Deoxyhaemoglobin has four unpaired electrons per iron atom and is strongly paramagnetic. In 

arterial blood, over 95% of haemoglobin is in the oxyhaemoglobin state, while venous blood 
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contains less oxyhaemoglobin (around 70% but varies depending on body region and metabolic 

activity in relation to blood flow).  

The T1 and T2 relaxation times of blood are longer than most biological tissues but smaller than 

water. Arterial and venous blood have similar T1 values, but arterial blood has a larger T2 value 

as it has a higher ratio of oxyhaemoglobin compared with venous blood. The exact values 

depend on haematocrit level, oxygenation and temperature. Table 1.2 summarises the values of 

T1, T2 and T2* (corrected for inhomogeneities of the static magnetic B0 field) values of arterial 

and venous blood measured at a magnetic field strength of 1.5 Tesla and a temperatures of 23 °C 

1. The relaxation characteristics of blood can be used as a source of contrast mechanisms in 

flow-independent non-contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography (NCE-MRA) 

techniques, which will be described in Chapter 2.  

Table 1.2 T1, T2, and T2* corrected for inhomogeneities of the static magnetic field (B0) of 

arterial and venous blood at 1.5 Tesla and 23 °C 

 T1 T2 Corrected T2* 

Arterial blood 1435 ± 48 ms 254 ± 26 ms 254 ± 32 ms 

Venous blood 1434 ± 53 ms 181 ± 23 ms 42 ± 2.8 ms 

 

1.2.2 Blood flow 

The flow characteristics of blood are another source of contrast for NCE-MRA techniques. The 

velocity and the appearance of the velocity waveform is a crucial factor in the design of the 

flow-based NCE-MRA techniques. 

Like all fluids, blood flows from a region with high pressure to a lower pressure area, which 

means from arteries to capillaries to veins. Arteries experience high pressure values and large 

variations over the cardiac cycle as they experience the direct action of the beating heart 2. Very 

little pressure remains by the time blood leaves the capillaries and enters the venules. Blood 

flow through the veins is not the direct result of ventricular contraction. Instead, venous return 

can depend on skeletal muscle contraction, respiratory movements, and constriction of smooth 

muscle in venous walls. Peak flow velocities of typical vessels in different body areas are shown 

in Table 1.3. 
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Table 1.3 Peak velocities of typical vessels 

Vessel Peak velocity (cm/sec) 

Thoracic aorta 150–175 

Abdominal aorta and iliac arteries 100–150 

Femoral artery 80–110 

Popliteal artery 45–80 

Intracranial arteries 30–70 

Vena cava 10–45 

Large veins 10–20 

 

The blood flow is pulsatile in most arteries and some veins close to the heart. The appearance 

of the velocity waveform of an artery depends on vessel wall compliance and flow resistance 3. 

For lower extremity arteries, the high-resistance muscle beds lead to a triphasic appearance of 

their velocity waveforms shown as Figure 1.2. The profile includes a period of flow reversal, 

and the diastolic flow is relatively stationary. In contrast, carotid arteries have relatively higher 

diastolic flow because of the low resistance of the organ they perfuse.  

The electrocardiograph (ECG) in Figure 1.2 shows the electrical events taking place in the heart. 

The P-wave represents atrial depolarisation, the QRS complex represents ventricular 

depolarisation, and the T-wave represents ventricular repolarisation. In MRI, ECG activity is 

used to provide a gating or triggering mechanism for synchronisation of the imaging acquisition 

to the cardiac cycle. Peak systolic flow in arteries typically occurs 150–200 milliseconds 

following the R wave of ECG tracings. The delay between ventricular contraction and peak 

systolic flow increases as the pulse wave moves distally toward the extremities 4,5.  
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Figure 1.2 Typical velocity waveforms of popliteal arteries and carotid arteries, and the time relationship 

between the ECG R wave and waveforms. The waveform of femoral arteries demonstrates a typical 

triphasic profile including a period of flow reversal, while the carotid arterial flow waveform is elevated 

from the baseline. The delay between peak flow and the R wave for popliteal arteries is longer than that 

for carotid arteries. 

Vascular diseases can lead to disruption of the pulsatile pattern. In diabetic patients with 

calcified, attenuated, or stenotic vessels, the triphasic appearance can be dampened and become 

monophasic with a stretched systolic flow pattern 5,6. Blood flow in arteries with narrow lumens, 

together with flow pulsatility, can also result in the periodic generation of complex fast flow and 

turbulence 7. Flow may also be substantially diminished in post-stenotic vessel segments 8. 

Figure 1.3 shows the velocity waveforms of calf arteries from two patients with stenosis or 

occlusion in one of their legs. It can be observed that while the arterial waveform in one leg is 

typically triphasic, the arterial waveform in the other leg is dampened or even stagnant.  
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Figure 1.3 The velocity waveforms of calf arteries from two patients with stenosis (A) and occlusion (B) 

in one leg. The blue curves denote the healthy femoral artery, and the red curves denote the stenosed or 

occluded artery. The triphasic waveform is dampened (A) or even become stagnant (B).  

1.2.3 Peripheral arterial disease  

Peripheral vascular disease (PVD) involves damage to or blockage in the peripheral arteries and 

veins. The main forms that PVD may take include blood clots (for example, deep vein 

thrombosis), swelling (inflammation), or narrowing (stenosis) and blockage (occlusion) of the 

blood vessels. 

When PVD affects only the arteries and not the veins, it is called peripheral arterial disease 

(PAD). PAD normally refers to an abnormal narrowing of arteries that restricts blood supply to 

leg muscles. More than 90% of PADs are caused by atherosclerosis 9, in which lipid deposits 

(plaques) build up in the wall of the arteries, narrowing their lumens and reducing blood flow. 

PAD also increases the risk of developing other complications, such as ischemia, myocardial 

infarction and stroke 10.Nowadays, PAD has become one of the leading causes of morbidity 

and mortality in the western world 11. The incidence of PAD varies in the general population 

from 3–10% in people younger than 70 years to 15–20% in people older than 70 years 12,13. 

1.3 Summary 

In summary, the anatomy and physiology of the vascular system was described in this chapter. 

The characteristics of arteries and veins were summarised and compared, which are important 

for designing the suitable imaging techniques for them. The properties of blood were described, 

such as the MR properties and flow characteristics. These properties are exploited by NCE-
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MRA techniques to generate angiograms. Finally, peripheral vascular diseases were briefly 

described.  
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Chapter 2. Angiography techniques 

This chapter initially presents commonly used diagnostic angiographic methods, along with 

their advantages and disadvantages. The state of the art NCE-MRA techniques will be 

introduced. Current NCE-MRA techniques will be categorised into three different types, and 

their principles, implementations and limitations will be summarised. As the main technique 

used in the following chapters, fresh blood imaging will be introduced in detail.    

2.1 Vascular imaging techniques 

Common vascular imaging techniques include digital subtraction angiography (DSA), 

ultrasonography, computed tomography angiography (CTA) and magnetic resonance 

angiography (MRA). 

DSA is a type of X-ray fluoroscopy technique. Images are produced by subtracting a mask 

image, acquired prior to the arrival of the contrast medium, from the image obtained after the 

contrast medium has been introduced. DSA has high spatial and temporal resolution, but it 

exposes the patient to ionising radiation. Moreover, it requires the injection of iodinated contrast 

media, often via an intravascular catheter, which is invasive and potentially nephrotoxic.  

Ultrasonography can provide both anatomic and hemodynamic information about blood vessels 

and flow. The structure of vessels and the direction, velocity, and patterns of blood flow can be 

displayed. Ultrasonography has many advantages as it is non-invasive, inexpensive, quick, 

easily portable and avoids ionising radiation. Moreover, Doppler ultrasound can provide a real-

time display with high temporal resolution. However, ultrasound is unable to penetrate into 

deeper structures or pass through a tissue-gas or tissue-bone boundary. 

CTA is also commonly used in routine clinical practice. It combines the use of X-rays with 

computerised image reconstruction, and provides rapid acquisition of high quality images that 

display the anatomical detail of blood vessels more precisely. Compared with other two-

dimensional (2D) imaging techniques, CTA is able to display vessels from an unlimited number 

of angles, and from both inside and outside the vessel wall. The main disadvantage is that CTA 

also involves exposure to ionising radiation and requires a carefully timed injection of iodinated 

contrast media. 
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MRA uses magnetic fields and radiofrequency (RF) to visualise blood vessels inside the body. 

It is considered relatively safe as it avoids both ionising radiation and, depending on the 

technique, the potential complications of exogenous contrast material. Moreover, MRA can 

combine anatomic depiction with functional assessment, such as flow quantification in terms of 

velocity and direction. Despite the drawbacks of a long acquisition time, relatively high cost and 

inability to scan patients with contraindications such as some active or passive implants, MRA 

is used routinely and with expanding indications as a diagnostic tool for the evaluation of 

vascular disease. 

MRA can be performed with or without the use of an exogenous contrast agent. Contrast-

enhanced MRA (CE-MRA) requires the injection of a contrast agent, typically a gadolinium 

(Gd) chelate, while NCE-MRA is based on blood flow or the physical properties of blood.  

Figure 2.1 shows typical images of DSA, ultrasonography, CTA and CE-MRA. Table 2.1 

compares different characteristics of these vascular imaging techniques. 

  

Figure 2.1 Typical images of carotid arteries obtained by (A) DSA, (B) ultrasonography, (C) CTA and 

(D) CE-MRA. Images courtesy of Martin J Graves. 
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Table 2.1 Comparisons between different vascular imaging techniques 

 Invasiveness 
Ionising 

radiation 

Contrast 

agent 

Spatial 

resolution 

3D 

acquisition 

Time-

resolved 

Hemodynamic 

information 

Extravascular 

information 
Cost 

Examination 

time 

Availability 

and 

portability 

DSA high yes 

iodinated 

contrast 

media 

very high no yes yes no very high short low 

US none no none high no yes yes yes low short high 

CTA low yes 

iodinated 

contrast 

media 

high yes 
not 

typically 
no yes medium short low 

CE-MRA low 

no 

Gd 

chelates 
medium yes possible possible possible high long low 

NCE-

MRA 
none none 
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2.2 CE-MRA versus NCE-MRA 

2.2.1 CE-MRA  

CE-MRA was firstly proposed by Prince in 1994 14. Due to its excellent image quality, speed and 

robustness, CE-MRA has been widely adopted for routine clinical practice.  

CE-MRA is based on the rapid transient shortening of the blood’s T1 relaxation time due to the 

paramagnetism exhibited by Gd-containing contrast agents. The Gd-based contrast agents can 

reduce the T1 value of blood to approximately 50 milliseconds, which is much shorter than that of 

the surrounding tissues. The contrast agent is injected into the venous circulation through a 

peripheral vein, either with an automatic injector or manually. Lower-extremity MRA is typically 

associated with the highest contrast dose protocols of all MR imaging techniques, often requiring a 

dose of 0.1 mmol/kg of Gd-chelate (at 1.5 T) to be injected 15. 

Once the contrast bolus arrives in the vessel of interest, a rapid T1 weighted spoiled gradient-echo 

pulse sequence is typically performed with a short TR to achieve high blood signal and low 

background signal, and a short echo time (TE) to minimise the flow-induced dephasing effect. The 

blood enhancement is maximised by timing the arrival of the contrast agent such that the period of 

maximum arterial concentration corresponds to the centre of k-space acquisition. Timing the 

contrast bolus is critical for acquiring first-pass images of diagnostic quality, which can be achieved 

by either test bolus timing or fluoroscopic triggering. 

Test bolus timing uses a small (1–2 mL) test dose of contrast agent, which is injected at the same 

rate as for the actual CE MRA acquisition. A series of rapidly acquired 2D images are then obtained 

every 1–2 seconds. The time course for passage of the test bolus is determined by visual observation 

or signal intensity analysis. 

In fluoroscopic triggering, the full bolus of contrast is administered while a 2D "fluoroscopic" 

image of the vessel of interest is acquired continuously using a rapid gradient-echo sequence. The 

CE-MRA acquisition begins as soon as the arrival of the bolus is detected by the imaging 

radiographer based on the signal increase on the image. The detection can also be conducted by 

automatic methods, which identify the arrival of the bolus when a specified signal threshold is 

exceeded.  
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The post-processing technique with the maximum intensity projection (MIP) enables different 

views of the three-dimensional (3D) data set. Sequential images can also be obtained over the same 

area, which allows not only visualising vessel structure but also assessing temporal dynamics. 

Figure 2.2 presents a reconstructed MIP of a CE-MRA study of the lower iliac and leg arteries. 

Time-resolved CE-MRA sequences can also be used to obtain a series of images displaying the 

passage of the contrast bolus 16. These techniques employ fast imaging sequences to repeatedly 

acquire views of the imaging volume as contrast agent passes through the regional circulation. The 

view-sharing technique 17 is used to improve the temporal and spatial resolution by sampling the 

centre of k-space at higher frequency than the peripheral segments. Typical vendor-specific 

implementations of time-resolved CE-MRA include TRICKS 18 and DISCO 19 in GE systems, 

TWIST 16 in Siemens systems and 4D-TRAK 20 in Philips systems. 
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Figure 2.2 CE angiograms acquired from a volunteer demonstrating the lower iliac and leg arteries. The 

images are MIPs of three acquisitions. 
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2.2.2 Renaissance of NCE-MRA 

Before the development of CE-MRA techniques, NCE-MRA techniques such as traditional time-

of-flight (TOF) and phase-contrast (PC) MRA were developed and applied in various applications. 

However, the widespread use of these early NCE-MRA techniques was limited by prolonged 

acquisition times and flow-related artefacts that favoured CE-MRA 15. 

Technical advancements in MR hardware and software have contributed to renewed interest in 

NCE-MRA. The use of higher field strengths, stronger and faster gradients, multi-channel receiver 

coil arrays and the application of image acceleration techniques have greatly reduced the acquisition 

times and improved image quality. These significant advances have made some NCE-MRA 

methods clinically practical. More importantly, CE-MRA has some limitations that have drawn 

increasing attention.  

Firstly, the safety of Gd-based contrast agents (GBCAs) has become a concerning issue. The 

association between high doses of GBCAs and nephrogenic systemic fibrosis in patients with renal 

failure was first reported in 2006 21. More recently, in 2014, Kanda et al. reported convincing 

evidence that linked increased MRI signal intensity in deep nuclei of the brain with repeated 

administration of GBCAs 22. Gd deposition has been confirmed in brain tissue by several following 

publications, regardless of renal or hepatobiliary dysfunction 23–28. This has led to warning notices 

by the Food and Drug Administration 29 and the suspension of linear Gd contrast agents by the 

European Medicines Agency 30 in 2017. Such concerns have further increased interest in developing 

exogenous contrast-free alternative methods. 

Another drawback of CE-MRA is its high dependence on accurate timing of the contrast agent bolus. 

Improper timing can result in missing the passage of the contrast bolus and inadequate vascular 

visualisation. Scanning too late also leads to venous contamination, which can obscure arterial 

anatomy 31. Timing of the bolus is particularly challenging in peripheral extremities, where test 

bolus examinations and bolus tracking techniques may be limited because small vessel opacification 

can be obscured by inflow effects 32. 

Furthermore, CE-MRA is typically limited by dose to a single area of examination. It cannot be 

repeated immediately if the time of the peak bolus is misjudged, while NCE-MRA can be repeated 

in the case of technical error 33. 
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Finally, situations may occur where NCE-MRA is preferred due to difficulties gaining intravenous 

access or contraindications for contrast materials. For example, an intravenous catheter may be 

difficult to place in patients who are obese or with occluded, fragile or small veins, and intravenous 

contrast agents are usually not given to pregnant patients due to increased risk of harm to the foetus 

34.  

2.3 Review of NCE-MRA techniques 

According to their different imaging principles, current NCE-MRA techniques can be divided 

into three categories, including techniques based on the inflow of blood out of the imaging volume 

(inflow-based techniques), techniques based on blood flow within the imaging volume and flow-

independent techniques. This section will introduce the state-of-art of NCE-MRA techniques and 

summarise their advantages and disadvantages. 

2.3.1 Inflow-based techniques 

Inflow-based techniques belong to an early class of NCE-MRA techniques, which rely on the inflow 

effect of blood. In these techniques, static tissues within the image plane are suppressed by using 

suppression imaging pulses or preparation modules. Inflowing blood spins entering the image plane 

arrive with fresh longitudinal magnetisation, generating high signal intensity. 

TOF 

TOF 35–37, developed in the late 1980s, was the dominant NCE-MRA method for the following two 

decades. Although now largely supplanted in body MR imaging by other techniques, it remains one 

of the most important methods for cerebral MRA.  

TOF is a typical inflow-based technique. It employs repeated RF excitation pulses to saturate the 

signal from stationary tissue, causing their longitudinal magnetisation to approach a low steady-

state value, resulting in suppressed background signal. In contrast, inflowing blood spins, which 

have not experienced the excitation pulses, will have high signal intensity (Figure 2.3). The typically 

short TR and large flip angles assure sufficient background suppression. The venous inflow signal 

can be suppressed by adding a slice-selective distal saturation band, illustrated by the hatched area 

in Figure 2.3.   
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TOF MRA can be implemented with 2D or 3D sampling, depending on the target vascular territory. 

3D TOF MRA of the intracranial arteries is the single most widely used MRA technique 38. 2D TOF 

MRA is preferred for imaging vessels with perpendicular flow and relatively fast velocity, such as 

carotid arteries 39 and peripheral vasculature 40. Figure 2.4 shows typical images of 2D and 3D TOF. 

The main limitation of 3D TOF is the saturation of protons in vessels within the imaging section or 

slab where flow lies within the plane of imaging. This problem can be largely solved by using the 

tilted optimised non-saturating technique (TONE) 41, which progressively increases flip angles 

through the slab to compensate for the saturation of blood flowing into the slab. Another solution 

is multiple overlapping thin slab acquisition (MOTSA) 42,43, which acquires the image volume as 

multiple thin 3D slabs instead of a single volume 3D acquisition. Other drawbacks of TOF include 

its relatively long scan time leading to motion artefacts and the signal degradation in vessels 

containing slow, turbulent or retrograde flow. 

 

 

(A) Before the acquisition                             (B) During the acquisition 

Figure 2.3 The mechanism of TOF effect is illustrated with a model containing an artery (red) and a vein 

(blue). The imaging (I) and the saturation (S) slab are pictured in grey and shaded grey, respectively. (A) 

The contrast situation before the inflow of unsaturated spins is shown, both arterial and venous blood, as 

well as the static tissue, is suppressed. (B) The inflowing arterial blood (bright red) leads to contrast 

generation, while the static tissue and the venous blood are still suppressed. Taken from 44. 
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Figure 2.4 Example images of 2D TOF of carotid arteries (A) and 3D TOF of intracranial arteries (axial 

MIP) (B). Images courtesy of Andrew Priest. 

IFIR and QISS 

Inflow inversion-recovery (IFIR) and quiescent inflow slice-selective (QISS) are another two 

techniques that exploit the inflow enhancement effect. 

IFIR employs slab-selective inversion pre-pulses followed by a substantial inversion time (TI). The 

TI not only nulls signal from background tissues, but also allows time for fresh (uninverted) arterial 

blood to flow into the imaging volume 45. IFIR is mostly applied to image the arterial vasculature 

with relatively fast flow, such as the renal and carotid arteries 33.  

QISS applies a pair of closely spaced 90º-RF pulses to saturate static tissue and venous inflow 

respectively. Next comes a quiescent interval (QI) of a few hundred milliseconds, during which 

fresh inflowing blood enters the imaging slice. The sequence is ECG-gated to ensure that the QI 

spans the period of rapid systolic arterial flow, whereas the signal is acquired during diastole. QISS 

performs best when arteries are long and perpendicular to the plane of imaging. Therefore, it is 

mainly used for run-off studies in peripheral arteries 46. 
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The setting of TI or QI is the main problem of IFIR and QISS. For IFIR, a longer TI can provide 

greater inflow of spins into the anatomy of interest but can generally provide poorer blood-to-

background contrast due to T1-recovery of background tissue signal 33. For QISS, the QI needs to 

be adjusted according to the heart rhythm. Some patients may have a delayed onset or prolonged 

duration of systole 46.  

ASL 

Arterial spin labelling (ASL) uses RF pulses to magnetically tag protons in arterial blood in arteries 

prior to their entry into an organ or capillary bed. When these labelled protons enter a new anatomic 

region, they can be used to produce an arteriogram due to their unique magnetisation states. ASL 

acquires two image sets in an alternated fashion: a tag image with upstream tagging of arterial blood 

and a control image without tagging. Subtraction of the two image sets renders the arteries bright 

upon a background of negligible signal. Representative ASL techniques based on the inflow effect 

include STAR 47, FAIR 48, STARFIRE 49, and EPISTAR 50. 

ASL MRA removes the signal from stationary tissue via image subtraction, achieving complete 

background suppression. Compared with IFIR and QISS, ASL MRA has less dependency on TI/QI, 

and therefore can be applied for arteries with slow-flowing blood like those in the distal extremities 

33. A drawback of ASL is that it requires two data acquisitions, which doubles scan time and 

increases motion sensitivity which can lead to unwanted artefacts.  

2.3.2 Techniques based on flow within the imaging volume 

The spin-phase effect 

Another kind of NCE-MRA technique exploits the spin-phase effects of blood flow within the 

imaging volume. The spin-phase effect refers to changes in the phase that protons undergo when 

they move within a gradient field. The spin-phase effects on moving and stationary spins from a 

pair of bipolar gradients are demonstrated in Figure 2.5. A stationary spin will experience no net 

phase shift, but a moving spin will have a net phase shift proportional to its velocity.  
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Figure 2.5 Spin-phase effects on moving (red curve) and stationary (blue curve) spins under a pair of bipolar 

gradients 

PC-MRA 

Conventional PC-MRA uses a pair of bipolar gradients shown in Figure 2.5 to create contrast in a 

phase image between flowing blood and stationary tissue 51,52. It requires at least four acquisitions 

for 3D MRA, including one flow compensated gradient-echo dataset as the reference and three 

flow-encoded datasets acquired in the slice, phase and readout directions. Therefore, conventional 

PC-MRA has a long acquisition time, and its use as a routine angiographic method has greatly 

declined 53. It is currently still used as a low-resolution scout sequence for identifying the location 

of the carotid arteries and for cardiac studies. 

PC-MRA can also be used for quantitative measurement of flow velocities in three dimensions 

because the phase shift is proportional to its velocity. This method is used routinely in cardiac 

imaging for assessing pulmonary artery bulk flow and in the aorta for measuring cardiac output. 

The emerging technique of 4D PC imaging comprises 3D spatial encoding, 3D velocity encoding 

and time 54. It affords a comprehensive evaluation of regional blood flow characteristics. The 

technique has been applied to the measurement of aortic pulse wave velocity 55 and wall shear stress 

56 for the purposes of identifying potential emboli from high-risk atherosclerotic plaque 57.  

FSD and FBI 

There are also subtraction-based NCE-MRA techniques utilising the spin-phase effect, such as 

Flow-sensitive Dephasing (FSD) 58–60 and Fresh Blood Imaging (FBI) 61,62. Like ASL techniques, 
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FSD and FBI generate angiographic images by selectively subtracting images with flowing blood 

suppressed (dark-blood images) from images in which it is not suppressed (bright-blood images). 

Blood suppression in FSD is achieved by applying specially designed magnetisation preparations 

(Figure 2.6). Priest et al. used acceleration-sensitised (Figure 2.6(b)) or velocity-sensitised (Figure 

2.6(c)) preparations to suppress the vascular signal flexibly, either in arteries alone or in arteries 

and veins together 59,60. Delay alternating with nutation for tailored excitation (DANTE) can also 

be used as an effective blood suppression module, but always for suppressing both arteries and 

veins 63. FSD techniques have been mainly applied in peripheral angiography, including vessels in 

the lower extremities 58–60,64 and hand 65. Recent studies have also demonstrated the feasibility of 

imaging the thoracic central veins 63,66. 

FSD allows flexible user-selective suppression of vascular signals, which enables the separation of 

arterial and venous signals. Figure 2.7 shows example FSD images of lower legs. Acceleration-

sensitised and acceleration-sensitised iMSDE (improved motion-sensitised driven-equilibrium) 

preparation modules were used together with a 3D balanced steady-state free precession (bSSFP) 

sequence. Separate images of arteries (A) and veins (B) can be obtained in one single acquisition. 
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Figure 2.6 Schematic diagram of FSD pulse sequence. (a) Schematic overview of FSD. (b) The velocity-

sensitised preparation module suppressing both arteries and veins. (c) The acceleration-sensitised iMSDE 

preparation module suppressing only arteries. Figures modified based on 60. 
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Figure 2.7 Example FSD images of lower legs. Specific angiographic images highlighting either arteries or 

veins can be generated by employing different types of iMSDE preparation modules together with selective 

image subtraction. Images courtesy of Andrew Priest. 

In FBI, artery-suppressed and non-suppressed acquisitions are based on the differential flow 

between systole and diastole in vessels with pulsatile flow. Details of FBI will be described in 

section 2.4. 

The main drawback is that both FBI and FSD require a long imaging time due to ECG-triggering 

and image subtraction, making them more prone to motion-induced image blurring, as well as image 

degrading motion artefacts. Moreover, abnormal flow patterns in patients with vascular disease can 

complicate the optimal acquisition of dark-blood and bright-blood contrasts in systole and diastole, 

e.g., causing imperfect timing of the triggered acquisitions, which can also lead to image artefacts 

33. Perfect triggering is also difficult for patients with cardiac arrhythmia 67.  

Another problem of FBI and FSD is that the static background signal intensities from the two 

unsubtracted source image sets may not be exactly identical 68,69. This signal intensity difference 

can lead to residual background signal, obscuring the vascular signal of interest and affecting 

clinical diagnosis. This problem will be addressed in Chapter 4, in which an intensity correction 

technique is proposed to suppress residual background tissue. 

Velocity-selective MRA 

Velocity-selective (VS) angiography 70 uses a VS module which selectively excites magnetic spins 

based on their velocities. The VS inversion preparation is applied at the appropriate phase of the 

cardiac cycle to invert stationary tissues and venous blood while preserving arterial blood. After an 

inversion delay time chosen for optimal background suppression, artery visualisation over a large 

field-of-view (FOV) can be achieved. The VS inversion pulse can also be used to invert arterial 

blood and provide visualisation of veins 71. 

Compared to IFIR MRA that uses slab-selective inversion pulse, VS MRA is not limited by the 

inflow of arterial blood, which relaxes the requirement for a long TI and allows the display of a 

longer extent of vascular anatomy. Like FBI and FSD, VS-MRA also depends on the use of ECG-

gating, and the image quality may be affected by imperfect triggering. Another possible drawback 
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of VS-MRA is the requirement to tune the velocity selective preparation for optimal arterial display 

33. 

2.3.3 Flow-independent NCE-MRA 

Both the inflow effect and spin-phase effect are flow-dependent. These effects can be degraded in 

vessels with slow, recirculatory or stagnant flow. Flow-independent methods avoid this problem by 

exploiting intrinsic tissue parameters such as T1 and T2 to suppress background signals and generate 

vessel contrast. 

Balanced steady-state free precession imaging (bSSFP) is the prevailing method for flow-

independent NCE-MRA 72. In bSSFP images tissues with large T2/T1 ratios are hyperintense while 

others having small ratios are relatively hypointense. Due to the large T2/T1 ratio of arterial and 

venous blood, both arteries and veins are well depicted. Flow-independent MRA using bSSFP can 

provide a good depiction of slow and static flow as well as small branch vessels. It is also 

particularly useful for depicting vessels with complex morphology, such as the coronary arteries 33. 

However, the sensitivity of bSSFP to B0 field inhomogeneity makes the technique susceptible to 

off-resonance banding artefacts, unlike fast spin-echo (FSE)-based sequences 73.  

The background tissue signal can be suppressed by incorporating bSSFP with magnetisation 

preparation modules. Magnetisation preparations applied include non-selective inversion-recovery 

for suppression of long T1 fluids 74, T2 preparation for muscle suppression 75, and chemically 

selective fat saturation or multi-echo Dixon methods for fat suppression 76. Subtraction-based 

bSSFP techniques have also been proposed for flow-independent MRA. For example, STARFIRE 

can provide improved suppression of unwanted signal from background tissue 77.  

2.3.4 Limitations of NCE-MRA techniques 

In summary, current NCE-MRA techniques have the common drawbacks as follows: 

Long acquisition time  

While the short repetition time (TR) of CE-MRA enables very fast imaging speed, most of the NCE-

MRA methods have a much longer acquisition time, especially for those requiring more than one 

acquisition. The long acquisition time not only limits the clinical acceptance of these techniques, 
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but also renders them sensitive to artefacts from patient motion. The resolution that can be achieved 

is also limited by the long acquisition time. 

Complex flow characteristics 

The pulsatile pattern of blood flow can vary between different anatomical areas and between 

different subjects. Although the application of ECG gating can ensure the data is sampled in the 

same phase of the cardiac cycle, the complex and unpredictable flow patterns in some patients can 

cause some problems for flow-dependent NCE-MRA techniques. Common problems include: 

a) Slow arterial flow 

Inflow-based techniques, such as TOF and IFIR, preferred for imaging vessels with 

relatively fast flow. However, the blood flow in peripheral arteries and veins is sometimes 

slow or even stationary, which will degrade the blood signal suppression effect. 

b) Pulsatile veins 

The separation of arteries and veins in FSD and FBI is based on the fact that arterial flow is 

pulsatile while venous flow is constant. However, flow in the veins near the heart is also 

quite pulsatile. Therefore, techniques relying on slow constant venous flow only work well 

in the peripheries. 

c) Complex flow patterns 

Some complex flow patterns, such as recirculatory or stagnant flow, exist in vessels with a 

unique morphology, e.g. the carotid bifurcation. These complex patterns can cause artefacts 

in many flow-dependent techniques. 

d) Abnormal flow patterns in patients 

Examinations in patients are much more challenging than those in healthy volunteers as the 

flow patterns under pathological conditions may not follow the standard pattern and become 

disordered.  For example, atherosclerosis involves a narrowing of the artery lumen, referred 

to as a stenosis, which together with flow pulsatility can result in the periodic generation 

of complex fast flow and turbulence 7. Flow may be substantially chaotic in post-stenotic 

vessel segments 8.  
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The flow in different locations can be affected by different ways. As shown in 1.2.2 and 

Figure 1.3, peripheral arteries with stenosis may have different peak flow timing and 

velocity compared to the other ‘healthy’ peripheral arteries. Abnormal flow patterns can 

degrade the inflow or spin phase effects, and can complicate the detection of systole and 

diastole in ECG-based techniques like FBI 33.  

Artefacts 

Compared with contrast enhanced techniques NCE-MRA methods tend to have a higher incidence 

of different kinds of artefacts, such as motion artefacts caused by long acquisition times, and the 

artefacts caused by complex flow patterns. Specific artefact types may also exist in some NCE-

MRA methods, including misregistration artefacts in methods requiring subtraction of different 

image sets, artefacts from saturation and dephasing of flowing spins in TOF, and the banding 

artefacts in regions of off-resonance in bSSFP. 

Vessel orientation 

Some flow-dependent techniques have requirements on the vessel orientations. For example, TOF 

and other inflow-based methods ideally require the plane of acquisition to be perpendicular to the 

blood vessels. For FSD, blood flow perpendicular to the flow-dephasing direction will not be 

suppressed 59. Adding additional FSD modules with orthogonal flow-dephasing directions can 

improve the suppression but will decrease the signal-to-noise ratio due to T2 decay 66,78. 

Parameter selection 

Some flow-dependent approaches have challenging requirements for selecting and adjusting the 

acquisition parameters, which may complicate the operations and affect the robustness of the 

technique. For example, IFIR requires careful selection of the TI with respect to the flow velocity 

in the vessel of interest and the T1 of stationary tissue. The QI in QISS MRA also need to be adjusted 

according to the heart rhythm because some patients may have a delayed onset or prolonged 

duration of systole.  

2.4 Fresh blood imaging 

Most of the NCE-MRA studies in this thesis will be based on the FBI technique.  FBI, also named 

as ECG-gated half-Fourier FSE, derives from the gated subtraction angiography techniques 
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proposed in mid-1980s 61,62. FBI obtains MRA images by subtracting dark-blood images from 

bright-blood images. The dark-blood and bright-blood image acquisitions are based on the 

differential flow between systole and diastole in vessels containing pulsatile flow. In the FSE 

imaging sequence, the fast arterial flow during systole results in spin-dephasing and renders arteries 

dark. In contrast, arterial signal is preserved during diastole due to slow flow. Venous blood in 

general has relatively constant slow flow and is thus bright throughout the cardiac cycle. 

2.4.1 Conventional FBI 

The concept of FBI was first proposed by Miyazaki et al.79. An ECG synchronised 3D half-Fourier 

FSE technique with an appropriate ECG delay time for every phase encoding was used for arterial 

image acquisition. Figure 2.8(a) shows the diagram of the 3D imaging sequence. A spatially 

nonselective short-time inversion recovery (STIR) pulse was applied for fat suppression and 

background signal attenuation. Systolic and diastolic acquisitions were acquired with different 

delay times. The two acquisitions were interleaved to minimise sensitivity to motion.  

Prior to each 3D FBI acquisition, an ECG preparation scan using 2D half-Fourier FSE sequence 

was acquired in a single section with multiple phases (Figure 2.8(b)). The appropriate cardiac phase 

and ECG delay time could be then determined and used for the 3D FBI acquisition. 

 

Figure 2.8 (a) Sequence diagram of ECG-synchronised 3D half-Fourier FSE. The 3D half-Fourier FSE 

sequence is ECG synchronised for each slice encoding to have the same cardiac phase in every slice partition. 

(b) Schematic diagram of ECG-prep, single slices in multiple phases. Various delay times are ECG triggered, 

followed by 2D half-Fourier FSE to obtain single-slice images in different phases. Taken from 79. 
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2.4.2 FBI with flow-spoiled gradient pulses 

The arterial flow in peripheral vessels is much slower than large arteries such as thoracic and 

abdominal arteries, which results in bright-blood signal even during systole and makes it difficult 

to separate arteries from veins. The flow-spoiled fresh-blood imaging technique was therefore 

proposed in 2003 80, which creates better suppression of artery blood signal in systole by using 

readout flow-spoiled pulses in FBI. Figure 2.9 shows sequence diagrams of (a) the original readout 

gradient and (b) the readout gradient with flow-spoiled gradient pulses. The flow-spoiled gradient 

pulses cause the pulsatile flow blood to further dephase or become a flow void during systole but 

not during diastole as a result of reduced flow. The slow venous flow in both systole diastole and 

the stationary background tissues are not affected by the flow-spoiled gradient pulses. Therefore, 

subtraction of the diastolic and systolic images provides arterial images. 

 

Figure 2.9 Sequence diagram of FBI using the original readout gradients (a) and flow-spoiled gradients (b). 

2.4.3 FBI with variable flip angles 

Another modified FBI technique using variable flip angles has also been proposed by Storey et al. 

in 2010 81. It was reported that the flow sensitivity is governed largely by the flip angle of the 

refocusing pulses and to a lesser extent by the flow-spoiled gradients. High refocusing flip angles 

(>160°) produce very bright signal in bright-artery images, but also refocus more signal in arteries 

with slow-flowing blood in dark-artery images. The subtraction angiogram has bright signal for 

large arteries but weak signal for small arteries. In contrast, low refocusing flip angles (<120°) 

produce lower signal for large arteries in bright-artery images, but small arteries with slower 
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diastolic flow are less affected. The low refocusing angle accentuates the spin-effect, resulting in 

reduced arterial signal in dark-blood images, even in smaller arteries with slow-flowing blood. 

Therefore, a low refocusing flip angle produces a subtraction angiogram with better visualisation 

of distal branch arteries but results in signal loss in the main arteries.  

A flow suppression technique using variable refocusing flip angles is implemented on GE’s systems, 

which is called “adaptive refocus”. For systolic acquisition, the first few refocusing pulses are 

reduced from 180° to a smaller value such as 105°, so that the flow sensitivity and the arterial 

suppression are improved. The refocusing flip angles for diastolic acquisition remain 180° to 

maximise the arterial signal for bright-artery images.  

2.4.4 Applications 

FBI is commercially available and can be used for imaging peripheral vascular disease in the distal 

lower extremities 33. Its clinical usefulness has also been reported in aortic diseases, arterial 

occlusive diseases, and assessment for the vascularity of musculoskeletal neoplasm 82–84. 

Ono et al. have reported a new MR venography method utilizing the FBI technique 85. MR venous 

images can be acquired by further subtraction of those subtracted arterial images from the systolic 

source images. Further clinical evaluation of this technique on 32 patients based on finding deep 

vein thrombosis compared with DSA provided 100% identification by two reviewers on all three 

stations with corresponding sensitivities of 100% and 99.6% 86. 

2.5 Summary 

This chapter introduced the common angiographic techniques. DSA, ultrasonography and CTA are 

widely used for clinical evaluation of vascular anatomy and pathology, but they all have their 

respective shortcomings. MRI is another effective modality. While CE-MRA is more routinely used 

for clinical diagnosis, NCE-MRA techniques have drawn increasing attention as they can avoid the 

injection of exogenous contrast agents. Many NCE-MRA techniques have been developed based 

on different characteristics of blood, such as the flow-dephasing effect, inflow effect and T1/T2 

properties. Their principles, applications and limitations were summarised in this chapter. 
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The following chapters focus mainly on subtractive NCE-MRA techniques, particularly FBI. As 

summarised in Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.4, these techniques have some limitations, among which is 

residual background signal following subtraction caused by inconsistent background signal 

intensities on source images. This will be investigated in Chapter 4 and the related improvements 

facilitate addressing the main problem of long acquisition times dealt with in Chapter 5 and 6.  
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Chapter 3. Acceleration theory and compressed sensing 

reconstruction algorithm 

This chapter describes the theory of compressed sensing. The split Bregman algorithm, which will 

be employed in the following chapters, is introduced as an efficient compressed sensing 

reconstruction method. Another two routinely used acceleration techniques, parallel imaging and 

partial Fourier sampling are also described, together with how to combine them with compressed 

sensing. A new L1-SPIRiT reconstruction algorithm is developed, which is based on the split 

Bregman and POCS method. Finally, four quantitative metrics for evaluating the quality of 

reconstructed images are presented, including two commonly used metrics and two new metrics 

developed specifically for the studies in this thesis.  

3.1 Overview of MRI acceleration 

3.1.1 MRI speed 

MRI has a relatively slow imaging speed compared to other imaging modalities, which has become 

a major obstacle for the incorporation of body MRI into routine clinical practice 87. The low imaging 

efficiency leads to high economic cost and limits the number of patients. It is also challenging for 

patients to perform long breath-holds or remain still for imaging certain body parts 88. More 

importantly, long acquisition times cause technical challenges including limited spatiotemporal 

resolution and volumetric coverage, and sensitivity to respiratory or cardiac motion 87. The low 

temporal resolution increases the difficulty of capturing rapid motion or rapid changes in contrast 

over time. It also increases the susceptibility to motion-related artefacts, limiting the imaging of 

moving body parts, such as for cardiac and abdominal imaging 89.  

3.1.2 Efforts in MRI acceleration 

Much effort has been applied to improving imaging speed since the initial introduction of MRI. 

Over the years, the examination times of MRI have been dramatically reduced by the improvement 

of hardware and innovations in acquisition and reconstruction strategies. 
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Increased gradient amplitudes and slew rates can minimise the gradient waveform durations, 

enabling faster collection of data 90. The emergence of rapid imaging sequences, such as FSE 

imaging 91, fast low angle shot (FLASH) imaging 92 and echo-planar imaging (EPI) 93 have greatly 

increased imaging speed and motivated many new applications of MRI 87. 

However, we are currently at the point where the improvements in hardware and sequence design 

have come to practical limitations due to the fundamental physical and physiological effects 94. For 

example, very fast gradient switching can induce electric fields in the human body, leading to 

muscle and nerve stimulation 95. Faster sequence repetition and higher magnetic field strengths can 

lead to an increased RF energy deposition in tissues, resulting in patient heating 96. 

These fundamental limitations have encouraged researchers to look for new strategies to reduce the 

amount of acquired data in k-space based on the inherent redundancies in acquired MR image data. 

The underlying information may be extracted from less data than traditionally considered necessary 

according to the Nyquist criterion. Typical techniques are parallel imaging (PI), partial Fourier (PF) 

sampling and compressed sensing (CS). Other acceleration techniques exploiting other sources of 

redundancy are also emerging, such as k-t methods that take advantage of the sparsity of a dynamic 

time series 97–100. 

3.1.3 Acceleration for NCE-MRA 

The NCE-MRA techniques addressed by this thesis have an especially strong potential for 

acceleration. As described in Chapter 2.3.4, most of the NCE-MRA methods have very long 

acquisition times.  

Meanwhile, MR angiography exhibits a high degree of sparsity, which is visible even in the image 

domain 94,101. Only the vessels have a bright signal, and background tissues are suppressed. The 

sparsity can be further improved by using sparsifying transforms. The intrinsic high sparsity is very 

beneficial for both PI and CS, potentially enabling angiograms to be accelerated by a large factor. 

The acceleration of MRA using CS has become a hot topic since CS was proposed. CS has been 

applied to CE-MRA to reduce acquisition time and increase spatial and temporal resolution102–104. 

As a typical and widely used NCE-MRA technique, TOF-MRA has been addressed by a number of 

studies in terms of the acceleration based on CS 105–108. The clinical performance of accelerated 

TOF has also been evaluated 109,110. PC-MRA has been limited due to its long acquisition times. CS 
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can effectively accelerate PC-MRA 111–113, particularly 4D flow 112,113. Studies focusing on the CS 

acceleration of other NCE-MRA techniques include bSSFP 114 and ASL 115. 

FBI is a typical NCE-MRA technique with high demand for acceleration. As an ECG-gated 

technique, data collection in FBI is limited to a relatively small portion of each cardiac cycle. 

Moreover, FBI requires two acquisitions for image subtraction, which not only doubles the 

acquisition time but also renders it sensitive to misregistration problems caused by motion. 

Therefore, PF sampling has been applied to FBI since it was proposed 79. PI has also been routinely 

applied in the clinical protocol. More recently, CS has become available in NCE-MRA protocols 

including FBI by different vendors. 

Since the source bright- and dark-blood images of subtractive NCE-MRA techniques like FBI 

contain many background tissues, the sparsity of angiograms can only be exploited by performing 

reconstruction on the subtracted data. The details of the reconstruction strategies for subtractive 

NCE-MRA will be described in Chapter 6. 

3.2 Compressed sensing 

3.2.1 Basic idea of compressed sensing 

It has been well established that a wide range of signals are compressible to some degree, i.e. that 

they can be represented by only a few non-zero coefficients in a suitable basis or dictionary. Since 

the signal can be compressed by a post-processing operation, CS emerged from the question of 

whether we can simply measure the compressed information directly from a smaller number of 

measurements. Candès and Donoho et al. proved that if the undersampling scheme is incoherent, 

images can be accurately reconstructed by using a non-linear recovery process 116,117  

The application of CS in MRI has drawn great attention since it was first proposed by Lustig et al. 

in 2007 101. The acquisition scheme of MRI is highly compatible with CS theory. MR images have 

a sparse representation in some transform domain (wavelet etc.). The MRI data is acquired in k-

space, and the acquisition time is directly related to the number of sampling measurements. 

Therefore, the acquisition time can be efficiently reduced by performing an incoherent 

undersampling scheme. 
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Figure 3.1 is a heuristic example explaining how incoherent (random) sampling is performed on a 

one-dimensional (1D) sparse signal and how the incoherent artefact can be removed by the CS 

reconstruction. 

  

Figure 3.1 A heuristic procedure of incoherent sampling and CS reconstruction. A 1D sparse signal (a) is 

undersampled in its k-space domain (b). Equispaced undersampling generates signal ambiguity preventing 

recovery (d), while pseudo-random undersampling results in incoherent artefacts behaving like random noise 

(c). Some strong signal components can be detected by thresholding (e and f). The interference of these 

components can be then computed (h) and subtracted (g), enabling recovery of other weaker components. 

Taken from 118. 

3.2.2 Requirements of compressed sensing 

The successful application of CS has two basic requirements: the signal should be sparse in some 

transform domain(s), and the sampling matrix should be sufficiently incoherent. 

Sparsity 

An image is considered as sparse if it can be represented by a small number of non-zero coefficients, 

either in the image domain or in other sparsifying transform domains. The most commonly used 

sparsifying transforms for MRI are the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and finite difference 

operations. Some advanced transforms have been proposed recently, such as the second-order total 

generalised variation (TGV) 119 and edge-guided compressed sensing (EdgeCS) 120. The degree of 

sparsity is directly related to the maximal achievable acceleration factor (AF), and a high degree of 

sparsity is desired. 
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MR angiography is a typical example with high degree of sparsity, which is visible even in the 

image domain. Only the vessels have bright signal, and the background tissues are suppressed. The 

sparsity can be further improved by using sparsifying transforms.  

Total variation 

The first-order finite differences have been widely employed in CS reconstruction. The finite 

differences are often referred to as total variation (TV), which is the sum of the nearest neighbour 

differences that creates sparsity in an image 𝐼: 
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TV minimisation is based on the assumption that the images are piecewise constant to some degree 

and exhibit a sparse representation after subtraction of adjacent pixels along the spatial dimensions 

121. The minimisation of TV can be regarded as attempting to find the ‘best’ edges in the image 

space 94 and thus is suitable for the problems where boundaries are the most important information 

101. MR angiograms show connected plateaus, clear boundaries and less complicated textures and 

should be ideal for the application of TV 94.  

Sampling patterns 

The aliasing interference in the sparse transform domain must be incoherent, i.e., the undersampling 

artefacts must appear as noise-like patterns in the sparse domain. Sampling a completely random 

subset of k-space can guarantee a high degree of incoherence 116. However, randomness in all 

dimensions of k-space is impractical, because the sampling trajectories along the readout direction 

need to be continuous and relatively smooth due to hardware and physiological considerations. 

Figure 3.2(a) and (b) shows random sampling patterns for 2D (kx-ky) and 3D (ky-kz) Cartesian 

acquisitions respectively. There is only freedom along the phase encoding direction for 2D imaging, 

but there are two dimensional degrees of freedom for 3D imaging. Figure 3.2(c) shows a typical 

pseudo-random Poisson-disk sampling pattern 122,123 for 3D Cartesian acquisitions, which has been 

reported to improve image quality compared with purely random patterns (see Section 5.2.1). The 

detailed requirements in sampling pattern design will be discussed in Chapter 5.  
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Figure 3.2 Typical MRI sampling patterns. (A) A random sampling pattern for 2D Cartesian acquisitions 

(kx-ky). (B) A random sampling pattern for 3D Cartesian acquisitions (ky-kz). (c) A pseudo-random Poisson-

disk sampling pattern for 3D Cartesian acquisitions (ky-kz). 

 

3.2.3 Problem formulation of compressed sensing 

 

Figure 3.3 Compressed sensing sampling process with the undersampling matrix R and the Fourier 

transform F. 

As shown in Figure 3.3, the compressed sensing problem can be mathematically expressed as a 

linear system of equations 

 f RFu=   (3.2)   
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where 𝑓 is the measured k-space data (𝑚 × 1), 𝑢 is the image or image series to be reconstructed 

(𝑛 × 1). A simplified 1D case is considered here. 𝐹 is the Fourier transform operator (𝑛 × 𝑛). The 

matrix 𝑅 represents the undersampling matrix (𝑚 × 𝑛), which is a “row selector” matrix comprising 

a subset of the rows of an identity matrix.  

Ideally, 𝑢 can be easily solved if 𝑚 = 𝑛. However, as an undersampling matrix, 𝑚 ≪ 𝑛, which 

means the system is underdetermined, and there are infinitely many solutions. 

According to the CS theory, if 𝑢 is sparse, the problem can be solved by 

 
1

min    s.t. u f RFu=   (3.3) 

where ‖∙‖1is the L1-norm, which calculates the degree of sparsity in the image by summing the 

absolute value of the pixels in the image. 

 

Figure 3.4 Compressed sensing sampling process with the undersampling matrix R, the Fourier transform F 

and a sparsifying transform Φ. 

For MR images, 𝑢 is not always sparse in the image domain but, as shown in Figure 3.4, we can 

find a sparsifying transform Φ, let 𝑢 = Φ−1𝑠,  

 
1f RFu RF s−= =    (3.4) 

The problem can be solved by 

 
1

min    s.t. 
u

u f RFu =   (3.5) 
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This constrained problem can be relaxed to an unconstrained Lagrange form using a quadratic 

penalty function: 

 
2

1 2
arg min

2u
u u RFu f


=  + −   (3.6) 

where ‖∙‖2 is the L2-norm calculating the least-squares difference. 

The optimisation problem in this form can be solved with iterative algorithms such as conjugate 

gradient 101,124,125. The regularisation parameter 𝜆 controls the trade-off between the promotion of 

sparsity (L1-norm) and data consistency (L2-norm). 

3.3 Split Bregman algorithm 

3.3.1 Bregman iteration 

For the unconstrained minimisation problem of equation 3.6, conventional algorithms can be 

expensive in time and computer memory 126. The Bregman Iterative Algorithm, introduced by 

Osher et al. 127,  is an efficient algorithm that converges very quickly. 

The Bregman iterative algorithm relies on the concept of “Bregman Distance” 128.  The Bregman 

distance associated with a convex function 𝐽(·) between the point 𝑢 and 𝑣 is  

 ( ) ( ) ( ), ,p

JD u v J u J v p u v= − − −   (3.7) 

where 𝑝 ∈ 𝜕𝐽(𝑣) is the sub-gradient in the subdifferential of 𝐽(·) at the point 𝑣. 𝐷𝐽
𝑝(𝑢, 𝑣) is not a 

distance in the usual sense as it is not general symmetric, but it measures the closeness between 𝑢 

and 𝑣 in the sense that 𝐷𝐽
𝑝(𝑢, 𝑣) ≥ 0 and 𝐷𝐽

𝑝(𝑢, 𝑣) ≥ 𝐷𝐽
𝑝(𝑤, 𝑣) for a point 𝑤 on the line segment 

connecting 𝑢 and 𝑣. Figure 3.5 demonstrates the Bregman distance.  
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Figure 3.5 The Bregman distance associated with a convex function 𝐽(·) between the point 𝑢 and 𝑣. 𝑝 ∈

𝜕𝐽(𝑣) is the sub-gradient of 𝐽(·) at 𝑣.  

Consider two convex energy functionals 𝐽(·)  and 𝐻(·) , and assume 𝐻(·)  is differentiable, the 

associated unconstrained minimisation problem is 

 ( ) ( )min +
u

J u H u   (3.8) 

The Bregman iterative algorithm solves this problem by the following iterative procedure: 

 
( ) ( )

( ) ( )

1 min , +

min , +

kk p k

J
u

k k

u

u D u u H u

J u p u u H u





+ =

= − −
  (3.9) 

 ( )1 1k k kp p H u+ += −   (3.10) 

Consider the case 𝐻(𝑢) =
1

2
‖𝐴𝑢 − 𝑏‖2

2, which is in the same form as the optimisation problem of 

CS (equation 3.6), the Bregman iteration is: 

 ( )
21

2
min , +

2

k k k

u
u J u p u u Au b

+ = − − −   (3.11) 

 ( )1 1 k k T kp p A Au b+ += − −   (3.12) 
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When 𝐴 is linear, the unpleasant minimisation can be simplified to the following format according 

to 129: 

 ( )
2

1

2
min +

2

k k

u
u J u Au b

+ = −   (3.13) 

 1k k kb b b Au+ = + −   (3.14) 

The term 𝑏 − 𝐴𝑢𝑘 can be regarded as the error or residual in the fidelity term. Therefore, the error 

is added back to the right-hand side of the equation during the iterative procedure, which is non-

intuitive but effective.  

3.3.2 Split Bregman 

The optimisation problem can be solved efficiently by the Linearized Bregman Algorithm 129,130 or 

Fixed Point Continuation 131 when it is in the form of 

 
2

1 2
min

2u
u Au b


+ −   (3.15) 

However, it is difficult for these algorithms to solve problems with an additional matrix in the L1-

norm, such as the CS optimisation problem with a sparsifying transform (Φ in equation 3.6). Also, 

these schemes cannot solve optimisation problems involving multiple L1-regularisation terms. 

The Split Bregman method proposed by Goldstein et al. 126 can be used to solve the CS optimisation 

problem in the form of equation 3.6 (
2

1 2
arg min

2u
u RFu f


 + − ). The L1 and L2 portions of the 

energy are “de-coupled” by rewriting equation 3.6 as:  

 
2

1 2
arg min  such that 

2u
d RFu f d u


+ − =    (3.16) 

It can be converted into an unconstrained problem: 

 
2 2

1 2 2
arg min

2 2u
d RFu f d u

 
+ − + −   (3.17) 

By applying the Bregman iterative algorithm (equation 3.8 to 3.12) and the simplification (equation 

3.13 and 3.14), the Split Bregman iteration is obtained: 
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 ( )
22

1

1

2

1

2
arg min

2
=

2
, k

u

k kd RFu f bu d d u
 + + + − + − −   (3.18) 

 1 1 1k k k kb b u d+ + += + −   (3.19) 

Because the L1 and L2 terms are now de-coupled, the minimisation of equation 3.18 can be 

performed iteratively with respect to 𝑢 and 𝑑 separately: 

 
22

2

1

2
Step 1: arg m= in

2 2

k

u

k RFu fu d u b
 + − + − −   (3.20) 

 
2

1

1 2

1Step 2: arg min
2

= k

u

k kd d ud b
 ++ + − −   (3.21) 

For Step 1, L2 norm is differentiable. By differentiating with respect to 𝑢 and setting the result 

equal to zero, we get the update rule: 

 
1=( ) ( )T T T k T T k kF R RF u F Rf d b  ++   +  −   (3.22) 

Which can be written as: 

 
1 1 1k ku F K F rhs+ − −=    (3.23) 

where 
1T TK R R F F  −= −    , 

1 ( )k T k krhs F Rf d b −= +  −  . 

Step 2 does not have coupling between elements of 𝑑 and can be solved by shrinkage operators 126: 

 1 1 1
shrink ,k k kd u b



+ + 
=  + 

 
  (3.24) 

where ( ) ( )shrink , = max ,0
x

x x
x

  − . 

To solve the constrained CS problem (equation 3.5), we need to replace 𝑓 by 𝑓𝑘  and use “double 

Bregman”. Firstly, the unconstrained problem is solved by performing “inner iterations”; then, the 

update rule is applied in the “outer iteration”. Putting all of these elements together, the Split 

Bregman algorithm for CS optimisation is shown in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1 A Split Bregman algorithm for the CS optimisation problem 
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Split Bregman CS optimisation 

Inputs:  

𝑓 – k-space measurements 

𝑅 – undersampling matrix
1 1k k kf f f RFu+ += + −  

𝑁 – the number of inner iterations 

𝜀 – stopping tolerance (estimated noise level) 

Outputs: 

𝑢𝑘+1 – reconstructed image or image series 

Algorithm: 

Initialise: 
0 1u F f−= , and 

0 0 0d b= =   

While 
2

2

2

kRFu f −   

For 1 to i N=   

1 1 1k ku F K F rhs+ − −=   

1 1 1
shrink ,k k kd u b



+ + 
=  + 

 
 

1 1 1k k k kb b u d+ + += + −  

end 

1 1k k kf f f RFu+ += + −  

end 

 

3.4 Parallel imaging and partial Fourier sampling 

Parallel imaging (PI) and Partial Fourier (PF) sampling are another two routinely used acceleration 

techniques. Because CS, PI and PF sampling exploit different redundancies of MR images, they 

can be combined together to enable higher achievable acceleration rates 101,132.  

3.4.1 Parallel imaging 

PI is an acceleration technique that utilises multiple receive coil elements to reduce scan time in 

MRI. The known spatial sensitivities of receiver coils allow a reduction in the phase-encoding steps 
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during image acquisition enabling undersampling of k-space data below the Nyquist limit. PI has 

been in the mainstream of clinical imaging and can routinely offer scan time reductions of at least 

a factor of two and often more 94. 

A variety of PI methods have been developed. Methods like SENSE 133 and SMASH 134 require 

explicit coil sensitivities to be known beforehand. SENSE (SENSitivity Encoding) are among the 

most widely used PI methods. It is performed in image space after reconstruction of data from the 

individual coils. Basically, SENSE measures coil sensitivities by a calibration step and use them to 

remove the aliasing patterns in the images by solving an inverse problem with a set of linear 

equations. 

In practice, measuring coil sensitivities accurately is difficult because even small errors in the 

sensitivity estimation can be amplified and result in visible artefacts in reconstructed image 135. 

Auto-calibrating methods, such as GRAPPA 136, ARC 137, and auto-SMASH 138, avoid these 

difficulties by implicitly deriving sensitivity information from the auto-calibration signal (ACS) 

region, which is a fully sampled region of the k-space centre acquired during the acquisition. Unlike 

SENSE, GRAPPA/ARC functions in k-space before Fourier transformation. It defines one or more 

reconstruction kernels that fit the sampling geometry, calibrates them from the ACS region 

(calculate weighting factors for each coil), and then uses them to estimate the missing data points.  

3.4.2 SPIRiT 

SPIRiT (iterative self-consistent parallel imaging reconstruction) 139, proposed by Lustig et. al., is 

another auto-calibrating method. Similar to GRAPPA, SPIRiT estimates linear relationships 

between multiple channels from auto-calibration signals and enforce that relationship to synthesise 

data values for unacquired samples. SPIRiT describes the reconstruction as an inverse problem 

governed by data consistency constraints. The reconstruction is formulated as an optimisation 

problem, which yields the solution with the highest consistency between the calibration and 

acquisition data.  

 ( )
2

2
min    s.t. 

x
G I x f Rx− =   (3.25) 
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where 𝑥 is the k-space data to be reconstructed (𝑥 = 𝐹𝑢 in equation 3.4) and 𝐼 is the identity matrix. 

𝐺 is a set of convolution operators that convolve the multi-coil data with the pre-calculated SPIRiT 

kernels: 

 ( ) ( )( )i ij j

j

x r g x U r=    (3.26) 

where 𝑥𝑖(𝑟)  is the k-space data at location 𝑟  in the i-th coil, 𝑈(𝑟)  denotes the neighbourhood 

around 𝑟, 𝑥𝑗(𝑈(𝑟)) is the data at the neighbourhood in the j-th coil, and 𝑔𝑖𝑗 is the corresponding 

SPIRiT kernel. It is based on the property that the k-space data at a specific location in a single coil 

is related to the data in a small neighbourhood of that location in all the coils, and this relationship 

remains the same for all spatial locations. For SPIRiT, the neighbourhood includes all the k-space 

points near 𝑥𝑖(𝑟) in all coils, whether they were acquired or not: this is different from GRAPPA, 

which only includes the acquired points. 

The SPIRiT kernels are estimated from the ACS region by a calibration procedure, which looks for 

the kernels that are the most consistent with the calibration data in the least-squares sense: 

 
2

ˆ arg min
i

i i i
g

g Ag x= −   (3.27) 

where 𝑔𝑖 = [𝑔𝑖1, 𝑔𝑖2, … , 𝑔𝑖𝑁]𝑇 is a vector stacked by 𝑔𝑖𝑗 for all 𝑗, 𝑥𝑖 is the data in ACS data in the 

i-th coil. Each row of 𝐴 is the multi-coil data in the neighbourhood at a specific location reordered 

into a vector same as 𝑔𝑖. 

3.4.3 L1-SPIRiT 

SPIRiT can be combined with CS in an approach known as L1-SPIRiT 87,140. Based on equation 3.6 

and equation 3.25, the corresponding reconstruction problem is formulated as: 

 ( )
22 1

2 21,2
arg min +

x
x Rx f F x G I x −= − +  −   (3.28) 

where 𝛼 is an additional regularisation parameter controlling the balance between data consistency 

and calibration consistency. The L1 penalty in equation 3.6 is replaced by a joint L1 norm (‖∙‖1,2), 

which is a functional combining both the L1 and L2 norms: 
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2

1,2 rc

r c

u u=     (3.29) 

where 𝑐  is the coil index and 𝑟 is the spatial index. While the L1-norm works along the voxel 

dimension, the L2-norm operates along the coil dimension to enforce joint sparsity along the coil 

dimension. 

The L1-SPIRiT problem in equation 3.28 can be solved by iterative descent methods such as the 

conjugate gradient algorithm 139. As an alternative method, the equality constraint (𝐺 − 𝐼)𝑥 = 0 

can be incorporated into the objective, such that the problem is formulated as simple least-squares 

139. Let 𝑥𝑛𝑎𝑐𝑞 represent only the missing points in k-space, and let 𝐺𝑎𝑐𝑞  and 𝐺𝑛𝑎𝑐𝑞   be the part of 

the operator 𝐺 that operates on the acquired and non-acquired points respectively. Equation 3.25 

can be rewritten as 

 ( ) ( )
2

2
arg min

nacq

nacq nacq acq
x

G I x G I f− + −   (3.30) 

It has the usual format of least-squares (‖𝐴𝑥 − 𝑏‖2
2) and can be solved by projection over convex 

sets (POCS) iterations 139. By combining the POCS algorithm for SPIRiT with the Split Bregman 

algorithm for CS (Table 3.1), we developed a new L1-SPIRiT reconstruction algorithm, which is 

shown in Table 3.2. This algorithm will be employed in the acceleration studies in Chapter 5, 6 and 

7. 
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Table 3.2 L1-SPIRiT reconstruction solved by Split Bregman and POCS 

Split Bregman and POCS iterations for the L1-SPIRiT reconstruction 

Inputs:  

𝑓 – k-space measurements 

𝑅 – undersampling matrix 

𝑁 – the number of inner iterations 

𝜀 – stopping tolerance (estimated noise level) 

𝑛𝑎𝑐𝑞 – indices of acquired k-space 

𝐺 – operator matrix obtained by calibration 

Outputs: 

𝑢𝑘+1 – reconstructed image or image series 

Algorithm: 

Initialise: 
0 1u F f−= , 

0x f= and 
0 0 0d b= =   

While 
2

2

2

kRFu f −   

For 1 to i N=   

1k kK Fx rhs−=  

1k kx xG+ =  

1

acq

k fx n+   =  

1 1 1k kxu F+ − +=   

1 1 1
shrink ,k k kd u b



+ + 
=  + 

 
 

1 1 1k k k kb b u d+ + += + −  

end 

1 1k k kf f f RFu+ += + −  

end 
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3.4.4 Partial Fourier sampling 

PF sampling is based on the property that the Fourier transform of a purely real function has 

complex conjugate symmetry in k-space. In theory, this property enables us to acquire half of the 

k-space and reduce the acquisition time. In practice, PF acquisition samples slightly more than half 

of k-space so that a more accurate and robust phase correction can be provided.  

Figure 3.6 shows the homodyne detection algorithm used for PF sampling reconstruction 141. Firstly, 

a homodyne high-pass filter is applied to pre-weight the partial k-space data. The amplitude of the 

asymmetric portion of k-space data is doubled to compensate for the missing data. The high-pass 

filtered image 𝐼𝐻 is then reconstructed from the pre-weighted data. Meanwhile, a low-resolution 

image 𝐼𝐿 is acquired from the symmetric portion of k-space data by using a low-pass filter. Finally, 

the phase of  𝐼𝐻  is corrected by the phase of the low-resolution image (ϕ𝐿), and the final image 𝐼 is 

obtained by taking the real part of the result. This procedure can be expressed as 

  Re Li

HI I e
−

=   (3.31) 

PF can also be combined with CS and PI by either integrating a POCS PF-constraint into a joint PI 

and CS optimisation algorithm 142 or designing a strategy incorporating all steps of PI, CS and PF 

into one scheme 132. In the studies described in the following chapters, the combination of CS, PI 

and PF is achieved by replacing the inverse Fourier transform performed on the high-pass filtered 

data (denoted by * in Figure 3.4) by a joint PI-CS reconstruction algorithm.  
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Figure 3.6 Flow chart summarizing the process of the homodyne algorithm for partial Fourier sampling 

reconstruction. * denotes the procedure that can be replaced by CS or PI reconstructions for sparsely 

undersampled data. 

3.5 Quantitative evaluation metrics 

Apart from the radiologists’ visual evaluation, objective and quantitative metrics are important for 

evaluating the quality of reconstruction images. Such metrics can be valuable in the optimisation of 

reconstruction strategies. This section introduces the four quantitative metrics used in this thesis. 

Among them, peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity (SSIM) are used to 

measure the difference between the reconstructed images and a set of gold standard images. They 

both require a full reference, which needs to be provided by fully sampled images. Contrast-to-
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noise ratio (CNR) of artery-to-background can be calculated either with or without a full reference. 

Finally, an automatic sharpness evaluation method is developed as a no-reference matrix. 

3.5.1 PSNR 

PSNR, normalised mean square error (NMSE) or root mean square error (RMSE) are most 

commonly used quantitative metrics to evaluate reconstruction accuracy. All of them measure the 

squared intensity differences between the target images and the reference images, which are defined 

by 

( ) ( )
2

, , , ,

1 1 1

1
MSE ,

s n m

i j k i j k

k j i

x y x y
m n s = = =

= −

  

( ) ( )RMSE , MSE ,x y x y=  

( )
( )

( )

MSE ,
NMSE ,

MSE ,0

x y
x y

x
=  

 ( )
( )

2

10PSNR , 10log
MSE ,

MAX
x y

x y
=   (3.32) 

In this thesis, x is the fully sampled reference 3D image set with the size of m × n × s, y is the image 

set reconstructed from the undersampled k-space data. MAX is the maximum possible pixel value 

of the images, which is 215 for the signed 16-bit DICOM formatted images in our studies.  

3.5.2 SSIM 

SSIM is considered to be correlated with the quality perception of the human visual system and is 

effective for measuring the structural similarity between two images 143. Instead of measuring errors, 

SSIM is designed by modelling image distortion as a combination of three factors including loss of 

correlation, luminance distortion and contrast distortion 144. Local SSIM values for a window size 

of 8 × 8 pixels are calculated as: 
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     + + +
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  (3.33) 

where μx, μy, σx, σy, and σxy are the local means, standard deviations, and cross-covariance for local 

windows of image x, y. The parameters α > 0, β > 0, and γ > 0, are used to adjust the relative 

importance of the three components. If α = β = γ = 1 and c3 = c2/2, the index can be simplified to: 

 ( )
( )( )

( )( )
1 2

2 2 2 2

1 2

2 2
SSIM ,

x y xy

x y x y

c c
x y

c c

  

   

+ +
=

+ + + +
  (3.34) 

The final SSIM index is the mean of all local SSIM values calculated by the formula above. 

3.5.3 CNR of artery-to-background 

For MRA, contrast-to-noise ratio of artery-to-background 145 can be used to evaluate the arterial 

signal intensity level. It is defined as the ratio of the signal difference between the artery and the 

other background tissues, against the noise level of the image. The formula is as follows: 

 CNR
artery backgroundS - S

=


  (3.35) 

where Sartery and Sbackground are the mean arterial and background signal intensity (SI) values, σ is the 

noise level of the image. Arterial and background SIs are calculated by applying masks of arterial 

and background tissues. For the retrospective simulation studies with fully sampled reference 

angiograms (Chapter 5 and 6), σ is estimated by the standard deviation of the difference image 

(subtraction images of the reconstructed angiograms from the fully sampled reference angiograms). 

When reference angiograms are not available (Chapter 7), σ is estimated by the standard deviation 

of the region with no tissue signals, which is also obtained by applying a mask of noise area. 

Figure 3.7 shows the process of generating masks. The leg mask and noise area masks (only for no-

reference cases) are obtained from subtracted images and bright-blood images, while the artery 

mask is obtained from the subtracted angiograms. Masks are produced by applying a global 

threshold calculated by multiplying the maximum SI of the image set with a ratio. The background 

tissue mask is obtained by subtracting the artery mask from the leg mask.  
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Due to the high SI contrasts (arteries vs. background tissues in subtracted angiograms and the whole 

leg vs. regions with no signal in bright-blood images), threshold values are acceptable within a large 

durable range without tuning for each dataset. In our studies, the ratios for artery mask, leg mask 

and noise mask are 0.08, 0.01 and 0.005 respectively. 

 

Figure 3.7 Diagram of the process of mask generation. The leg mask (B), noise area mask (C) and artery 

mask (E) are produced by hard thresholding. The background tissue mask is obtained by subtracting (E) 

from (B).   
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3.5.4 Sharpness 

Edges in MR images carry physiologically important information and play a central role in image 

evaluation 146. An undersampling scheme with imperfect reconstruction can result in the loss of 

high-frequency components, which can blur vessel edges. These blurred edges, although important 

for image quality and clinical diagnosis, do not have a significant impact on PSNR, SSIM and CNR 

values as they only represent a small fraction of a whole image. Therefore, a method for assessing 

the sharpness of edges is desired.  

An automatic method based on curve fitting was developed to assess the sharpness of image edges. 

The flow chart of the method is shown in Figure 3.8. This method includes the following steps: 
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Figure 3.8 Flow chart of the sharpness evaluation process. 

Interpolation 

The diameters of arteries are normally small, approximately only three to five pixels. To improve 

curve fitting accuracy, images are firstly interpolated in y and z directions by a factor 10 using the 

bilinear interpolation. The output pixel value is a weighted average of pixels in the nearest 2-by-2 

neighbourhood. 

Vessel detection 

Considering the arteries are circular on axial slices, arterial regions were detected on the individual 

axial slices by the circular Hough transform 147. In the following chapters, the typical range of radii 

for the detected circular objects was 15–28 pixels (matrix size of the slice of 320×80 before 

interpolation), and the sensitivity of the circle detection was 0.8.  

Region discard 

Arterial regions are discarded if the SIs of their edge pixels (the first and last points of horizontal 

and vertical profiles) are larger than a threshold value, which is 1/6 of the centre SI of the arterial 

region in our studies. All the regions are sorted according to their centre SI. Normally, over 300 

regions can be detected in our studies. The 200 regions with the largest centre SI (across all the 

slices) are kept as the final detected arterial regions for each 3D dataset. 

Profile extraction 

Four 1D intensity profiles are extracted vertically and horizontally from each arterial region. The 

profiles are prolonged by 15 pixels at each end.  

Curve fitting 

Curve fitting is based on a method proposed by Ahmad et al.146. Each intensity profile is 

individually fitted with a sigmoid function given by  

 ( ) ( )0

1
0 1 2 2; , , ,

1 10
s a

a
f a a a s a




−
= +

+
  (3.36) 
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where a0 determines the centre location of the curve, a1 determines the vertical range, a2 defines the 

vertical offset, and s is the sharpness parameter quantifying the growth rate of the sigmoid. Figure 

3.9 shows the sigmoid function for four different values of s.  

Given a measured intensity profile 𝑝(𝜌), the sharpness parameter s can be estimated by 

 ( )
0 1 2

2

0 1 2 2
, , ,

, , , arg min
a a a s

a a a s = −p f   (3.37) 

where p and f are vector forms of  𝑝(𝜌) and 𝑓(𝜌). As a nonlinear least-square solver, the trust-

region-reflective algorithm 148 is used to find the coefficients to best fit the function. 

 

Figure 3.9 The sigmoid function for four different values of the sharpness parameter s. Taken from 146. 

Overall sharpness 

After the values of s are calculated for all the n regions, the sharpness of an image is finally defined 

as  

 ( )
1

1
100

n

i

Sharpness s i
n =

=     (3.38) 

3.6 Summary 

This chapter provided the basis for the imaging acceleration studies in this thesis. Three acceleration 

techniques—compressed sensing, parallel imaging and partial Fourier sampling—were introduced 

and combined to form the basis of the reconstruction strategy. A reconstruction algorithm based on 

Split-Bregman and POCS-SPIRiT iterations was introduced, which will be employed in Chapters 
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5, 6 and 7. Four quantitative evaluation methods were introduced, which will be used for image 

quality evaluation in the following chapters. 
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Chapter 4. Improved background suppression using robust 

regression based weighted subtraction 

4.1 Introduction 

As described in Chapter 2, subtractive NCE-MRA is a class of techniques that acquires two image 

sets (dark-blood images (DBIs) and bright-blood images (BBIs)) with different vascular signal 

intensity (SI) which are later subtracted to generate angiograms. Typical subtractive NCE-MRA 

techniques include FSD 59,60,78,149 and FBI 79,80, which have been introduced in Chapter 2. 

In these conventional NCE-MRA techniques, the static background SIs from DBIs and BBIs should 

ideally be identical, leading to a complete absence of background signal in the subtracted images. 

However in practice, due to different imaging settings of the two acquisitions and the varying 

effective TR between the two acquisitions, some static background tissues show slightly different 

signal levels in BBIs and DBIs 59,67–69,96,150–152. For example, fat signal, if not sufficiently suppressed, 

can appear higher on BBIs for both FSD and FBI, leading to residual fat signal and stripe artefacts 

in the subtracted images 59,66,150. Muscle SI is normally higher on BBIs for FSD 68, but it could be 

slightly higher on DBIs for FBI 96,151. These residual background signals can potentially obscure 

the vascular signal of interest and affect clinical diagnosis. Venous contamination was also reported 

in FBI arteriogram 67,68,152, which can make angiographic interpretation challenging due to the close 

proximity of paired veins alongside peripheral arteries 3. 

Residual background signals can potentially be suppressed by using a weighted subtraction. 

Weighted subtraction has been used in some MRA techniques, such as MRA using SSFP 153, HOP-

MRA 154 and interleaved double-echo MR angiography and venography 155, to maximise the blood-

to-background contrast. However, the weighting factor was selected manually and empirically. Our 

initial investigations demonstrated that the weighting factor for the subtraction in FBI and FSD can 

be obtained adaptively and automatically by performing linear regression of the SIs 68,69. However, 

simple linear regression methods, such as ordinary least-squares regression (OLS) and principal 

component analysis (PCA), can be affected by outliers from vascular tissues such as the heart and 

large arteries 68,69. Also, some background tissues with high SI on the DBI and BBIs are not given 
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sufficient weighting in the regression procedure(s) to ensure that they are suppressed on the 

subtracted angiograms. 

The purpose of this study is to develop robust regression methods to correct the SI difference of 

background tissues between the BBIs and DBIs and to improve the background suppression. Firstly, 

the signal levels of background tissues on BBIs and DBIs are evaluated in several different NCE-

MRA techniques. Then, robust regression models, using iteratively reweighted least squares, are 

proposed to acquire the regression coefficient of the SI of background tissues on BBIs and DBIs—

with the weighting function based on either the Euclidean distance or the deviation angle relative 

to the estimated regression line. Results from these two robust regression models, together with 

OLS, are compared with reference values subjectively determined by two observers over several 

different imaging sequences and in different vascular imaging areas. 

4.2 Theory 

4.2.1 Characteristics of residual signal 

  

Figure 4.1 The scatter plot of the DBI and BBI SI for each pixel in one single slice (A) and the corresponding 

bright-artery (B) and dark-artery slice (C). The slice is selected from a femoral 3D FBI-MRA image set. The 

red points correspond to the artery signal, the purple points correspond to the bladder signal, and blue points 
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correspond to other background tissues such as veins and muscles. Using conventional direct subtraction 

(green line), the SI of pixel P on the subtracted angiogram is proportional to d1, while for the optimal 

subtraction (yellow line), the SI should be proportional to d2. 

Figure 4.1 is the scatter plot of the SI of each pixel on DBIs versus the SI on BBIs for one single 

slice (3D femoral artery FBI). All the pixels were manually categorised into three anatomical types 

based on their anatomical location and intensity characteristics. It can be observed that the artery 

signal pixels are mainly located in the left of the scatter map, whereas the background tissue signal 

pixels distribute along a determined regression line y x= . For conventional direct subtraction, 

the SI for a pixel P is obtained by subtracting its SI on DBIs from its SI on BBIs 

( Subtracted Bright DarkI I I= − ), which is proportional to the distance between the point P and the green 

line y x= (line of unity) on the scatter plot (d1). In many cases, the SIs of background tissues appear 

higher on BBIs than DBIs, which leads to residual background signal on subtracted angiograms, 

because there is still a considerable distance between the background pixel plot and the line of unity 

( y x= ), particularly for background tissues with high SI such as the bladder.  

An alternative method which could weight the subtraction to the actual distributions of background 

signal intensities would be expected to improve the suppression of background tissues 

( Subtracted Bright DarkI I I= −  , no offset was added along the y-axis in all the models used in this study). 

Using such a method, a regression line (yellow line) for background pixels should be used, and the 

distance to the regression line would then be d2 instead of d1. Background tissue can thereby be 

reduced to close to zero, whereas the arterial signal would be less affected, as d1 and d2 of arterial 

pixels are very similar. 
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Figure 4.2 Two examples of thoracic 3D DANTE-bSSFP (A and B, both arteries and veins) and femoral 3D 

FBI (C and D, arteries only). A and C are scatter plots of the voxels from the whole 3D dataset with 

normalised density (the density of pixels is shown in coloured scale), B and D are the corresponding MIPs 

of original raw images, directly subtracted angiograms and expected angiograms with improved background 
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suppression. The green lines show the results of OLS, which fails to obtain the regression line of background 

voxels. The red lines are the expected results determined subjectively by manual selection.   

Figure 4.2 shows two examples of scatter plots (A and C) with normalised density (shown in the 

colour scale) and the corresponding MIPs of original raw images, directly subtracted angiograms 

and expected angiograms with improved background suppression (B and D). A and B are from 

thoracic 3D FSD (DANTE-bSSFP, intended to show both arteries and veins) 63,66, and B and D are 

from femoral 3D FBI (intended to show arteries only). Reference angiograms with optimal 

background suppression and vascular visualisation were obtained by manual adjustment of the slope 

of the regression line to match the observed points on the scatter plot. Residual muscle signal 

(yellow arrowheads) can be observed on the direct subtracted thoracic FSD angiogram, while 

residual venous (yellow arrowheads) and testis signal (blue arrowheads) can be observed on direct 

subtracted femoral FBI angiograms. 

The regression line can be obtained by different linear regression methods, but there are two key 

challenges to be addressed. The first challenge is the sensitivity to “outliers”. In some cases, such 

as thoracic MRA (Figure 4.2A & B), the presence of the heart leads to many flowing-blood pixels, 

which in the scatter plot lie in the region with high SI on BBIs and low SI on DBIs (red dashed 

region on Figure 4.2A). These points, which are considered as “outliers” in the linear regression, 

have large distances to the model prediction and thus would be given large weights in models like 

OLS or PCA 68. Therefore, the outliers would easily displace the regression line and generate an 

overlarge slope (green line in Figure 4.2A), leading to the loss of vascular signal. Secondly, the 

model may not be sensitive enough to pixels with high SI. In FBI (Figure 4.2C and D), muscle 

signal appears similar or even slightly lower 96,151 on BBIs than DBIs. Its corresponding pixels lie 

in the region with low SI on both BBIs and DBIs (red dashed region on Figure 4.2C). In many cases 

such as femoral MRA, muscle is a much larger background component than other tissues and thus 

dominates the regression process, generating a relatively small regression coefficient (green line on 

C) for OLS. Therefore, the background tissues with high SI on both BBIs and DBIs, such as the 

bladder and veins, are not fully suppressed.  
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4.2.2 Robust regression 

For OLS, the linear regression coefficient β can be solved by minimising the objective function 

which is given by  

   2

1

arg min
n

OLS i

i

e



=

=   (4.1) 

where n is the number of samples and e is the error of estimation i i ie y x = − . 

The OLS model assumes a Gaussian distribution of errors ei. However, in the presence of outliers, 

the long-tail error distribution may lead to a biased estimate of the regression coefficient. Robust 

regression methods have been proposed to down-weight the influence of outliers by modifying the 

objective function, accommodating more general error distributions and reducing the sensitivity to 

the magnitude of the residuals. The most common general method of robust regression is M-

estimator (the name comes from the maximum-likelihood estimation), which attempts to minimise 

the sum of a chosen function ρ(⋅) of the residual errors 156. The function ρ(⋅) gives the contribution 

of each residual to the objective function.  

Formally defined, M-estimators are given by 

  
1 1
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 = =

−
= =   (4.2) 

where τ is a scale parameter determined empirically by the median absolute deviation (MAD) 

estimator: 

 ( ) ( )( )median median / 0.6745i i    = −   (4.3) 

where the constant 0.6745 makes the estimate unbiased for the normal distribution 157. 

The function (4.2) is minimised by setting the first partial derivatives of ρ(⋅) with respect to β to 

zero, resulting in a nonlinear equation 
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where ( ) ( )e e =   is called the influence function. The weight function is now defined as  

 ( )
( ) / ,  if 0;

1,             if 0.

e e e
w e

e

 
= 

=
  (4.5) 

Once the format of the weighted function is chosen, the equation can be solved using a numerical 

method called iteratively reweighted least squares (IRLS), which iteratively estimates the weighted 

least squares fit. The steps are as follows: 

1. Use the least-squares estimate OLS  from equation (1) as initial estimates  

2. At each iteration t, calculate residuals 
( 1)t

ie −
 and associated weights ( 1) ( 1)t t

i iw w e− − =   from 

the previous iteration. 

3. The new estimates of the regression coefficients are found using the matrix equation 

 
( ) ( ) ( )-1 -1t t t

  =
 

-1

x'W x x'W y  (4.6) 

where x  is the model column vector, with ix  as its i-th element, and  1 1diagt t

iw− −=W  is the 

current weight matrix. 

Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the estimated coefficients satisfy the converge criterion: 

 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )1 1

max ,
t t t t

    
− −

−    (4.7) 

where 𝜀 is the floating-point relative accuracy corresponding to the distance from 1.0 to the next 

largest floating-point number (2-52 for double precision and 2-23 for single precision). 

4.2.3 Weight function 

The selection of the weight function w(⋅) is the key to achieve robust regression for a specific 

problem. A typical function in M-estimation, the Welsch redescender 156 is used in this study, which 

is defined as:  

(0)
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The tuning constant c gives coefficient estimates that have 95% asymptotic efficiency with respect 

to OLS at the Gaussian distribution 156. Further decreasing its value increases the downweight 

assigned to outlier points far from the regression line, and vice versa. 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Weight maps of (A) OLS, (B) cRR, (C) RRDA and (D) improved RRDA (α=0.25) when the 

current regression line is y=x. Point P is an example point far from the current regression line, and point Q 

is a point close to the regression line. Points R and S both locate on the red line and have the same deviation 

angle, but point S has a larger distance to the current regression line. All of the robust regression models 

down-weight points far from the model prediction (point P). RRDA gives the points with large SI (point S 

in comparison with point R) larger weights compared with cRR. 

Figure 4.3 shows the weight maps of four weight functions investigated in this study. For OLS (or 

PCA), the weight function is 1w =  . The weights are the same everywhere on the scatter map 

(Figure 4.3A), such as point P and Q.  In this case, point P has a much larger influence on the 

regression result due to its longer distance to the current regression line.  

For conventional robust regression (cRR) based on the Euclidean distance to the estimated 

regression line (Figure 4.3B), the weight function is given by ( ) ( )Welschw e e= , where e y x= − . 

The points far from the regression line (point P) are given much smaller weights than the points 

closer to the line (point Q), which reduces the impact of the outliers corresponding to the arterial 
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signal. However, cRR is not always effective at suppressing tissues with high SI on both BBIs and 

DBIs. For example, if the points of background tissues distribute along the line ( )1y x =   (red 

line), for points R and S, although both are located on y x= , point S has a larger distance to the 

regression line. Therefore, point S would generate a heavier residual signal on the subtracted image 

and should ideally be given greater emphasis in the determination of  . However, cRR determines 

the weight based on Euclidean distance and gives point S a smaller weight, making the model less 

sensitive to the points with large SI values. 

A potential improvement would be to use the polar coordinate system, determining weights from 

the polar angle instead of Cartesian distance. For robust regression based on deviation angle 

(RRDA), the weight function is given by ( ) ( )Welschw  = , where θ is the deviation angle to the 

regression line given by 

 ( )arctan arctan
y

x
 

 
= − 

 
  (4.9)  

The contribution of high-SI points can still be too low due to their relatively small number in 

comparison with low-SI points corresponding to muscle and background air. Therefore, the radial 

distance r  can be used to further increase its sensitivity to points with large values:  

 ( ) ( )( )
max

, Welsch
r

w r
r



  
 

=  
 

  (4.10) 

where ( ) ( )arctan arctan
y

x
  

 
= − 

 
 and 2 2r x y= + , α is a parameter controlling the influence 

of the normalised radial distance. It can be observed that point S has the same weight as R on Figure 

4.3C and outweighs R on Figure 4.3D. This improved version of RRDA was used for the evaluation 

in this study. 

Table 4.1 summarises the weight functions and characteristics of different regression methods 

mentioned above. 
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Table 4.1 The weight functions and characteristics of different regression methods 

Regression 

methods 
Weight function 

Robustness 

to outliers 

Sensitivity to 

high-SI points 

OLS/PCA 1w =  Low Medium 

cRR ( ) ( )Welschw e e= , where e y x= −  High Low 

RRDA 

( ) ( )Welschw  =  

( )arctan arctan
y

x
 

 
= − 

 
 

High Medium 

improved 

RRDA 

( ) ( )( ), Welschw r r  =   

where ( )arctan arctan
y

x
 

 
= − 

 
 

and
2 2

max

x y
r

r

+
=  

High High 
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4.3 Methods 

4.3.1 Study population and imaging protocols 

Multiple datasets with differing NCE-MRA acquisition techniques were used in this study, 

including 36 coronal thoracic FSD-MRA datasets (DANTE-bSSFP)63,66 from 16 healthy volunteers 

and 12 patients with central venous obstruction or restricted venous access; 26 coronal femoral FBI-

MRA (ECG-gated FSE) datasets from 17 healthy volunteers; and 13 coronal iliac FSD-MRA 

datasets (3 DANTE-bSSFP, 7 iMSDE-bSSFP 59,60, 3 iMSDE-FSE 158) from 6 healthy volunteers 

and 2 patients. The acquisition protocols are listed in Table 4.2. 

All the images were acquired using 1.5 T MRI systems (Discovery MR450 or Optima MR450w; 

GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI). Studies were approved by the local research ethics committee, and 

all participants gave informed consent. 

4.3.2 Model parameters 

In this study, OLS, cRR and RRDA methods were evaluated on all the datasets. In RRDA, we 

adopted α=1 for femoral FBI, which has a large number of muscle voxels with low SIs, and α=0.5 

for thoracic and iliac MRA images. 

The 3D datasets in this study have a large number of voxels (8.4×106 –1.4×108), resulting in a large 

computational burden for real-time online processing. Therefore, a subset of voxels was randomly 

sampled for regression to increase computational efficiency. In a pilot study, we evaluated the 

performance of using different amounts of the randomly sampled data in all the datasets. The 

number of sampled voxels was increased from 210 to 223, multiplying by 2 in each step, and the 

error between the results of partial data and full data was calculated. It was found that when the 

sampled voxels were larger than 217 (131,072), the mean error in the regression coefficient due to 

this subsampling reduced to less than 0.01, which is visually undetectable on the intensity corrected 

angiograms. Therefore, the number of sampled voxels was fixed to 5×105 (500,000) for all datasets 

in this study. This corresponded to sampling ratios of 1.15%, 4.88% and 3.70%, and an estimated 

mean error of 0.0017, 0.0023 and 0.0017 in the regression line slope for femoral FBI, thoracic FSD 

and iliac FSD respectively. Compared with using full data, the use of partial data reduced the 
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average computation times of femoral FBI, thoracic FSD and iliac FSD data from 55.2, 20.2 and 

30.0 seconds to 0.9, 0.6 and 1.0 seconds respectively (4-Core 3.4 GHz CPU and 16 GB RAM). 

4.3.3 Image assessment 

The background SI difference between BBIs and DBIs was evaluated on vascular study images 

using different imaging sequences. The SIs of specific background target tissues, such as muscle, 

liver, bladder, testis and veins (only on arteriograms) were measured on BBIs and DBIs. Matched 

ROIs were drawn in representative regions of target tissues on the individual raw images before 

subtraction. One ROI was drawn on three selected slices for each dataset and for each background 

tissue. The slices were selected randomly but with the requirement of a large coverage of target 

tissues. The mean value of each background tissue was calculated for each dataset. 

The calculated regression coefficients were compared with reference values determined by two 

trained observers with more than four years’ experience in vascular MRI. Subjective manual 

determination of regression coefficients was performed based on both MIPs of subtracted images 

and scatter plots, using an interactive graphical interface developed in MATLAB (R2019a, 

Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA). Manually assessed optimal regression coefficients were determined 

by two observers independently based on the following method: the regression line was first 

positioned in the centre of the distribution of background signal voxels on the scatter plot and then 

adjusted to achieve optimal background signal suppression without impairing vascular signal on the 

MIP. The reference regression value was taken as the mean of the two manually determined optimal 

regression coefficients.  

The results obtained by each regression model were compared with the reference values over 

different subjects using a paired, two-sided Student t-test. Pearson product-moment correlation 

analysis and Bland-Altman analysis were also used to evaluate the agreement between the results 

of each regression method and the reference values. A P-value <0.05 was considered statistically 

significant. 

SI ratios of background tissue to vascular signal were also calculated for images obtained by direct 

subtraction and RRDA. SIs were measured from matched ROIs drawn in representative regions in 

the target tissues on the MIPs of subtracted images. For FBI-MR arteriography, two vascular ROIs 

were drawn in the lumen regions of arteries for each MIP; for FSD-MRA visualising both arteries 
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and veins, one vascular ROI each was drawn from the lumen regions of arteries and veins 

respectively, and their mean value used as the vascular SI. Two ROIs were drawn for each type of 

background tissue, and the mean values were calculated for each dataset. 
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Table 4.2 Parameters used for thoracic FSD, iliac FSD and femoral FBI.  

Area 
Imaging 

target 

Imaging 

sequence 

Dataset 

number 

Subject number, 

gender and age 
Parameters 

Thoracic 
artery 

and vein 

3D 

DANTE-

bSSFP 

36 

16 volunteers (8 

men and 8 

women) and 12 

patients (6 men 

and 6 women; 

age range 19–81 

years) 

Bright- and dark-blood acquisitions are sequential and had the same cardiac trigger delay and acquisition 

window. 

Free-breathing acquisitions using navigator gating (without slab-tracking, acceptance window 3–4 mm). 

Fat suppression: dual inversion-recovery (DIR) 66. This aims to suppress fat but with reduced residual 

suppression of the blood signal by the short-time inversion recovery (STIR) pulse for short TR. 

Bright- and dark-blood acquisitions have the same cardiac trigger delay and acquisition window. DANTE: 

TR 1 ms, flip angle 10°, gradient 20 mT/m, echo train length (ETL) 150–270 pulses. 

bSSFP: acquisition matrix 256×256, acquisition slice number 32–56, slice thickness 4, FOV 400; R-R 

interval 2/3; flip angle 65°, TE/TR=1.0/2.7 ms, bandwidth ±125 kHz, acquisition window 115 ms. Each 

plane of k-space was acquired over two shots. Acquisitions accelerated by PI (array spatial sensitivity 

encoding technique, ASSET) with an acceleration factor of 3 in the phase-encoding direction. 

Iliac 
artery 

and vein 

3D 

DANTE-

bSSFP 

3 

6 volunteers (5 

men and 1 

women) and 2 

patients (2 men, 

52 years and 75 

years old) 

Bright- and dark-blood acquisitions were interleaved and had the same cardiac trigger delay and 

acquisition window. 

DANTE: TR 1 ms, flip angle 10°, gradient 20 mT/m, ETL 150–270 pulses; iMSDE: duration 4 ms, 

amplitude 6 mT/m, placed at the time of approximately peak venous flow within the cardiac cycle. 

Acquisition parameters for both bSSFP and FSE: acquisition matrix 256×256, acquisition slice number 

44–72, slice thickness:2.4, FOV 340–380; R-R interval 2–3.  Fat suppression: DIR. 

bSSFP: flip angle 65°, TE/TR=1.2/3.1 ms, bandwidth: ±125 kHz, acquisition window 198 ms. Each plane 

of k-space was acquired over two shots. ASSET factor 2. 

FSE: acquisition slice number 36–40, slice thickness 2.4 mm, FOV 340–360; TEeff 62 ms, bandwidth ±83.3 

kHz, ETL 64, echo spacing 3.1 ms, acquisition window 198 ms. Acquisitions accelerated by PI 

(Autocalibrating Reconstruction for Cartesian sampling, ARC) with an acceleration factor of 2 and half 

Fourier in the phase-encoding direction. 

3D 

iMSDE-

bSSFP 

7 

3D 

iMSDE-

FSE 

3 

Femoral artery 3D FBI 26 
17 volunteers 

(11 men and 6 

Systolic and diastolic acquisitions were interleaved, and their trigger delay times were 220ms and 500–

1000ms respectively. 
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women; age 

range 24–45 

years) 

Fat suppression: STIR with an inversion time of 174 ms. 

FSE: acquisition matrix 224×224–384×384, acquisition slice number 80, slice thickness 1.8–2 mm, FOV 

400–440; TR=2–3 R-R intervals, TEeff 30–60 ms, bandwidth ±62.5–83.3 kHz, ETL 60–80, echo spacing 

3.6–4.6 ms, acquisition window 216–294 ms; accelerated by SPIRiT 139, PF and CS (overall acceleration 

factor 6–10, with a variable-density Poisson disk sampling pattern). 

Variable flip angles 81 (start from 105° and increase to 180° for the systolic acquisition; constant 180° for 

the diastolic acquisition) and flow-spoiled gradients (10% of one-half the area of the readout gradient for 

both systolic and diastolic acquisitions) 80 were both used to increase flow sensitivity.  
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4.4 Results 

4.4.1 Signal level of static tissues on BBIs and DBIs 

 

Figure 4.4 Signal level of background tissues in BBIs and DBIs in thoracic FSD (A), iliac FSD (B) and 

femoral FBI (C). Asterisk (*) indicates significance at P<0.05 level. Signal levels are significantly lower 

on DBIs in all cases except for the muscle signal in femoral FBI. 

Figure 4.4 shows the signal levels of representative static tissues on DBIs and BBIs in the 

different study populations. SI differences can be observed in all these tissues, especially for 

organs containing plenty of water such as bladder and liver. The signal levels of most static 

tissues are significantly higher on BBIs than DBIs (p<0.05), leading to residual background 

signal on the subtracted angiograms. However, for femoral FBI, there is no significant difference 

between the muscle SI on BBIs and DBIs, which can bias the regression towards the distribution 

of other tissues such as bladder and veins.  

4.4.2 Example images 
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Figure 4.5 Example MIPs and the corresponding scatter plot of thoracic 3D DANTE-bSSFP (A–E), iliac 

3D iMSDE-FSE (F–J) and femoral 3D FBI (K–O). The grey dashed lines on the scatter plots are the 1:1 

line for the direct subtraction; the yellow, green and red solid lines are the regression lines estimated by 

OLS, cRR and RRDA respectively. The red boxes denote the regression results that agree most closely 

with the reference value. The arrowheads on MIPs denote the suppressed background tissue signal. The 

green arrowheads on M denote small venous branches which are easily confused with arterial branches 

but can be suppressed by RRDA. RRDA had good regression results in all the three cases. OLS generated 

an overlarge regression coefficient in thoracic and iliac FSD, which led to signal loss in small vessels. 

cRR failed to suppress the residual background signal in femoral FBI, but agreed with RRDA in the other 

cases. 

Figure 4.5(A–E) shows an example result of thoracic FSD-MRA (DANTE-bSSFP) from a 

patient with central venous obstruction. The performance of RRDA is compared with OLS and 

direct subtraction. OLS (yellow solid line on E) was affected by outliers and overestimated the 

regression coefficient, leading to signal loss in small vessels (arrowheads on A to D). In contrast, 

both RRDA and cRR generated the correct regression line (red and green solid line on E) and 

thus suppressed residual muscle signal while preserving the blood signal (C and D). Similar 

results can be found in F–J showing an example of iliac iMSDE-FSE from a healthy volunteer. 

Another example of femoral FBI is shown in Figure 4.5(K–O). The regression in cRR and OLS 

was dominated by the muscle voxels with a large number of voxels and low SI: their regression 

coefficients were insufficient to suppress veins (yellow arrowheads on L and M) or background 

tissues (blue arrowhead on L and M). RRDA was less sensitive to the muscle voxels (red solid 

line on J): background tissues such as testis (the blue arrowhead on N) and veins (yellow 

arrowheads in N) were suppressed, while the arterial signal is preserved. Note that some small 

vessels denoted by the green arrowheads on M are actually veins, which can be easily confused 

with arterial branches but can be suppressed by RRDA. 

4.4.3 Quantitative analysis 
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Table 4.3 Comparison of mean regression coefficients calculated by different regression 

methods versus the reference values. 

Imaging Sequence Statistics OLS cRR RRDA 
Reference 

values 

Thoracic FSD 

Mean coefficient 1.800.21 1.490.15 1.490.15 1.500.15 

Bias 0.2930.153 -0.0120.051 -0.0070.056 - 

P-value <0.05 0.16 0.48 - 

Mean absolute 

error 
0.293 0.039 0.038 - 

Pearson r value 0.69 0.94 0.93 - 

Femoral FBI 

Mean coefficient 1.080.05 1.040.05 1.130.05 1.130.05 

Bias -0.0430.034 -0.0890.041 0.0040.014 - 

P-value <0.05 <0.05 0.22 - 

Mean absolute 

error 
0.047 0.089 0.012 - 

Pearson r value 0.75 0.62 0.96 - 

Iliac FSD 

Mean coefficient 1.250.10 1.200.07 1.180.08 1.210.06 

Bias 0.0360.022 -0.0130.027 -0.0260.034 - 

P-value 0.12 0.10 0.05 - 

Mean absolute 

error 
0.062 0.025 0.036 - 

Pearson r value 0.40 0.92 0.92 - 

Bias, P-values, mean absolute errors and Pearson r values are between automatic regression 

results and the reference values. 
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Figure 4.6 Bland-Altman plots and boxplots comparing the regression results of OLS, cRR and RRDA.  

The statistical analysis results are listed in Table 4.3. Figure 4.6 shows the Bland-Altman plots 

and boxplots comparing the performance of different regression methods for different types of 

images. The iliac datasets using different sequences were categorised into one category due to 

their similar image characteristics and regression results.  

OLS has high mean absolute errors and low correlation coefficients in all the three image types. 

In particular, due to its sensitivity to outliers, OLS tends to overestimate the regression 

coefficients in thoracic FSD, leading to a large bias of 0.275 and also large variation. cRR is 

more resistant to outliers. It has excellent performance in thoracic and iliac FSD. However, cRR 

has a bias of -0.089 in femoral FBI. The regression coefficients of cRR are smaller than the 

reference values in all the femoral FBI datasets evaluated in this study. RRDA achieved accurate 

and robust results in all the three types of images, with small bias, small mean absolute error 

and high correlation coefficients. No significant differences were found between the RRDA 

results and reference values for any of the three methods. 
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Figure 4.7 Comparison of the tissue-to-artery/vein SI ratios between RRDA and direct subtraction in 

thoracic FSD (A), iliac FSD (B) and femoral FBI (C). Statistically significant differences can be observed 

in all the cases (P<0.05). 

A comparison of the tissue-to-vessel SI ratios between RRDA and direct subtraction is shown 

in Figure 4.7. In thoracic FSD, the muscle and liver to vessel SI ratios in RRDA reduced to 

54.4% and 93.0% of their values in direct subtraction respectively; in iliac FSD, the muscle-, 

bladder- and testis- to-vessel SI ratios reduced to 63.1%, 76.5% and 62.2% respectively; in 

femoral FBI, the muscle-, bladder-, testis- and vein-to-artery SI ratios reduced to 36.0%, 35.2%, 

45.1% and 41.5% respectively. 

4.5 Discussion 

This study has developed a robust regression method to compensate for the SI differences of 

static background tissues between BBIs and DBIs in subtractive NCE-MRA. Signal level 

differences were found in almost all the static tissues for the subtractive NCE-MRA techniques 

investigated in this study. These differences lead to residual background signal when using 

direct subtraction, but this residual signal can be substantially reduced by using weighted 

subtraction, if an appropriate weighting factor is determined, corresponding to the regression 

coefficient between the background tissue signals. 

FSD produces dark-blood images by using flow-sensitive preparation modules to suppress blood 

with fast flow. Although these modules are velocity-dependent, they can still impair the signal 

level of static residual background tissues. With MSDE or iMSDE, some static signal loss is 

inevitable, resulting from inherent T2 decay, T1 steady-state decay 159, diffusion, eddy currents 
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from crusher gradients and imperfections in the 180° pulses due to B1 inhomogeneities. DANTE 

pulse trains cause a spoiling effect in flowing spins and suppress their signal. Static spins may 

form a steady state but still experience some signal decay compared with their initial states. The 

signal loss can be more serious when eddy current effects distort the gradient waveforms and 

thus impair the phase preservation of the static signal 159. 

FBI attenuates flowing spins due to the flow dephasing and flow void effect of the FSE sequence. 

Variable flip angles 81 or spoiling gradients 80 are normally employed to increase its sensitivity 

to blood flow velocity. Unfortunately, both of these approaches can also slightly reduce the 

signal from background tissues containing water or blood, such as veins, bladder and testis. The 

SI differences between BBIs and DBIs can be more serious when the variable flip angles and 

flow-spoiled gradients are only employed in systolic acquisitions.  

Another factor leading to the background SI difference is the varying TRs of systolic and 

diastolic acquisitions 67,151, which may be caused by two effects. First, the FBI sequence in this 

study uses an interleaved black/bright-blood acquisition, which alternates between bright- and 

dark-blood acquisitions in consecutive heartbeats. Since the diastolic acquisition has a longer 

trigger delay, i.e., a longer period of T1 recovery, background tissues would have slightly higher 

SI on the diastolic images than the systolic images. This is especially obvious for tissues with a 

long T1 and T2 such as the bladder, as their signals are not fully recovered within a TR of 2 or 3 

R-R intervals and thus greatly fluctuate between BBIs and DBIs. The FSD sequences used in 

this study acquire all images with the same cardiac trigger delay and do not have this issue. 

Another reason for varying TRs is the large R-R variations due to irregular heartbeats of subjects. 

This is more serious for the sequential acquisition of bright- and dark-blood data, which is used 

in the thoracic FSD sequence in this study. The influence of irregular heartbeats on background 

artefacts has been evaluated in volunteers with caffeine consumption or with cardiac arrhythmia 

by Kim et al. 67.  

The sensitivity to outliers is the main limitation for using OLS.  For a regression biased towards 

background tissues, vascular and heart voxels with different signal level on BBIs and DBIs can 

be regarded as outliers and can affect the regression particularly when they occupy a large 

proportion of image voxels. As the conventional robust regression method, cRR using IRLS can 

minimise the effect of outliers by assigning a weight to each data point according to its distance 

from the regression line. Weights and regression coefficients are then recomputed iteratively. 
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The results of our study show that cRR achieved accurate and robust results for thoracic and 

iliac FSD-MRA data.  

However, in femoral FBI, the muscle signal, which has similar low SI on BBIs and DBIs, has 

overwhelmingly the largest number of voxels and thus dominates the regression. Both OLS and 

cRR generated regression coefficients significantly smaller than the reference values, and were 

not sufficient to fully suppress background signal. To solve this problem, we adopted a polar 

system and deviation angle (in RRDA) instead of the Euclidean distance used in cRR. The 

reasons are as follows: Firstly, on the scatter plot, the SI difference between BBIs and DBIs is 

reflected as a deviation angle between the distribution of background points and the line y=x 

(rotation), rather than a straight distance (translation). Therefore, it is more appropriate to correct 

SI based on deviation angles. Secondly, compared with low SI tissues such as muscle, high SI 

tissues have higher residual SI on subtracted images and therefore should have a larger weight 

in order to achieve an optimal background suppression, but they are given smaller weights in 

cRR due to their longer distance to the regression line. Additionally, the large voxel number of 

low SI background tissues is addressed by adding a normalised radial distance into the weighting 

function of RRDA. The points farther from the origin are assigned larger weights, so that the 

model is more strongly influenced by the relatively small number of points with large values. 

Although background tissues were suppressed by using weighted subtraction, the desired 

vascular signals were only minimally affected. In this study, obvious vascular signal loss was 

only observed when the weighting factor is overestimated, for example, the OLS results in 

thoracic FSD-MRA. This is due to the distribution of vascular signal and background signal on 

the scatter plot and can be explained on Figure 4.1A. For the arterial pixels on Figure 4.1A, 

which locate on the bottom left of the scatter plot, their distance to the line y x=  (d1) and the 

regression line (d2) are very similar, while d1 is much larger than d2 for background pixels 

locating on the upper right. Therefore, using d2 instead of d1 does not change arterial SI much 

but can substantially reduce the SI of background tissues. 

It should be noted that in conventional subtractive NCE-MRA techniques, background static 

signal suppression in unsubtracted raw images is still necessary. For example, 

STIR, magnetisation transfer contrast 160 and longer TE 81  have been used in FBI for background 

suppression in order to reduce the SI of background tissues and thereby any residual background 

SIs on subtracted angiograms. The weighted subtraction method developed in this chapter gives 

subtractive NCE-MRA techniques a larger tolerance of background SI difference between BBIs 
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and DBIs. This potentially allows the imaging sequence design to maximise the arterial signal 

even at the cost of increasing background signals, e.g., using minimum TE in FBI and selecting 

the flip angle maximising the arterial signal in bSSFP. Another potential sequence design is to 

generate images with maximum arterial signal but different background SIs on BBIs and DBIs, 

e.g., using strong flow dephasing for the systolic acquisition and weak flow dephasing for the 

diastolic acquisition in FBI. 

Although the regression results and background suppression effect of robust regression methods 

were analysed in volunteer and patient images, the diagnostic performance was not evaluated in 

this study. Future work will assess if clinical diagnosis or diagnostic confidence can be improved 

by background suppression using robust regression. Further work is also needed to evaluate the 

methods in other subtractive imaging sequences and anatomical regions. 

4.6 Conclusion 

In conclusion, robust regression approaches have been developed to correct the SI difference 

between background tissues on BBIs and DBIs for several subtractive NCE-MRA techniques, 

reducing residual background signal on subtracted angiograms. Compared with OLS and the 

conventional robust regression method, RRDA proved more resistant to outliers across the range 

of different NCE-MRA methods investigated and more sensitive to background signal with high 

intensity. In this initial study, it achieved accurate and robust performance applied to several 

different subtractive NCE-MRA techniques and different body regions. 

An important advantage of reducing the static background signal in angiograms is that it 

improves image sparsity, which may facilitate compressed sensing reconstruction and 

potentially improve reconstruction accuracy 161. A reconstruction method exploiting the 

improved sparsity will be introduced in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 5. Optimisation of Poisson-disk sampling pattern for 

highly accelerated femoral NCE-MRA 

As discussed in Chapter 3, NCE-MRA techniques typically have long acquisition times but can 

be accelerated by CS, PI and PF sampling. The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the 

optimal sampling patterns for the 3D accelerated femoral artery FBI sequence.  

5.1  Introduction 

NCE-MRA techniques suffer from long acquisition times, especially those requiring more than 

one acquisition, such as FBI. The long acquisition time not only limits the clinical acceptance 

of these techniques but also renders them sensitive to artefacts from patient motion. CS, PI and 

PF sampling can be used to accelerate the acquisition by using, for example, a Poisson-disk 

sampling pattern 102. However, the design of the optimal sampling pattern still needs to be 

evaluated. 

This study investigates the optimal values for several important parameters of sampling pattern 

design. Retrospective sub-sampling, i.e. acceleration, was performed on ten fully sampled 

datasets using different sampling patterns to determine the optimal parameter ranges. The 

performance of the optimised patterns was then compared with typical non-optimised patterns. 

5.2  Sampling Pattern Design for 3D Accelerated MRI 

5.2.1 Requirements of PI, PF and CS 

The sampling along the readout direction must be continuous and relatively smooth, as it is 

impossible to switch rapidly the magnetic field gradients that perform the spatial encoding to 

‘jump around’ in k-space. Therefore, undersampling is normally performed in the ky-kz plane for 

3D Cartesian MRI acquisitions. 
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Figure 5.1 Typical sampling patterns in the ky-kz plane for 3D MRI acquisitions. A: PI in ky and kz 

directions (for autocalibrating methods), B: PF in ky directions, C: CS using a Poisson-disk pattern with 

variable density. 

For parallel imaging, k-space is sampled on a Cartesian grid with constant distances between 

samples (Figure 5.1A), generating coherent and predicable artefacts (aliasing). For 

autocalibrating methods such as GRAPPA 136 and SPIRiT 139, a fully sampled central calibration 

region is required for calculating the linear combination weights, or calibration kernel. 

PF Sampling is applied by covering only a fraction of k-space and using conjugate symmetry to 

fill the missing sections (Figure 5.1B). The sampled fraction needs to be larger than one half of 

the length of the dimension so that a phase reference can be calculated from the symmetric 

centre of k-space. Previous studies reported that PF sampling can be applied in both ky and kz 

dimensions for 3D acquisitions 162. 

CS has more requirements on sampling patterns. Firstly, the samples must be selected randomly 

to guarantee a very high degree of incoherence 163. However, it was noticed that purely random 

patterns have a number of large ‘holes’ and ‘clumps’ in the k-space coverage, which can limit 

the image quality achieved by CS 94. As a pseudo-random distribution, the Poisson-disk 

sampling pattern 122,123 is more preferable, as it reduces the numbers of ‘holes’ and ‘clumps’ by 

imposing constraints on the maximum and minimum distance between sampling points. 

Secondly, for MRI, the underlying signal density of k-space is not uniform but is most 

concentrated for the low-frequency components at the centre of k-space and falls away towards 

the periphery. This characteristic leads to the preferred use of variable density sampling patterns 

that are dense near the centre of k-space and sparse near the periphery. Finally, a fully sampled 

central region is typically kept to ensure a reliable CS initialisation 142. Figure 5.1C shows a 

typical Poisson-disk sampling pattern with variable density for 3D CS acquisitions. 

5.2.2 Variable density Poisson-disk 

In creating a Poisson-disk distribution, each sampled point generated a disk around itself with a 

radius of 𝑟, where the probability of a new sample was decreased to ensure a maximum spread 

of the sampling over the 𝑘𝑦-𝑘𝑧 plane. 
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Variable density undersampling commonly uses a probability density function that decays with 

the distance to the centre of k-space 164,165. In this study, a Gaussian distribution is used with the 

probability density function as: 
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where 𝑘𝑦  and 𝑘𝑧  are the k-space coordinates in the ranges of [−𝑆𝑦 , +𝑆𝑦]  and [−𝑆𝑧 , +𝑆𝑧] 

respectively, 𝑆𝑦  and 𝑆𝑧  are the sizes of the 𝑘𝑦-𝑘𝑧 plane, 𝑑  is the density decay factor. The 

probability density function is incorporated into the pattern generation by modifying the disk 

radius 𝑟 as: 
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where 𝑟0 is a constant disk radius defining the minimum distance between neighbouring points 

when using a uniform distribution. In this study, the Poisson-disk generation program was 

modified based on the code provided by Michael W. Weiner from University of California, San 

Francisco. 

5.3 Optimisation of Sampling Pattern Parameters 

 

Figure 5.2 A typical Poisson-disk sampling pattern for 3D accelerated imaging combining PI, CS and 

PF. Key parameters in sampling pattern design include density decay factor, fully sampled central region 

size, fully sampled central region shape and PF sampling ratios in ky and kz dimensions. 
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PI, CS and PF can be combined together by using a Poisson-disk sampling pattern shown as 

Figure 5.2. There are several important parameters in pattern design, which will be evaluated 

and optimised in this study. 

5.3.1 Density decay factor 

Although variable density patterns are normally preferred, the extent of the density variability 

needs to be optimised. If too many sampling points accumulate in the centre of k-space and too 

few at the edges, the reconstructed images may lose edge details or get blurred due to reduced 

high-frequency components. In contrast, the reconstruction accuracy may also be affected if the 

sampling pattern is too uniform and cannot reflect the underlying signal density. In this study, 

the density decay factor in equation 5.1 is optimised, which determines the reduction of 

sampling density towards the periphery of k-space. 

5.3.2 Fully sampled central region 

As described above, the fully sampled central region of k-space is essential for all CS, PI and 

PF. The shape and size of the calibration region may influence the reconstruction quality and 

needs to be optimised. Bearing in mind that for a given total number of sampling points, an 

increased central calibration region size means fewer peripheral points in the k-space. For 

example, a large fully sampled region improves calibration accuracy in PI, phase estimation 

accuracy in PF and initialisation reliability in CS, but may lead to impaired detail depiction and 

image blurring due to insufficient sampling points at the periphery of k-space, and vice versa. 

5.3.3 Partial Fourier ratio(s) 

Although PF can be combined with CS and PI, it remains unclear whether the introduction of 

PF can further improve acceleration performance or not in comparison with only using CS and 

PI, and what fraction of k-space should be filled in pattern design. The performance of using 

two-dimensional PF and the optimal fraction of kz dimension is also evaluated in this study. 

5.4 Methods 

5.4.1 Data acquisition 

Ten fully sampled femoral artery FBI datasets were acquired from healthy volunteers using a 

1.5 T MRI system (Discovery MR450; GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI). Parameters included 
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matrix size: 224×224×80, ETL: 80–90, FOV: 40–44 cm, slice thickness: 2 mm, TE: 45 ms, TR: 

2 or 3 heartbeats, receiver bandwidth: ±62.5 kHz and total acquisition time: 346–394 TRs. The 

readout direction was set to be the superior-inferior direction. Retrospective simulated 

acceleration was performed on the fully sampled data. Images were reconstructed using the 

KSPIC method, which will be described in Chapter 6. 

5.4.2 Image assessment 

The four objective quantitative metrics described in Chapter 3 were used to assess the image 

quality of reconstructed undersampled images. PSNR, SSIM and CNR of artery-to-background 

require a full reference, which is provided by the fully sampled images. For PSNR, SSIM and 

CNR of artery-to-background, the measurement was performed on the whole 3D dataset. For 

sharpness evaluation, the measurement was performed on each axial slice along the y and z 

directions, corresponding to the ky-kz undersampling plane. The final measurements were 

averaged over all the ten datasets. 

5.4.3 Pattern optimisation 

The optimisation was performed using the AFs of 6×, 10× and 14×. The total numbers of 

sampling points for 6×, 10× and 14× were 2342, 1408 and 1006 respectively. The density decay 

factor, the size and shape of fully sampled central region, PF ratio in the ky and kz dimensions 

were optimised sequentially. For each optimisation process, only one parameter was varied to 

test their influence on the reconstruction quality. Once finishing one process, the optimised 

value was carried forward to the optimisation of the next parameter. 

Optimised sampling patterns under different AFs were designed using the optimal ranges of 

values. The performance of the optimised sampling patterns with AFs from 4 to 20 was 

evaluated on the ten fully sampled datasets.  

In order to assess the improvements offered by the optimised sampling patterns, the resulting 

images were compared with some typical non-optimised images: their sampling patterns had 

uniform density (density decay factor of zero), square fully sampled central regions (16 points 

× 16 points) and did not use PF (PF factor of 1.0). A paired Student’s t-test was used for the 

comparison. A P value less than 0.05 was considered to indicate statistical significance. 
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5.5  Results 

5.5.1 Optimisation of density decay factor 

 

Figure 5.3 Sampling patterns with varying density decay factor (10×) (A) and corresponding 

quantitative measurements with AFs of 6×, 10× and 14× (B).  

Figure 5.3(A) shows the sampling patterns with density decay factor varying from 0 to 0.18 

(10× acceleration). The fully sampled region sizes are 40×14, 32×12 and 28×10 for 6×, 10× and 

14× respectively. The corresponding quantitative measurements using different AFs are shown 

in Figure 5.3(B). The result shows that the four metrics all returned relatively high values when 

the factor is between 0.08 and 0.16, indicating an optimal value range (shaded red in Fig 5.3) in 

this study.  
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5.5.2 Optimisation of fully sampled central region size 

 

Figure 5.4 Sampling patterns with varying sizes of the fully sampled central region (A) and 

corresponding quantitative measurements with AFs of 6×, 10× and 14× (B).  

As shown in Figure 5.4(A), the sizes of the fully sampled central region were 22×8, 24×10, 

28×10, 30×12, 34×12, 36×14, 40×14, 42×16, 44×16 and 46×18, which respectively 

corresponded to the following numbers of points: 176, 240, 280, 360, 408, 504, 560, 672, 704 

and 828. The density decay factor was fixed at 0.1.  

The result in Figure 5.4(B) shows that the four metrics all returned relatively high values when 

the number of points was between 240 and 408. This number range corresponds to a portion 

(central region number/total number) range of 0.10–0.17 for the AF of 6×, 0.17–0.29 for the AF 

of 10× and 0.24–0.40 for the AF of 14×. Further increasing the size of the fully sampled region 

increases SSIM but reduces CNR and PSNR. It can also be observed that the measurements for 

a higher AF (14×) reduce more rapidly than measurements for a lower AF (6×). 
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5.5.3 Optimisation of fully sampled central region shape 

 

Figure 5.5 Sampling patterns with different shapes of fully sampled central region (varying ratios of 

length to width) (10×) (A) and corresponding quantitative measurements with AFs of 6×, 10× and 14× 

(B).  

As shown in Figure 5.5(A), the sizes of the fully sampled central region are 24×24, 32×18, 

36×16, 40×14, 44×12 and 58×10, corresponding to ratios of length to width from 1 to 5.8. The 

point numbers of the fully sampled region are very close for different patterns (560 – 580). The 

density decay factor is fixed at 0.1.  

There is no significant variation in the values of the four metrics, indicating that the shape of the 

fully sampled central region does not have a strong influence on acceleration performance. A 

range of 1.78 to 3.67 is considered optimal. 
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5.5.4 Optimisation of PF ratio in the ky dimension 

 

Figure 5.6 Sampling patterns with varying PF ratios in the ky dimension (10x) (A) and corresponding 

quantitative measurements with AFs of 6×, 10× and 14× (B).  

Figure 5.6(A) shows the sampling patterns with the PF ratio in ky dimension increasing from 

0.536 to 1 using the AF of 10×. The fully sampled region sizes are 40×14, 32×12 and 28×10 for 

6×, 10× and 14× respectively (the region was cropped for PF ratios of 0.536 and 0.571). The 

density decay factor is fixed at 0.1.  

The results in Figure 5.6(B) demonstrate that the range between 0.607 and 0.75 would be the 

overall optimal range for PF sampling ratio in the ky dimension for different AFs for different 

AFs. The values of all the four metrics reduce when their values are out of this range, especially 

for the sharpness. To be more specific, the PSNR, SSIM and CNR results show that the optimal 

range for the AF of 14× is smaller than the optimal ratio for the AF of 6×, indicating that a 

smaller PF ratio in the ky dimension, i.e., larger blank regions, is more desirable for a larger AF 

(14×). 
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5.5.5 Optimisation of PF ratio in the kz dimension 

 

Figure 5.7 Sampling patterns with varying PF ratios in the kz dimension (10x) (A) and corresponding 

quantitative measurements with AFs of 6×, 10× and 14× (B).  

Figure 5.7(A) shows the sampling patterns with the PF ratio in the kz dimension increasing from 

0.675 to 1 (10× acceleration). The fully sample region sizes are 40×14, 32×12 and 28×10 for 

6×, 10× and 14× respectively. The density decay factor is fixed at 0.1. The optimised value 

0.679 from the previous section was used for the fraction of ky.The result in Figure 5.7(B) shows 

that the four metrics returned relatively high values when the kz PF ratio is between 0.675 and 

0.775. For an AF of 6×, the PSNR value is higher when the ratio is larger, but the PSNR value 

reduces with increasing ratio for an AF of 14×. This trend also exists for SSIM and CNR, 

indicating that a smaller PF ratio in the kz dimension, i.e., larger blank regions, is more desirable 

for a larger AF (14×). 

5.5.6 Summary of optimised parameters 

According to the above evaluation results, the optimal value ranges for the parameters in 

sampling pattern design in this study are summarised in Table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1 The optimal value ranges by AF for the sampling pattern design (matrix size: 

224×224×80) 

AF PF ratio in ky PF ratio in kz 
Density 

decay 

Fully sampled 

central region shape 

(ratio of length to 
width) 

Fully sampled 

central region size 

(point number and 
portion) 

6× 0.68–0.75 0.725–0.775 0.08–0.14 1.78–3.67 
240-408 

(10%–17%) 

10× 0.64–0.71 0.7–0.75 0.08–0.14 1.78–3.67 
240-408 

(17%–29%) 

14× 0.61–0.68 0.675–0.725 0.1–0.16 1.78–3.67 
240-408 

(24%–40%) 

 

5.5.7 Comparison of optimised patterns and non-optimised patterns 

Figure 5.8 shows the optimised patterns and non-optimised patterns with AFs from 4× to 20× 

and their performance on one 3D FBI dataset.  The parameters of the two series of patterns are 

summarised in Table 5.2. It can be observed that the optimised patterns improved the image 

quality in terms of signal loss (blue arrowheads), blurring (blue arrowheads) and depiction of 

small branches (yellow arrowheads). The corresponding quantitative evaluation results are 

summarised in Fig. 5.9. Optimised patterns outperformed non-optimised patterns in all four 

metrics. 
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Figure 5.8 Optimised (A) and non-optimised (B) sampling patterns and the corresponding example 

MIPs (left leg) of reconstructed images (C and D) with different AFs. Blue arrowheads on (C) and (D) 

denote signal loss and blurring on images using non-optimised patterns. Yellow arrowheads denote 

improved delineation of small branches on images using optimised patterns. 
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Figure 5.9 Quantitative evaluation results of accelerations using optimised patterns and non-optimised 

patterns with different AFs. The values are the mean and standard deviation calculated over the ten 

volunteer datasets. *denotes statistical significance between optimised patterns and non-optimised 

patterns (two-tailed paired Student’s t-test, P<0.05). 
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Table 5.2 The parameters by AF for optimised and non-optimised sampling patterns in Chapter 

5 (matrix size: 224×224×80) 

AF 
Optimised 

/non-optimised 
PF ratio in ky PF ratio in kz 

Density 

decay 

Fully sampled 

central region size 

{ky size, kz size} 

4× 
Optimised 0.71 0.75 0.1 {28,10} 

Non-optimised 1 1 0 {16,16} 

6× 
Optimised 0.71 0.75 0.1 {28,10} 

Non-optimised 1 1 0 {16,16} 

8× 
Optimised 0.70 0.74 0.1 {28,10} 

Non-optimised 1 1 0 {16,16} 

10× 
Optimised 0.68 0.73 0.1 {28,10} 

Non-optimised 1 1 0 {16,16} 

12× 
Optimised 0.67 0.71 0.1 {28,10} 

Non-optimised 1 1 0 {16,16} 

14× 
Optimised 0.66 0.71 0.1 {28,10} 

Non-optimised 1 1 0 {16,16} 

16× 
Optimised 0.64 0.7 0.1 {28,10} 

Non-optimised 1 1 0 {16,16} 

18× 
Optimised 0.63 0.69 0.1 {28,10} 

Non-optimised 1 1 0 {16,16} 

20× 
Optimised 0.62 0.68 0.1 {28,10} 

Non-optimised 1 1 0 {16,16} 

 

5.6 Discussion 

This study evaluated the influence of the parameters in Poisson-disk sampling pattern design 

and explored their optimal values. The optimisation process was performed at three different 

AFs in this study. 

Poisson-disk patterns using variable density with optimised k-space density decay factor 

outperformed uniformly distributed density patterns, but using overlarge density decay factors 

would lead to the loss of high-frequency components and impair the quality of reconstructed 

images. The range between 0.08 and 0.14 is suggested for the selection of density decay factor. 

The design of the fully sampled central region also has an influence on the acceleration 

performance. The optimal size for the central region is 24×10–34×12 for the matrix size used in 

this study. The shape of the central region has less influence on image quality. In this study, the 
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optimal range of the length to width ratio of the central region was 1.78–3.67, and the length to 

width ratio of the whole ky-kz plane was 2.8. Therefore, keeping the length to width ratio of 

central region consistent with the phase to slice resolution ratio is suggested. 

It was shown that compared to only using CS and PI, the implementation of PF in two directions 

(ky and kz) can further improve the acceleration performance, especially in terms of image 

sharpness. The optimal ranges of PF ratios in both ky and kz dimensions vary slightly, depending 

on the desired AF. Smaller PF ratios with larger blank regions are more desirable for larger AFs, 

so that the sampled region would not be too sparse.  

Clearly the parameters in the sampling pattern design may interact with each other, and changing 

one of them may also affect the optimal value of the other parameters. For example, the optimal 

density decay factor may be different in the conditions with and without PF. Future work will 

perform the optimisation process iteratively to obtain the patterns with optimal values for all 

parameters. 

There is also scope for separate optimisation of the sampling ratios or decay patterns for the ky 

and kz directions separately, particularly if the desired resolution is not isotropic and the FOV is 

different in slice and phase-encode directions. 

In this study, the determination of optimal ranges of parameters was not completely objective. 

Several adaptive optimisation techniques have been proposed 166–168, which optimise sampling 

patterns in an objective and automatic way. These methods use fully sampled data to construct 

a sampling distribution, from which the sampling points are drawn randomly. The main 

drawback of these algorithms is that they do not optimise sampling patterns for a given 

reconstruction method. However, Gözcü et al. recently used a learning-based framework to 

generate parameter-free patterns from the fully sampled training data, which can optimise 

patterns both for a specific reconstruction method and imaging anatomy 169. These methods 

could be investigated in future work. 

Finally, the evaluation in this study was only performed on the femoral FBI MRA images 

reconstructed by the KSPIC method. It is quite likely that the optimal parameter values vary for 

different vascular study regions, imaging protocols, reconstruction methods and even different 

image matrix sizes. For example, the density decay factor should be selected according to a 

power distribution of k-space 163,166, which can be affected by the anatomical details. To achieve 
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optimal acceleration performance, specific sampling pattern optimisation for other techniques 

and regions is still needed. 

5.7 Conclusion 

In this study, we optimised the parameters in sampling pattern design with different AFs for the 

3D accelerated femoral artery FBI sequence. In a comparison using retrospective acceleration 

by subsampling of a full dataset, the optimised patterns outperformed the non-optimised patterns. 

The sampling patterns used in Chapters 6 and 7 will be designed according to the optimisation 

results in this study.  
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Chapter 6. Reconstruction for highly accelerated subtractive 

NCE-MRA using k-space subtraction with phase and intensity 

correction 

This chapter introduces several reconstruction strategies for accelerated subtractive NCE-MRA. 

A new reconstruction method, k-space subtraction with phase and intensity correction, is 

developed, which can exploit the sparsity of subtracted angiogram data and potentially improve 

reconstruction performance. 

6.1  Introduction 

The sparsity of the representation of the signal is an important factor for both CS and PI 

reconstruction. With increasing sparsity, fewer samples are needed to accurately reconstruct the 

signal, and a better reconstruction quality can be achieved from a given number of samples 94,96. 

As described in section 3.1.3 of Chapter 3, MR angiograms are especially sparse, with high 

signal only from blood vessels, and low background signals. 

Subtractive NCE-MRA involves at least two raw datasets with different blood contrasts and one 

subtracted dataset, enabling different potential reconstruction strategies for accelerated imaging. 

Generally, there are two reconstruction strategies for subtractive NCE-MRA. One strategy is to 

perform reconstruction on bright-blood (BB, bright-artery for arteriography) and dark-blood 

(DB, dark-artery for arteriography) data separately followed by magnitude subtraction, and the 

other is to perform subtraction in k-space and then reconstruct the subtracted data.  

Methods based around magnitude subtraction are straightforward and commonly used, but they 

do not take advantage of sparsity in the subtracted angiogram. Rapacchi et al. proposed a CS 

algorithm that combines BB and DB reconstruction together and adds a magnitude subtraction 

term into the cost function to exploit the sparsity of angiogram 102. This method was reported to 

improve CS reconstruction in both thoracic DCE-MRA and NCE dynamic intracranial MRA 

102,115. To distinguish it from the traditional magnitude subtraction method, this method will be 

called ‘combined magnitude subtraction’ (CMS) in this chapter. 

Methods based on k-space subtraction are alternative approaches to promote sparsity. The 

subtracted k-space data is inherently sparse in its image domain representation. Although having 

drawbacks in terms of increased sensitivity to phase error and imposed signal-to-noise ratio 
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penalty 102,115, complex subtraction in k-space has shown superior performance in both 

peripheral CE- and NCE-MRA with PI, especially at large AFs 96,170.  

Another problem of subtractive NCE-MRA is that some background tissues appear with a 

different intensity level in BB and DB images, resulting in residual signals in the subtracted 

images 68,69. An optimised weighted subtraction approach has been proposed in Chapter 4, which 

corrects the intensity difference of background tissues and improves background suppression. 

Applying the intensity correction prior to reconstruction could not only suppress the background 

tissue signals but also potentially further increase the data sparsity. However, weighted complex 

subtraction is expected to cause an increase of negative signals after subtraction, which would 

appear as background artefacts due to the loss of polarity in the reconstructed magnitude image 

161,171. Moreover, the weighting factor cannot be obtained directly from complex datasets.  

In this chapter, we firstly propose an improved reconstruction method based on k-space 

subtraction, termed as k-space Subtraction with Phase and Intensity Correction (KSPIC). A 

phase correction procedure is used to preserve the polarity of the negative signal and remove 

background artefacts. This procedure requires a background reference for phase corrections, 

which can be provided by the systolic or diastolic dataset in subtractive NCE-MRA. Moreover, 

an intensity correction procedure is applied based on the method described in chapter 4, with 

the weighting factors calculated from the DB images and BB images generated by a fast and 

incomplete CS reconstruction. Secondly, the CMS method 102,115 is implemented for subtractive 

NCE-MRA. Intensity correction is also applied for CMS to further improve its performance in 

background suppression.  

Both a retrospective study and a prospective study have been performed. The retrospective study 

utilised ten fully sampled Cartesian femoral artery FBI datasets and performed simulated 

undersampling on them. The prospective study performed accelerated FBI acquisitions using 

specific undersampling schemes. The performance of KSPIC and CMS are compared with 

conventional k-space subtraction reconstruction (KS) and magnitude subtraction reconstruction 

(MS) in both retrospective and prospective studies.  
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6.2  Reconstruction strategies for subtractive NCE-MRA 

6.2.1 Independent reconstruction with magnitude subtraction afterwards 

(MS) 

One conventional strategy is to reconstruct BB and DB datasets (denoted by subscripts b and d 

respectively) independently and then do magnitude subtraction (MS). The flow chart of MS is 

shown in Figure 6.1A. According to the theory described in Chapter 3, the reconstruction can 

be written as an unconstrained optimisation problem: 

 ( )
22

2 1,2 2
arg min

b

b b b b b
u

u RFu f u G I Fu= − +  + −   (6.1) 

 ( )
22

2 1,2 2
arg min

b

d d d d d
u

u RFu f u G I Fu= − +  + −   (6.2) 

Here, 𝑓𝑏  and 𝑓𝑑  are the acquired data,  𝑢𝑏  and 𝑢𝑑  are the estimated images, 𝐺  denotes the 

SPIRiT kernels computed from auto-calibration signals, 𝐹 is the Fourier operator, and 𝑅 is a k-

space sampling operator. Φ is the sparsifying transform operator, which is finite-differences in 

this study. ‖∙‖1,2  is the joint L1 norm. λ and γ are two regularisation parameters, which 

determine the balance between the data consistency, calibration consistency and the promotion 

of sparsity. Following the reconstruction, the intensity correction method described in Chapter 

4 can optionally be applied to the reconstructed BB and DB images to suppress residual signals 

form background tissues (MS-IC). The RRDA method with α=1 is used for all the reconstruction 

strategies with intensity correction in this chapter. 

6.2.2 K-space subtraction prior to reconstruction (KS) 

Subtracting the raw data in k-space prior to reconstruction (KS) can take advantages of the 

sparsity more directly (Figure 6.1B). The reconstruction can be formulated as: 

 ( ) ( )
2 2

1,22 2
arg min

s

s s b d s s
u

u RFu f f u G I Fu= − − +  + −  (6.3) 

6.2.3 Combined reconstruction with magnitude subtraction (CMS) 

The combined reconstruction adds magnitude subtraction terms between BB and DB datasets, 

which can exploit the sparsity of subtracted images (Figure 6.1C). ub and ud are iteratively 

minimised in a single algorithm: 
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=  
− +  + − + − 

 

  (6.4) 

where μ is the parameter controlling the weight of the subtraction terms.  

The intensity correction method can also be employed after the CMS reconstruction (CMS-IC). 

 

 

Figure 6.1 Flow charts of (A) the magnitude subtraction reconstruction process, (B) the k-space 

subtraction reconstruction process and (C) the combined magnitude subtraction reconstruction. 

6.2.4 K-space subtraction with phase correction (KSPC) 

For FBI, the SI of some background tissues, such as muscle and fat, may appear slightly higher 

on the DB images 96,151. Its representation in the image domain should become negative after 

subtraction. However, when using k-space subtraction methods, the negative signal loses its 

polarity when taking the magnitude of the reconstructed image and appears as background 

artefacts on the subtracted angiograms. 

Phase-sensitive detection can be used to correct this background phase variation so that the real 

part of the image can be used, and the polarity can be preserved 172–176. This method normally 

requires an additional acquisition of a background phase reference, which should adequately 

represent the background phase variation but not be corrupted by polarity shifts 174. Fortunately, 

in subtractive NCE-MRA, this reference can be provided by the BB or DB data, which has the 

same background phase variation as subtracted dataset and all positive values in the image 

domain. 
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In KS with phase correction (KSPC), a homodyne low pass filter is applied to the DB or BB 

data to obtain a low-resolution image as a background phase reference. The phase of the 

reference image ϕr is then removed from the reconstructed subtracted image IS on a pixel-by-

pixel basis, so that the polarity of the negative signal is preserved in the real part of the resultant 

image (IPC): 

  Re ri

PC SI I e
−

=   (6.5) 

Finally, the corresponding background artefacts can be removed by nulling the negative values. 

6.2.5 K-space subtraction with phase and intensity correction (KSPIC) 

The intensity correction method described in Chapter 5 can be employed in k-space subtraction 

approaches. Although intensity correction can easily be applied to magnitude subtraction 

approaches, it is not straightforward to determine the appropriate weighting factor for k-space 

subtraction approaches. In order to calculate the weighting factor prior to the full CS 

reconstruction, a fast CS reconstruction is firstly performed to acquire a partially reconstructed 

image set. Weighted subtraction in k-space can lead to additional negative signals after 

subtraction but can be removed by the phase correction procedure. 

The image reconstruction process of k-space subtraction with phase and intensity correction 

(KSPIC) is as shown in Fig. 6.2. Firstly, a fast CS reconstruction with only two iterations and 

without PI reconstruction is performed on 10% of the k-space data. The 10% subsampled data 

was obtained by performing a 1D fast Fourier transform (FFT) in the x-direction to form a hybrid 

x-ky-kz space, and then selecting equally-spaced axial slices along the x-direction. This gives the 

k-space data for a set of axial (ky-kz) slices (10% of the total number of slices). Secondly, the 

intensity correction procedure is used to acquire the linear regression coefficient between the 

BB and DB signals of the background tissues. Next, a weighted complex subtraction is 

performed on the k-space data, using the linear regression coefficient as the weighting factor. A 

full CS reconstruction, in combination with SPIRiT 139 for PI and homodyne detection for PF 

sampling, is then performed on the full subtracted dataset. Finally, a background phase reference 

is reconstructed from the symmetric central region of the DB dataset and is used to restore the 

polarity of the negative signal (as described above for KSPC).  
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Figure 6.2 Flow charts of (A) the KSPIC reconstruction process and (B) the weighting factor calculation 

procedure. The phase map is obtained from the DB dataset.   

6.2.6 Summary of reconstruction strategies 

In summary, the reconstruction strategies included in this study are listed in Table 6.1. KS-IC 

images will not be assessed because they are corrupted by background artefacts caused by 

inverted negative signals, which are enhanced by the weighted subtraction. All the other 

methods will be evaluated in the retrospective study using quantitative metrics. MS, KS, CMS-

IC and KSPIC will be evaluated in the prospective study using subjective quality scores.  

Table 6.1 Reconstruction methods included in this study 

 Magnitude subtraction K-space subtraction 

 Conventional Combined Conventional 
With phase 

correction 

Without 

intensity 

correction 

MSa,b CMSa KSa,b KSPCa 

With intensity 

correction 
MS-ICa CMS-ICa,b KS-IC KSPICa,b 

a denotes the methods that will be evaluated in the retrospective study using quantitative metrics 

b denotes the methods that will be evaluated in the prospective study using qualitative scores 
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6.3  Methods 

6.3.1 Subjects and imaging protocols 

Twelve healthy subjects (8 men and 4 women; age range 24–45 years) were imaged using the 

3D Cartesian femoral artery FBI sequence. Examinations were performed using a 1.5 T system 

(Discovery MR450; GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI) and a 32-channel or 8-channel cardiac array 

coil. Studies were approved by the local research ethics committee, and all participants gave 

informed consent. 

Prior to the 3D FBI acquisition, a 2D ECG-gated preparation scan with a single thick slice and 

multiple cardiac phases was used to determine the appropriate diastolic ECG delay times 79. The 

ECG preparation scan uses an incremental delay relative to the R-wave trigger with 20 

increments to cover the entire cardiac cycle. 

As for the standard GE product FBI sequence, the adaptive refocus technique using variable 

refocusing flip angles (see Chapter 2.4.3) was used to increase flow sensitivity in prospective 

3D FBI acquisitions. The adaptive refocus technique was only applied in the systolic (dark-

artery) acquisition with an initial flip angle of 105; the diastolic (bright-artery) acquisition used 

a constant flip angle of 180. No flow-spoiled gradients were used for prospective acquisitions 

with the image matrix size of 320 × 320 × 80.  

Weak flow-spoiled gradients 80, together with the adaptive refocus technique, were applied in 

fully sampled acquisitions with a smaller matrix size (224 × 224 × 80). Flow-spoiled gradients 

were applied along the readout direction in both systolic and diastolic acquisitions with a 

strength of 10% (the percentage of one-half the area of the readout gradient). The readout 

direction is applied in parallel with the vessel orientation, which is the superior-inferior direction. 

For the prospective acceleration, a CS accelerated FBI pulse sequence using self-designed 

patterns was developed on GE’s EPIC programming platform. Ten groups of prospectively 

accelerated images were acquired from ten subjects, each with four datasets accelerated by 10×, 

15×, 20× and 25× respectively. For the retrospective simulated study, ten fully sampled femoral 

FBI datasets were acquired from ten subjects and accelerated using AFs from 4 to 20. Simulated 

undersampling was then performed on fully sampled datasets. CS, PI and PF sampling were 

combined together to accelerate FBI acquisitions using the undersampling patterns designed 

based on the optimal ranges of parameters determined in Chapter 5 (values listed in Table 6.2). 

Additional details of the FBI acquisitions are listed in Table 6.2. 
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6.3.2 CS reconstruction 

All datasets were firstly compressed into four virtual channels to reduce computation burden 

(see details in Section 6.3.3). All the reconstructions are based on the Split-Bregman algorithm, 

together with POCS iterations for the L1-SPIRiT reconstruction (see Section 3.4.3). The 

reconstruction program was developed based on the original Split-Bregman code provided by 

Ziwu Zhou (University of California, Los Angeles) and the original L1-SPIRiT code provided 

by Michael Lustig (University of California, UC Berkeley). Finite-differences were used as the 

sparsifying transform. The inner and outer iterations were both set to a fixed number. The Split-

Bregman algorithm has a rapid convergence, allowing CS reconstruction in a small iteration 

number. In this study, the full CS reconstruction has ten iterations in total, with five inner 

iterations and two outer iterations. The fast CS reconstruction has only two iterations with no 

inner iterations. The homodyne detection for PF sampling was incorporated in the reconstruction 

(see Section 3.4.4).   

The images evaluated in this study were reconstructed offline on a 64-bit PC using the CPU 

(Core i7-6700 with 4 Core/3.4 GHz, 40 GB RAM). The total reconstruction time was 2–3 

minutes. For the prospective study, an automated inline reconstruction was also implemented 

on the MRI system, with six iterations in total for the Split-Bregman algorithm. This 

reconstruction took approximately two minutes, allowing the operator to see the reconstructed 

images while the subject was still on the table. All the reconstructions were implemented in 

MATLAB (R2019a, Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA). The performance of the fast partial CS 

reconstruction was evaluated and compared with the full CS reconstruction and 3D FFT. 

The weighting parameters in Equations 6.1–6.4 were optimised in a separate pilot study. Since 

the calibration consistency term was solved by the POCS iterations without using its weighting 

parameter γ, only λ and μ (only for CMS) needed to be optimised; this optimisation was 

performed by retrospectively undersampling k-space using a range of parameter values, and then 

maximising the PSNR between CS reconstructed images and the fully sampled reference images. 

All raw k-space data were normalised by their maximum image intensity prior to reconstruction, 

which allows the same weighting parameters to be used for a large range of MRA datasets 102. 

The optimised weighting parameters were fixed for the rest of our study. 

6.3.3 Coil compression and coil combination 

The data in this study were acquired using a 32-channel or 8-channel coil array. The large 

channel number creates a large computation burden. A coil compression algorithm 177 was used 
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to compress data from 32 or 8 channels into fewer virtual channels before the image 

reconstruction. The coil compression program used in this study was provided from Tao Zhang 

at Stanford University. 

Following CS reconstruction, the reconstructed individual channel images need to be combined 

into a single composite image with full FOV. An adaptive combination method 178 was used in 

this study, and its performance is compared with the standard root-sum-of-squares (RSS) 

technique. The adaptive combination program used in this study was provided from Ricardo 

Otazo at New York University. 

The performance evaluation was performed on three fully sampled datasets with 32 channels. 

The data were firstly compressed into virtual channels with the number of channels ranging 

from 2 to 32. Then, the compressed data were undersampled retrospectively using an AF of 10× 

and reconstructed. The reconstructed individual channel images were combined into a single 

image using either adaptive combination or RSS. The optimal number of virtual channels was 

determined by evaluating quantitative results. 

6.3.4 Central region of k-space 

The central region of k-space has three purposes. Firstly, SPIRiT requires a fully sampled centre 

region to calculate the linear combination weights for PI reconstruction. This region can be 

obtained from BB, DB or subtracted data. Secondly, the phase correction procedure requires a 

symmetric central region of k-space to estimate the background phase reference, which can be 

provided by either BB or DB data. Finally, the adaptive channel combination method also 

requires low-resolution reference images for calculating the weights for combining coil 

elements, which can be obtained from the central region of BB, DB or subtracted data. 

In this study, the central region for SPIRiT reconstruction and adaptive combination of coil 

elements was obtained from BB data, while the central region for phase correction was obtained 

from DB data. The performance of reconstructions using the central regions selected from 

different data and with different sizes was evaluated and compared. 

6.3.5  Image assessment 

For the retrospective study, simulated accelerated images were evaluated using the four 

objective quantitative metrics described in Chapter 3, which are PSNR, SSIM, CNR of artery-

to-background and sharpness assessment. The fully sampled images are used as the reference 
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images in PSNR, SSIM and CNR of artery-to-background. The reconstruction methods were 

categorised into two groups: those with intensity correction and those without it. To achieve fair 

comparisons, the same reference images were used for different reconstruction methods in each 

group. The reference images were defined as the average of the fully sampled images 

reconstructed by different methods, i.e., for the evaluation of KSPIC, MS-IC and CMS-IC, the 

reference images were the average of images reconstructed by KSPIC, MS-IC and CMS-IC, 

while for the evaluation of KSPC, KS, MS and CMS, the reference images were the average of 

images reconstructed by KSPC, KS, MS and CMS. These averaged images were used in this 

way because of the difficulty of determining a reasonable reconstruction method for creating 

reference images. For example, using the reconstruction with intensity and phase correction as 

the reference could be unfair for the other reconstructions without intensity or phase correction, 

leading to a very large error or low similarity; and similarly using reconstructions based on k-

space subtraction could be unfair for the reconstructions based on magnitude subtraction. Also, 

using different reconstructions for different reference images (same as the reconstruction 

method to be evaluated) is not feasible, because images reconstructed by the methods without 

phase correction may contain unwanted artefacts and should not be considered as reference 

images. The other details of the metric implementations are the same as used in Section 5.4.2.For 

the prospective study, MIPs of the images reconstructed by four different methods were assessed 

by two experienced radiologists in a randomised order. The radiologists were blinded to 

reconstruction methods and AFs. Three separate aspects of the images were graded: vessel 

delineation; image noise and artefacts; and background and venous contamination. The criteria 

for scoring are as follows: 

Vessel delineation  

1=non-diagnostic delineation, poor delineation of all-sized arteries 

2=acceptable delineation of main/large arteries but impaired delineation of intermediate and 

small arteries. 

3=good display of main/large arteries but impaired delineation of small branches 

4=excellent arterial display with good delineation of all-size arteries 

Image artefacts 

1=severe artefact and/or noise leading to non-diagnostic images 

2=moderate artefact and/or noise, impairing the definition of the fine structures of vessels 
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3=mild artefact and/or noise, but not impairing the delineation of vessels 

4=excellent artefact and noise suppression 

Background and venous contamination 

1=severe background or venous contamination affecting diagnosis 

2=moderate background or venous contamination 

3=minimal background or venous contamination but not affecting diagnosis 

4=excellent background and signal suppression  

6.3.6 Statistics analysis 

Statistical analysis evaluated differences between KSPIC/KSPC and the other reconstruction 

methods. For subjective image quality scores, Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were performed to 

identify pairwise differences between KSPIC and MS, KS and CMS-IC respectively. For 

quantitative metrics results, paired Student’s t-tests were performed to assess pairwise 

differences between KSPIC/KSPC and the other reconstructions at 4×, 12× and 20×. Pairwise 

comparisons include KSPIC vs MS-IC, KSPIC vs CMS-IC, KSPC vs MS, KSPC vs KS, KSPC 

vs CMS. Statistical significance was defined at P <0.05 in all tests. 
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Table 6.2 Parameters used in retrospective and prospective studies.  

Study Number of datasets 
Common protocol 

parameters 

Respective protocol 

parameters 
Acceleration parameters AFs and acquisition times 

Retrospective 

study 

10 fully sampled 

datasets FOV 400–420 mm2; 

R-R interval: 2/3 

heartbeats depending on 

the heart-rate; 

Fat suppression: short-

time inversion recovery 

(STIR) with an inversion 

time of 174 ms; 

Flip angle: 90; 

Refocus angle: 180. 

 

 

 

Matrix size: 224(x) × 224(y) × 

80(z); 

Slice thickness: 2 mm; 

Bandwidth: ±62.5 kHz; 

Echo train length: 80; 

TEeff: 30 ms; 

Flow dephasing: variable flip 

angle and flow-spoiled 

gradients (10%). 

Fully sampled acquisitions: fully 

sampled ellipsoidal k-space 

without acceleration. 

Retrospective simulations: 

Poisson-disk sampling patterns 

with the optimised parameters in 

Table 5.2, Section 5.5.7. 

Retrospective AFs: 

4×, 6×, 8×, 10×, 12×, 14×, 

16×, 18× and 20×. 

 

Acquisition time of fully 

sampling: 314 or 352 TR (692–

1182 heart beats) 

Prospective 

study 

10 groups of 

undersampled 

datasets with 

different AFs 

Matrix size: 320(x) × 320(y) × 

80(z); 

Slice thickness: 1.8–2.0 mm; 

Bandwidth: ±83.3 kHz; 

Echo train length: 60–70; 

TEeff: 45 ms; 

Flow dephasing: variable flip 

angle. 

Poisson-disk sampling patterns 

with the following parameters: 

Density decay factor: 0.1 for all 

AFs; 

PF ratio: 0.6–0.7 in ky, 0.7–0.75 

in kz; 

Fully sampled centre region: 

24×12 for all AFs. 

Prospective AFs: 10×, 15×, 

20× and 25×; 

 

Corresponding acquisition 

times: 152–276, 104–192, 80–

144 and 64–120 heart beats. 

ECG prep 

scan 

One acquisition for 

each examination 

Matrix size: 256(x) × 128(y); 

Section thickness: 150 mm; 

TEeff: 80 ms 

Number of phases: 20 

PI and PF sampling Acquisition time: 1–2 minutes 

Acquisition times vary due to different heart-rates, number of beats per TR and ETL. 
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6.4 Results 

6.4.1 Retrospective simulation  

Figure 6.3 shows quantitative evaluation results of the seven different methods. The 

corresponding values and statistics evaluations are summarised in Table 6.3 and Table 6.4 (only 

at 4×, 12× and 20×).  

PSNR, SSIM and CNR of artery-to-background 

KS with phase correction has the best performance in terms of SSIM and CNR of artery-to-

background both with intensity correction (KSPIC) and without intensity correction (KSPC). 

The PSNR values of CMS/CMS-IC and MS/MS-IC are higher when the AF<8 but decrease 

rapidly with increasing AF. KS has low PSNR and CNR especially at small AFs, which is 

mainly due to the artefacts caused by negative signals with reversed polarity. Compared with 

MS/MS-IC, CMS/CMS-IC has larger CNR but lower SSIM values. The PSNR of CMS/CMS-

IC is between that of KSPC/KSPIC and MS/MS-IC—higher than MS/MS-IC but lower than 

KSPC/KSPIC when the AF<8, and lower than MS/MS-IC but higher than KSPC/KSPIC when 

the AF>8. 

In comparisons between KSPC/KSPIC and other reconstructions, significant differences existed 

in all cases except the PSNR of CMS at 4×, SSIM of KS at 20×, CNR of CMS at 4× and PSNR 

of CMS-IC at 12×. 

Sharpness 

The k-space subtraction methods (KSPC/KSPIC and KS) have significantly better sharpness 

than magnitude subtraction methods (MS/MS-IC and CMS/CMS-IC). No significant 

differences were found between KS and KSPC.  

Example images 

Figure 6.4 shows example results of KS, MS, CMS-IC and KSPIC in fully sampled and 

retrospectively accelerated datasets using the AF from 4 to 20. KSPIC achieved good and 

consistent image quality over the range of different AFs. Noticeable image degradation in terms 

of increased artefacts, residual background tissue and impaired vessel delineations can be 

observed in KS, MS and CMS-IC, especially when the AF is large. 
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Figure 6.3 Plots summarising quantitative evaluation of simulated acceleration. PSNR, SSIM, CNR of 

artery-to-background and sharpness versus the AF were calculated for the different reconstructions. Top 

row: reconstructions with intensity correction including KSPIC, MS with post-processing intensity 

correction and CMS with post-processing IC. Bottom row: reconstructions without intensity correction 

including KS with phase correction, CMS, conventional MS and conventional KS. The values are the 

mean and standard deviation calculated over the 10 volunteer datasets. 
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Table 6.3 Quantitative analysis results (mean ± standard deviation) of KS, MS, CMS and KSPC. 

Images were retrospectively accelerated by 4×, 12× and 20× from 10 volunteer datasets. 

PSNR 

 KS MS CMS KSPC 

4× 43.14 ± 2.46 (a) 47.81 ± 2.45 (a) 46.89 ± 2.90 46.51 ± 2.84 

12× 42.41 ± 2.74 (a) 43.56 ± 2.42 (a) 44.13 ± 2.85 (a) 44.97 ± 3.24 

20× 41.75 ± 2.99 (a) 40.62 ± 2.72 (a) 41.90 ± 2.95 (a) 43.83 ± 3.32 

 

SSIM 

 KS MS CMS KSPC 

4× 0.61 ± 0.12 (a) 0.69 ± 0.09 (a) 0.65 ± 0.10 (a) 0.71 ± 0.10 

12× 0.54 ± 0.10 (a) 0.54 ± 0.09 (a) 0.51 ± 0.10 (a) 0.57 ± 0.10 

20× 0.50 ± 0.09 0.48 ± 0.08 (a) 0.45 ± 0.09 (a) 0.51 ± 0.09 

 

CNR of artery-to-background 

 KS MS CMS KSPC 

4× 26.60 ± 7.25 (a) 50.05 ± 7.93 (a) 53.95 ± 7.26 56.09 ± 9.89 

12× 26.01 ± 6.42 (a) 30.60 ± 4.63 (a) 40.99 ± 5.44 (a) 49.95 ± 9.57 

20× 23.57 ± 5.63 (a) 20.09 ± 3.75 (a) 30.05 ± 4.40 (a) 41.53 ± 8.91 

 

Sharpness 

 KS MS CMS KSPC 

4× 13.89 ± 0.53 11.09 ± 0.35 (a) 11.37 ± 0.37 (a) 13.86 ± 0.50 

12× 12.98 ± 0.45 10.34 ± 0.32 (a) 10.39 ± 0.36 (a) 12.91 ± 0.41 

20× 12.66 ± 0.46 9.89 ± 0.63 (a) 9.65 ± 0.42 (a) 12.61 ± 0.43 

 

a Denotes statistical significance (two-tailed paired Student’s t-test, P<0.05) when compared with the 

proposed KSPC method at the same acceleration. 
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Table 6.4 Quantitative analysis results (mean ± standard deviation) of MS-IC, CMS-IC and 

KSPIC. Images were retrospectively accelerated by 4×, 12× and 20× from 10 volunteer datasets. 

PSNR 

 MS-IC CMS-IC KSPIC 

4× 51.16 ± 2.38 (a) 50.26 ± 2.92 (a) 48.87 ± 3.00 

12× 45.09 ± 2.14 (a) 46.36 ± 2.70 47.42 ± 3.33 

20× 41.57 ± 2.51 (a) 43.54 ± 2.71 (a) 46.06 ± 3.16 

 

SSIM 

 MS-IC CMS-IC KSPIC 

4× 0.55 ± 0.07 (a) 0.58 ± 0.06 (a) 0.61 ± 0.07 

12× 0.41 ± 0.07 (a) 0.44 ± 0.07 (a) 0.45 ± 0.07 

20× 0.37 ± 0.07 (a) 0.38 ± 0.07 (a) 0.40 ± 0.07 

 

CNR of artery-to-background 

 MS-IC CMS-IC KSPIC 

4× 43.54 ± 9.94 (a) 46.04 ± 9.51 (a) 49.30 ± 11.98 

12× 25.00 ± 5.85 (a) 33.31 ± 5.92 (a) 47.46 ± 11.17 

20× 14.73 ± 4.47 (a) 22.64 ± 5.57 (a) 39.04 ± 9.81 

 

Sharpness 

 MS-IC CMS-IC KSPIC 

4× 11.22 ± 0.38 (a) 11.50 ± 0.40 (a) 13.76 ± 0.49 

12× 10.44 ± 0.34 (a) 10.46 ± 0.38 (a) 12.71 ± 0.40 

20× 9.83 ± 0.37 (a) 9.71 ± 0.44 (a) 12.32 ± 0.44 

a Denotes statistical significance (two-tailed paired Student’s t-test, P<0.05) when compared 

with the proposed KSPIC method at the same acceleration. 
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Figure 6.4 Example images of retrospective simulated accelerations using different reconstructions. A: 

Sampling patterns with the AF from 4 to 20. B–E: MIPs (left femoral arteries) of images reconstructed 

by KS, MS, CMS-IC and KSPIC respectively.  
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6.4.2 Prospective acquisition 

Example MIPs from two healthy volunteers are demonstrated in Figure 6.5. All the four methods 

achieved good image quality at 10× acceleration, but image blurring and artefacts appear on MS 

and CMS-IC at 25× acceleration (yellow arrowheads). Compared with magnitude subtraction 

methods, KS has good noise suppression and less venous contamination, but impaired 

delineations of small branches can be observed on KS images (red arrowheads). Residual 

background tissues, such as veins, can be observed on the MS and KS images. CMS-IC has 

improved background suppression by employing IC, while KSPIC has the best suppression.  

Subjective image quality scores are summarised in Figure 6.6 and Table 6.5. Subjective scores 

show good agreement with the objective evaluation results using quantitative metrics in the 

retrospective study. KSPIC achieved the highest scores in all three performance metrics 

including vessel delineation, image artefacts, and background and venous contamination. The 

high scores are maintained at large AFs. No significant differences were observed between 10× 

acceleration and other larger AFs except the vessel delineation score at 25×. 

MS and CMS-IC have lower scores, and their performance degrades rapidly with increasing AF. 

KS has good suppression of noise, artefacts and also background signals, but shows poor vessel 

delineation. Significant differences were found in all cases between KSPIC and the other 

reconstructions except the image artefacts and background contamination scores of CMS-IC at 

10×, and the background contamination scores of KS at 20× and 25×. 
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Figure 6.5 Example MIP images of prospectively accelerated acquisitions from two healthy volunteers 

using AFs of 10× and 25× with KS, MS, CMS-IC and KSPIC. The blue arrowheads denote residual veins 

and other background tissues on KS and MS images; the yellow arrowheads denote image blurring or 

artefacts caused by undersampling with a high AF on MS and CMS-IC images; the red arrowhead 

denotes impaired depiction of small branches on KS image.  

 

Figure 6.6 Plots summarising subjective image quality scores (1–4 scales) in terms of vessel delineation, 

noise and artefacts, and background and venous contamination on the images prospectively accelerated 

by 10×, 15×, 20× and 25×. The values are the mean and standard deviation calculated over the 10 

volunteer datasets. 
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Table 6.5 Subjective scores (mean ± standard deviation) of images prospectively accelerated 

by 10×, 15×, 20× and 25× from 10 volunteer datasets. 

Vessel delineation 

 KSPIC CMS-IC MS KS 

10× 3.80 ± 0.33 3.30 ± 0.51 (a) 3.30 ± 0.33 (a) 2.70 ± 0.46 (a) 

15× 3.70 ± 0.33 3.10 ± 0.35 (a) 3.00 ± 0.40 (a) 2.60 ± 0.37 (a) 

20× 3.65 ± 0.32 2.90 ± 0.44 (a) 2.80 ± 0.56 (a, b) 2.60 ± 0.44 (a) 

25× 3.25 ± 0.40 (b) 2.50 ± 0.74 (a, b) 2.35 ± 0.50 (a, b) 2.45 ± 0.47 (a) 

 

Image artefacts 

 KSPIC CMS-IC MS KS 

10× 3.50 ± 0.00 3.40 ± 0.54 3.20 ± 0.33 (a) 3.10 ± 0.37 (a) 

15× 3.48 ± 0.27 3.14 ± 0.24 (a) 3.04 ± 0.20 (a) 3.09 ± 0.23 (a) 

20× 3.31 ± 0.35 2.74 ± 0.23 (a) 2.59 ± 0.33 (a, b) 3.12 ± 0.32 (a, b) 

25× 3.29 ± 0.50 2.49 ± 0.50 (a) 2.21 ± 0.63 (a, b) 2.77 ± 0.65 (a, b) 

 

Background and venous contamination 

 KSPIC CMS-IC MS KS 

10× 3.25 ± 0.51 2.90 ± 0.62 1.90 ± 0.54 (a) 2.95 ± 0.57 (a) 

15× 3.40 ± 0.58 2.60 ± 0.58 (a) 1.75 ± 0.40 (a) 3.20 ± 0.71 (a) 

20× 3.30 ± 0.46 2.20 ± 0.51 (a, b) 1.80 ± 0.46 (a) 3.30 ± 0.51 

25× 3.34 ± 0.42 2.21 ± 0.5 (a, b) 1.83 ± 0.57 (a) 3.20 ± 0.54 

a Denotes statistical significance (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, P<0.05) when compared with the proposed 

KSPIC method at the same acceleration. 

b Denotes statistical significance (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, P<0.05) when compared with 10× acceleration 

using the same reconstruction method.  
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6.4.3 Phase correction 

The following results show the effect of the phase correction procedure using data from the 

retrospective acceleration study. Figure 6.7 shows MIPs of reconstructions using k-space 

subtraction with (KSPC, panel A) and without phase correction (KS, panel C). Intensity 

correction was not applied in either of these two reconstructions. The error maps of different 

reconstructions are obtained by calculating the difference between the accelerated images and 

the fully sampled reference images (panel B and D). Panel E shows the magnitudes of negative 

values on the reconstructed images with restored polarity, i.e., the negative signals which are 

removed from the KSPC images. Background artefacts can be observed on the KS image 

without phase correction, coincided with the location of the negative signals (red dashed circle). 

This proves that the background artefacts are caused by negative signals which lose their polarity 

during reconstruction. These artefacts, although not strong, can obscure branch vessels with low 

SI on the MIP. Phase correction removed these artefacts and generated a darker and clearer 

background. Apart from background artefacts caused by polarity reversal, high error vascular 

regions can be seen on panel D (red arrowheads), which are caused by the distortions and arterial 

signal loss due to inaccurate phase estimation of arteries. 

  

Figure 6.7 Example MIPs of reconstructions using k-space subtraction with phase correction (KSPC, 

panel A) and without phase correction (KS, panel C). Panel B and D show the error maps using the fully 

sampled reference images as the reference. Panel E is the MIP showing only the magnitudes of negative 

values on the reconstructed images with restored polarity. Background artefacts due to the loss of polarity 

can mask some small arteries in the KS reconstruction. The background artefacts coincided with the 
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location of negative signals (red arrowheads). Some local vascular regions show higher error values on 

the KS image (white arrowheads). 

Figure 6.8 shows the quantitative evaluation of KSPIC reconstructions using the central region 

acquired from different data sources. SPIRiT kernel calculations based on the different data 

sources do not show much difference in PSNR and SSIM but show slightly different trends in 

CNR of artery-to-background. For adaptive channel combination (B) using the central region 

acquired from BB or DB images shows higher CNR of artery-to-background than using the 

central region acquired from subtracted angiograms. For phase correction (C), reconstruction 

using the background phase reference from DB data shows higher PSNR and SSIM but slightly 

lower CNR, which will be explained in the discussion with reference to Figure 6.9 and Figure 

6.10.  

  

Figure 6.8 Quantitative evaluation of KSPIC reconstructions using the central region acquired from 

different data sources for (A) SPIRiT kernel calculation, (B) weights calculation in adaptive channel 
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combination, and (C) background phase reference in phase correction. The average values across 10 

datasets are shown.  

Figure 6.9 shows an example of reconstructed images using the background phase reference 

from BB (A and C) and DB (B and D) data in phase correction. Artefacts caused by incoherent 

undersampling can be observed on images using the phase reference from BB data, especially 

on the axial slices which contain high SI tissues with large areas, such as the testis (C and the 

yellow arrowheads on A). These artefacts were largely reduced by using the phase reference 

from DB data. 

 

 

Figure 6.9 An example of reconstructed images using phase reference from BB (A and C) and DB (B 

and D) data. A and B are coronal MIPs, where the yellow arrowheads denote background artefacts which 

are more extensive on A. C and D are axial slices corresponding to the location denoted by the yellow 

lines on A and B respectively.  

The evaluation of the effect of the size of the central k-space region used for phase estimation 

(phase correction region) is shown in Figure 6.10. The quantitative evaluation shows that 12-20 

was the optimal range of the region length (width=1/2 length) in this study (Figure 6.10A). 

Larger phase correction regions lead to rapid decreases of all the three measurements. In 
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particular, excessively detailed phase estimation leads to arterial phase change in the DB images 

(red arrowheads in Figure 6.10B), leading to central signal loss in the arteries (Figure 6.10C). 

The phase map obtained from the subtracted data contains inverted polarity and is corrupted by 

phase singularities, thus cannot be used as background phase reference (bottom row in Figure 

6.10B). 

 

Figure 6.10 Evaluation of the phase correction region size. A: The quantitative evaluation of 

reconstructions with different lengths of phase correction region (length: width=2:1). B: Phase references 

acquired from BB, DB and subtracted data with different sizes of phase correction region. Red 
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arrowheads denote phase changes in arteries that can impair the arterial signal in reconstruction. C: 

Central signal loss in arteries using a large-size phase correction region from DB data (the yellow arrow 

on the right image).  

6.4.4 Coil compression and coil combination 

Figure 6.11 shows the performance of coil compression and coil image combination. The 

reconstructed individual channel images were combined into a single image using either 

adaptive combination or RSS. The adaptive combination has much higher scores in all three 

measurements, especially when the virtual channel number is small. For RSS, the PSNR and 

SSIM keep increasing with increasing numbers of virtual channels, while the quantitative 

measurements of adaptive combination achieve peak values at small virtual channel numbers. 

The evaluation results show that adaptive combination outperforms RSS and its use allows 

fewer compressed virtual channels without degradation in image quality. The coil compression 

process took an average computation time of 82.8±12.2 seconds but greatly reduced the 

reconstruction time from 1168.7±234.2 seconds at 32 channels to 43.3±22.5 seconds for 4 

virtual channels (the number used in this study).  

 

Figure 6.11 The quantitative evaluation results (A, B and C) and reconstruction time (D) of coil 

compression and coil image combination with different virtual channel numbers. The data from 32 

channels were compressed into fewer virtual channels before the image reconstruction, and the 

reconstructed individual coil images were combined using either adaptive combination (blue line) or 

RSS (red line).  The evaluation was performed on three datasets retrospectively undersampled using an 

AF of 10×. 
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6.4.5 Fast partial reconstruction and iteration numbers  

 

Figure 6.12 Example images reconstructed by 3D FFT (A), fast CS (B) and full CS (C).  

Figure 6.12 shows example images (MIP) reconstructed by 3D FFT, fast CS and full CS 

(AF=10). Compared with 3D FFT (A), fast CS with only two iterations shows much better 

performance (B), which is close to the result of full CS reconstruction (C). 

The reconstruction time of fast CS for intensity correction can be further reduced by applying it 

only to 10% axial slices of the k-space data (see Section 6.2.5). Table 6.6 summarises the 

evaluation of intensity correction incorporated with FFT, fast CS and full CS. Evaluation was 

performed on 11 retrospectively accelerated datasets at an AF of 10×. Compared with full CS, 

fast CS and FFT both greatly reduced the average computation time, from 80.2 seconds to 4.2 

and 4.0 seconds respectively. Although both the results of FFT and fast CS showed no 

significant differences from the results of full CS, fast CS achieved lower bias, mean absolute 

error and higher Pearson correlation coefficients. 
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Table 6.6 Comparison of mean intensity correction coefficients calculated based on images 

reconstructed by FFT, fast CS and full CS. 

Statistics FFT 
Fast CS 

(10% data) 
Full CS 

Mean intensity correction coefficients 1.091±0.068 1.010±0.069 1.105±0.062 

Bias -0.014±0.023 -0.006±0.016 - 

P-value 0.09 0.30 - 

Mean absolute error 0.017 0.012 - 

Pearson r value 0.945 0.978 - 

Computation time (seconds) 4.0±1.1 4.2±0.2 80.2±4.7 

 

6.5  Discussion 

In this study, a new reconstruction method based on k-space subtraction, KSPIC, was proposed 

for accelerated subtractive NCE-MRA. KSPIC applies the intensity correction procedure 

proposed in Chapter 4 prior to the full CS reconstruction and uses a phase correction procedure 

to restore the negative polarity and remove background artefacts. 

Phase correction is inspired by the phase sensitive detection method used in inversion‐recovery 

(IR) imaging 172–176. MR images are generally displayed as magnitude images, which avoids the 

need for correcting phase shifts in MR data caused by gradient ramping, eddy currents, motion, 

and the phase delay of electronic circuits 179. However, negative magnetisations in IR imaging, 

for example at short inversion times, are inverted to positive values by taking magnitudes. The 

same phenomenon exists in subtractive NCE-MRA, in which negative signals are produced by 

image subtraction.  

When PF sampling is applied, the phase correction in KSPIC can be regarded as part of the 

process of the homodyne reconstruction but using the raw data instead of the subtracted data 

itself. It has been reported in a previous study that for reconstruction methods based on k-space 

subtraction, the low-resolution reference obtained from DB data can provide better performance 

than that from subtracted data in PF reconstruction, but the reasons and quantitative comparisons 

were not fully evaluated 96. From the perspective of PF reconstruction, using homodyne from 
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raw data has two main advantages. Firstly, the phase reference from subtracted data shows 

reversed phases of negative signals. Therefore, the reference cannot restore the polarity of 

negative signals but will invert them to positive values. In contrast, the phase reference acquired 

from raw data can preserve negative polarity and remove background artefacts by only showing 

positive signals. Secondly, as shown in Figure 6.10B (bottom row), the phase reference acquired 

from subtracted data is corrupted by phase singularities, which can affect the PF reconstruction. 

Signal loss and distortions of arteries can be found in some local regions in images reconstructed 

by KS using a phase reference from subtracted data.  

The quantitative results show that the reconstruction using the background phase reference from 

DB data has slightly higher PSNR and SSIM (Figure 6.8) than for a BB phase reference. Using 

the phase reference from BB data shows improved suppression of artefacts out of the subject 

(Figure 6.9). This can be explained by the subtraction and reconstruction scheme of KSPIC: 

artefacts due to undersampling can be generated in BB and/or DB data individually, especially 

in the slices with high SI tissues and less sparsity. These artefacts are incoherent and differ 

between BB and DB data. For the artefacts generated outside the subject in the DB data, their 

signals will have negative polarity after image subtraction. The negative polarity can only be 

restored by using the phase reference from DB data, which can provide the phase of the artefact 

signal. BB data does not contain the signal of those artefacts and can only provide phases of 

background noise, and therefore cannot suppress the artefacts. 

Apart from the data source, the size of the phase correction region also has an influence on the 

performance of phase correction. The phase map obtained from a small central region of k-space 

from raw data can provide the background phase reference showing the slowly-varying phase 

variation related to hardware considerations. A more accurate phase estimate can be obtained 

by using a larger size for the phase correction region but is not helpful for phase correction. On 

the contrary, phase references with larger phase correction regions contain detailed phase 

variation related to anatomical tissues, which impair the precise correction of phases. 

Applying the intensity correction procedure described in Chapter 4 can suppress the residual 

signal of background tissues. However, the linear regression needs to be performed on 

reconstructed individual BB and DB images and is difficult for k-space subtraction based 

methods. The fast convergence of the split-Bregman algorithm enables a fast partial CS 

reconstruction, so that intensity correction can be performed on the partially reconstructed 

images prior to the full reconstruction. Intensity correction can also potentially increase the data 
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sparsity and improve CS and PI reconstruction. In this study, the improvement in sparsity is not 

obvious in FBI due to the similar muscle SI on BB and DB data. Future work will evaluate the 

performance of KSPIC in other subtractive NCE-MRA techniques, such as DANTE-FSD, 

mentioned in Chapter 4, which shows significantly higher SI on BB images than DB images. 

CE-MRI also involves image subtraction between the images acquired before and after the 

contrast injection. Previous studies have reported that complex subtraction in k-space has better 

performance than magnitude subtraction in both CE-MRA with PI acceleration 170 and dynamic 

CE-MRA without acceleration 180. KSPIC can be potentially applied to subtractive CE-MRA to 

further improve the reconstruction performance and allow greater AFs. Arterial spin labelling is 

another subtractive MRI technique used in both angiography and perfusion imaging, which can 

also be a potential implementation area of KSPIC. 

Only femoral FBI on healthy volunteers was evaluated, which is a limitation of this study. Future 

work will assess acceleration based on KSPIC on patient data and evaluate if it can improve the 

diagnostic performance. The feasibility of KSPIC in other body areas will also be evaluated, 

such as calf, thorax and abdomen. 

6.6  Conclusion 

A new reconstruction method based on complex subtraction with intensity correction, KSPIC, 

was developed for highly accelerated femoral FBI in this chapter. It was compared with CMS, 

another advanced reconstruction method.  

In respect of KSPIC the optimal size of the phase correction region was found to be 12–20 pixels 

in this study, neither too large nor too small. Acquiring the phase correction region from DB 

data rather than BB data improved the suppression of incoherent artefacts outside the subject. It 

was also noted that coil compression and adaptive combination can greatly reduce the 

computation time of CS reconstruction without obvious degradation of image quality. Adaptive 

combination outperformed the traditional RSS method, especially when using small virtual 

channel numbers. 

Compared with conventional MS and KS reconstruction methods, KSPIC has the best 

reconstruction performance in the quantitative and qualitative measurements, permitting good 

image quality to be maintained up to higher AFs. In the prospective acceleration evaluation, 

KSPIC can accelerate the acquisition up to 20 times without significant decreases of subjective 
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quality scores in terms of vessel delineation, noise and artefacts and background signal 

contamination.  KSPIC has the potential to further reduce the acquisition time of subtractive 

NCE-MRA techniques for clinical examinations.  
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Chapter 7. High-resolution fresh blood imaging with compressed 

sensing  

7.1  Introduction 

Spatial resolution is an important factor for MRA, as it is critical for the depiction of small 

vessels and the differentiation between fine grades of stenosis 3. Peripheral arteries have small 

branches with diameters less than one millimetre, which places particularly high demands on 

spatial resolution. An insufficient resolution would enhance partial volume effects, leading to 

underestimation of the blood signal and impaired visualisation of small vasculature and vessel 

boundaries 114. Moreover, peripheral MR angiography requires coverage of a large subject 

volume of interest, with at least 40 cm in the left-right direction and at least 80 cm to as much 

as 140 cm in the superior-inferior direction 181. The extended volume coverage requires high 

imaging efficiency so that multiple stations can be imaged in a short examination time, which 

constrains the matrix size and the spatial resolution.  

The resolution in the phase-encoding direction(s) can be improved by acquiring more phase 

encodes, which, however, leads to increased acquisition times. Alternatively, angiograms can 

be acquired by using undersampling in the phase-encoding directions. Zenge et. al. combined 

PI using GRAPPA with a continuously-moving-table technique in 3D CE-MRA, and converted 

the reduction in acquisition time into an increase in spatial resolution in the phase-encoding 

directions 181. The technique provided a more detailed display of the peripheral arterial vessel 

system. Çukur et. al. developed a 3D magnetisation-prepared bSSFP sequence with improved 

resolution in phase-encoding directions and more frequent repetition of T2-preparation 114. CS 

was implemented to improve imaging efficiency so that the acquisition time was not prolonged. 

The depiction of the vasculature was reported to be significantly improved.  

As described in Chapters 5 and 6, CS, PI and PF undersampling can be combined together with 

the KSPIC reconstruction to substantially reduce the acquisition time of subtractive NCE-MRA 

without serious degradation of image quality. The time savings can be potentially used for 

improving spatial resolution in phase-encoding directions. Also, the resolution in the readout 

direction can be improved by increasing the readout gradient strength. For FBI, a stronger 

readout gradient can over-enhance the flow dephasing effect, leading to arterial signal loss even 

in the diastolic acquisition, but it can potentially be compensated by using flow compensation 

gradients 80. 
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In this chapter, a high-resolution accelerated FBI technique is developed using the earlier results 

to acquire a femoral MRA examination with increased spatial resolution in the same acquisition 

time as a current standard-resolution examination. The acquisition matrix sizes in the readout 

and in-plane phase-encoding direction (x and y, coronal plane) were both increased from 256 to 

512. Flow-compensation gradients in readout gradients with negative amplitudes were used for 

high-resolution acquisitions instead of flow-spoiled gradients. The amplitudes of spoiler 

gradients in the through-plane phase encoding direction (z) were increased to eliminate the 

residual stimulated echoes refocused by flow-compensation gradients. The resulting images 

with different resolutions were compared with standard-resolution images, both quantitatively 

and qualitatively. 

7.2  Method 

7.2.1 Sequence design of high-resolution FBI 

 

Figure 7.1 Diagrams of the 3D FBI sequence with the standard resolution (A) and increased high 

resolution (B). Positive flow-spoiled gradients are added along the readout axis in standard-resolution 

FBI, and negative flow-compensation gradients are added in high-resolution FBI (diagonal pattern). 

Phase-encoding gradients along the z-axis are combined with the spoiler gradients. 
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Figure 7.2 The timing of the FID signal and its refocused echo (red) and the primary spin echo (blue) 

relative to the readout gradient. 

Figure 7.1 shows the diagrams of the 3D FBI sequence with the standard resolution and 

increased high resolution. Compared with standard-resolution FBI, three modifications were 

made to the high-resolution FBI: 

a) Readout gradients with increased time duration 

Firstly, due to the increased matrix size in the readout direction, the readout gradient needs to 

be increased in either its amplitude or duration. In this study, the time duration is increased, 

while the amplitude remains the same by retaining the same total bandwidth. 

b) Partially flow-compensated readout gradients 

Secondly, the dephasing effect might be over-enhanced by using stronger readout gradients, 

leading to arterial signal loss even in the (bright blood) diastolic acquisition. To balance the 

increased dephasing effect, partially flow-compensated readout gradients with negative 

amplitudes were used instead of positive flow-spoiled readout gradients. The total zero moment 

of the readout gradient is maintained the same for different resolutions. The strength of the flow-

compensation/spoiled gradient is thus calculated as: 

 
( )std std h

h

h

M 1+S M
S =

M

−
  (7.1) 

where Mstd and Mh are the acquired matrix sizes of standard-resolution FBI and high-resolution 

FBI, and Sstd and Sh are the strengths of the flow-spoiled/compensated gradients of standard-
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resolution FBI and high-resolution FBI. The strength of gradients is defined as a percentage of 

one-half the area of the readout gradient 80. 

c) Increased spoiler gradients along the z-axis 

Thirdly, when flip angles of the refocusing RF pulses are not exactly 180°, longitudinal 

magnetisation that regrows due to T1 relaxation during the time period between the RF pulses 

will be converted to transverse magnetisation and create a free induction decay (FID) signal 182. 

As shown by Figure 7.2A, while sufficient flow-spoiler gradients can eliminate the FID signal 

(red), the flow-compensation gradients would generate a refocused echo (Figure 7.2B), leading 

to artefacts in the short T1 tissues.  

Spoiler gradients can also be added along the through-plane phase-encoding direction (z-axis) 

by combining them with the phase-encoding gradients. As shown in Figure 7.1, a spoiler 

gradient (z-spoiler) is placed after each refocusing RF pulse to eliminate the FID signal, and 

another gradient is placed before the next RF pulse for rephasing. The difference between the 

two gradients corresponds to the z-axis phase-encoding gradients. In this study, the strength of 

z-spoilers was set to 160% and 240% of one-half the area of the readout gradient for standard-

resolution and high-resolution FSE respectively. 

7.2.2 Subjects and imaging protocols 

Seven healthy subjects (5 men and 2 women; age range 24–45 years) were imaged using a 1.5 

T system (Discovery MR450; GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI) and a 32 channel cardiac array 

coil. Studies were approved by the local research ethics committee, and all participants gave 

informed consent. 

Each subject underwent five 3D femoral artery FBI acquisitions with matrix sizes (x and y 

dimensions) of 256×256, 320×320, 384×384, 448×448 and 512×512. The FOV (x and y 

dimensions) was 42 cm for all acquisitions, yielding resolutions of 1.64×1.64, 1.31×1.31, 

1.09×1.09, 0.94×0.94 and 0.82×0.82 mm2 respectively. The corresponding flow-

spoiled/compensated gradient strengths were 20%, −24%, −54%, −74% and −90%. The echo 

spacing increased from 4.5 ms to 6.7 ms for different resolutions. The matrix size, FOV and 

resolution in the z dimension were 80, 14.4 cm and 1.8 mm in all the acquisitions. Other 

parameters include receiver bandwidth: ±83.3 kHz; ETL: 58–70, TEeff: 45 ms, TR: 2 or 3 

heartbeats; inversion time for STIR fat suppression: 174 ms. The readout direction was set to be 

the superior-inferior direction. To reduce the refocused FID signal, the refocusing flip angles 
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were constant at 180 for both systolic and diastolic acquisitions, without using the adaptive 

refocus technique. Flow suppression is mainly achieved by flow-spoiled gradients (or large 

readout gradients) in this study. 

The acquisitions were accelerated by PI, CS and PF and reconstructed by KSPIC as described 

in Chapter 6. The total number of k-space samples was 2000, corresponding to total AFs of 8.0, 

10.1, 12.1, 14.1, 16.1 for the acquisitions with resolutions from 256 to 512 respectively. The 

acquisition times were thus kept the same over the different resolutions acquired for each subject.  

The acquisition times varied between different subjects (132–258 heartbeats, 3.5–4.5 minutes) 

because the heart-rate, number of heartbeats per TR and ETL were different for each subject. 

7.2.3 Image evaluation 

MIPs of the images with different resolutions were assessed by two experienced radiologists, in 

a randomised order for each subject. The radiologists were blinded to image resolution. The 

images were graded in terms of the large vessel delineation and small vessel delineation with 

the criteria as follows: 

Large Vessel delineation 

1=severe signal loss in large vessels and non-diagnostic delineation 

2=moderate signal loss in large vessels and impaired depictions of large vessels 

3=slight signal loss at the centre of the vessels 

4=excellent depictions with high signal intensity 

Small Vessel delineation  

1=severe loss of small branches 

2=moderate loss of small branches and blurred boundaries 

3=slight loss of small branches and impaired definitions of the fine structures 

4=excellent display with sharp boundaries and clear definitions of fine structures 

In addition, CNR of artery-to-background (without reference images) and sharpness assessment 

described in Chapter 3 were used as objective and quantitative indices to evaluate the 

angiograms with different resolutions. Wilcoxon signed-rank tests and paired Student’s t-tests 

were performed respectively to detect differences in subjective image quality scores and 

quantitative measurements between the standard-resolution images and high-resolution images. 

Statistical significance was defined at P <0.05 in all tests. 
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7.3  Results 

7.3.1 Example images 

Example MIPs with zoomed-in views from two healthy volunteers are demonstrated in Figure 

7.3. As denoted by the yellow arrowheads, high-resolution FBI improved the delineation of 

small arterial branches, providing sharp boundaries and clear definition of fine structures. In 

comparison, loss of small branches and impaired definition of the fine structures can be observed 

on standard-resolution images. Images with the resolution from 256 to 448 all show good 

visualisations of large arteries, but slight signal loss in the centre of large arteries can be 

observed on the images with a resolution of 512.  
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Figure 7.3 Example MIP images with different resolutions from two healthy volunteers. For each 

volunteer, the upper row shows the capture of one leg, and the lower row shows the zoomed-in views of 
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small branches in the red dashed box in the upper row images. The acquired matrix sizes are the same in 

x and y dimensions, increasing from 256 to 512. The size in the z-direction are the same value (80) across 

different acquisitions. The yellow arrowheads denote the improved depiction of small arterial branches, 

and the blue arrowheads denote the slight signal loss in the large artery on the image with very high 

resolution (512×512). 

7.3.2 Quantitative evaluation 

Figure 7.4 shows the subjective image quality scoring results. For the delineation of large vessels, 

no significant differences were detected between the images with the standard-resolution and 

the images with different high resolutions. The delineation of small vessels was improved by 

increasing the image resolution. Significant differences exist between the standard-resolution 

images and high-resolution images with all increased matrix sizes except for 512×512. 

Objective evaluation results are shown in Figure 7.5. While sharpness was significantly 

improved in all the high-resolution acquisitions, CNR of artery-to-background significantly 

decreased with increasing resolution.  

 

Figure 7.4 Box-plots of the subjective quality scores of FBI images with different resolutions in terms 

of the large vessel delineations (A) and small vessel delineations (B). The matrix sizes are the same in 

the x and y dimensions, increasing from 256 to 512.  * denotes statistical significance between the high-

resolution images and the standard-resolution images (256×256). (Wilcoxon signed-rank tests, P<0.05). 
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Figure 7.5 Box-plots of objective evaluation results of FBI images with different resolutions in terms of 

sharpness (A) and CNR of artery-to-background (B). The matrix sizes are the same in x and y dimensions, 

increasing from 256 to 512.  * denotes statistical significance between the high-resolution images and 

the standard-resolution images (256×256). (paired t-tests, P<0.05). 

7.3.3 Effect of flow-compensation/spoiled gradients 

Without our changes to flow-spoiled/compensation gradients, the increased readout gradient 

area would lead to an over-enhanced flow dephasing effect, causing arterial signal loss. Figure 

7.6(A) shows an example of high-resolution FBI using a matrix size of 512×512×80 without 

flow-compensation gradients but with flow-spoiled gradients (strength +20%). Signal loss can 

be observed in the centre of arteries. The excessive flow dephasing can be compensated by 

introducing flow-compensation gradients (strength −60%) (Figure 7.6(B)). 
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Figure 7.6 Importance of flow-compensation gradients in high-resolution FBI. A: A MIP of the high-

resolution image without flow-compensation gradients (with flow-spoiled gradients, +20% of ½ readout 

gradient area). B: A MIP of high-resolution images with flow-compensation gradients (−60% of ½ 

readout gradient area). The matrix size for A and B is 512 × 512 × 80. The yellow arrowheads denote 

arterial signal loss on A, which can be improved by flow-compensation gradients (B). 

7.3.4 Effect of z-spoiler 

Figure 7.7 shows the ripple-shaped artefacts on a high-resolution unsubtracted source image 

(384×384) acquired using the same z-spoiler as standard-resolution FBI (Figure 7.7A). The z-

spoiler strength of 160% was not enough to suppress the refocused echo generated by the flow-

compensation gradients. The artefacts almost disappear when increasing the z-spoiler strength 

to 240% (Figure 7.7B). 
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Figure 7.7 Artefacts on high-resolution unsubtracted single-slice source images (bright-artery) with a 

matrix size of 384 × 384 × 80. A: High-resolution FBI using a z-spoiler with the strength of 160%, which 

is same as used for standard-resolution FBI. B: High-resolution FBI using a z-spoiler with an increased 

strength of 240%. The yellow arrowheads and zoomed-in views denote the ripple-shaped artefacts due 

to refocused FID echoes generated by the flow-compensation gradients.  

7.4 Discussion 

This study proposes a high-resolution 3D FBI approach, which increases the matrix sizes in both 

the readout (x) and in-plane phase-encoding (y) directions from 256 to larger values up to 512. 

The potentially increased acquisition time caused by the increased number of phase-encoding 

steps is compensated by employing the acceleration technique introduced in Chapters 5 and 6. 

This allows the higher resolution images to be obtained without increasing the overall 

acquisition time. The enhanced flow-dephasing effect is compensated by flow-compensation 

gradients using negative amplitudes.  

The improved resolution can reduce partial volume effects and improve visualisation of the 

small vasculature. The quality evaluation results demonstrated that high-resolution FBI 

significantly improved the image sharpness and the delineation of small arterial branches. On 

the other hand, the small voxel sizes lead to lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The CNR of 
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artery-to-background measured in this study decreased with increasing the matrix size. Although 

no significant difference was detected in the scores for the delineation of large vessels, slight 

central arterial signal loss could be found in several cases when the matrix size was increased to 

512 × 512. Moreover, a matrix size of 512 × 512 did not result in improved small vessel 

delineation compared with other matrix sizes. Therefore, matrix sizes between 320 and 448 are 

more appropriate for high-resolution 3D FBI in practice. 

Although the refocusing flip angles were set to 180° for both systolic and diastolic acquisitions 

in this study, the actual flip angle was not accurate and varied across the body due to a non-

uniform B1
+ transmit field. The regrown longitudinal magnetisation is partially converted to the 

transverse plane by the refocusing RF pulses, and then dephased and refocused by the bipolar 

readout gradients (negative flow-compensation gradients plus positive readout gradients). The 

centre of the refocused echo does not locate in the centre of the k-space, unless the strength of 

the flow-compensation gradients is exactly −100%. The regrown longitudinal magnetisation is 

strongest for tissues with short T1 relaxation times, such as fat. Therefore, as shown in Figure 

7.7, ripple-shaped artefacts can be observed in fat regions on the high-resolution source images. 

The refocused echoes can be eliminated by using strong spoiler gradients in phase-encoding 

axes. In this study, the strength of the z-spoiler, which is also employed by standard FBI 

sequences, was increased from 160% to 240%. The main femoral arteries should be little 

influenced by the increased z-spoiler gradients since their principal flow direction is along the 

readout direction. However, increased z-spoiler gradients may affect the visualisation of the 

arterial branches flowing along the direction of z-spoiler (anterior-posterior), which will be 

investigated in future studies. 

Increasing the acquired matrix size requires larger readout gradient areas, which can be achieved 

by increasing either the duration or the amplitude of the gradient. Increasing its duration causes 

a larger echo spacing, leading to a stronger T2-blurring effect in the phase-encoding directions. 

Increasing its amplitude does not change the echo spacing but would increase the receiver 

bandwidth, leading to the reduction of SNR. Considering the SNR has already been degraded 

by reducing the voxel size, we kept the amplitude unchanged and only increased the duration. 

The influence of increasing the duration and amplitude will be investigated and compared in our 

future work. 

The resolution in the z (slice) direction was not evaluated in this study. A matrix size of 80 in z 

direction was used for all the acquisitions with different matrix sizes in x and y directions. 
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Although the resolution in the z direction might have less influence on the coronal MIP, 

increasing it may potentially further reduce partial volume effect and improve the artery 

visualisation in the anterior-posterior dimension. Also, the resolution increases in the readout 

and phase-encoding directions are achieved by different mechanisms—one by increasing the 

readout gradient area and another by increasing the number of acquired views—and should be 

investigated separately since they potentially have differing impacts on the image quality. Future 

work will evaluate the influence of increasing resolutions in different dimensions and explore 

each optimal resolution respectively.  

As in Chapter 6, this study only involves femoral FBI datasets on healthy volunteers. Future 

work will assess the technique over the whole leg and acquire more datasets for assessment. 

Patient studies will also be needed to evaluate the diagnostic performance of high-resolution 

FBI. 

7.5  Conclusion 

A time efficient high-resolution 3D FBI MRA technique was developed in this chapter. 

Compared with standard-resolution FBI, high-resolution FBI significantly improved the 

delineation of small arterial branches and image sharpness at the cost of reducing CNR of artery-

to-background. No significant difference was observed in the evaluation of the delineation of 

large arteries between high-resolution and standard-resolution acquisitions. The matrix sizes of 

320 × 320, 384 × 384 and 448 × 448 in x and y dimensions have the best overall performance. 

Increasing the matrix size to 512 × 512 did not further improve the delineation of small vessels 

but did further decrease the CNR and caused slight signal loss in the centre of large arteries for 

some subjects. This technique has the potential to improve image quality and diagnostic 

performance of peripheral MRA, but further investigations over the rest of the leg and in patient 

examinations are needed. 
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Chapter 8. Final remarks and future work 

8.1  Summary  

This thesis focuses on the improvement of subtractive NCE-MRA techniques, particularly in 

terms of imaging acceleration. The contributions of the thesis include: 

• A reconstruction algorithm for solving the L1-SPIRiT problem was proposed in Section 

3.4.3, which combines the Split-Bregman algorithm with POCS iterations. 

• An automatic sharpness evaluation method was proposed in Section 3.5.4. 

• An intensity correction method based on robust regression was proposed in Chapter 4, 

which improved background suppression of subtractive NCE-MRA techniques. 

Compared with simple regression methods such as OLS, it achieved more accurate and 

robust performance across the range of different NCE-MRA methods. 

• A variable density Poisson-disk sampling pattern was designed for 3D MRI 

undersampling in Chapter 5. The influence of key parameters in sampling pattern 

designed was evaluated, and optimal sampling patterns for the 3D accelerated femoral 

artery FBI sequence were determined. 

• In Chapter 6, a highly accelerated FBI pulse sequence using self-designed patterns was 

developed on GE’s EPIC programming platform. A new reconstruction method based 

on k-space subtraction, KSPIC, was developed for accelerated subtractive NCE-MRA. 

The intensity correction method proposed in Chapter 4, together with a phase correction 

procedure, were incorporated in the reconstruction. Compared with conventional 

reconstruction methods, KSPIC has the best reconstruction performance in both the 

quantitative and qualitative measurements, enabling large acceleration factors and 

reduced examination times. 

• Chapter 7 proposed a time-efficient high-resolution FBI technique. A highly accelerated 

FBI pulse sequence with high-resolution, partially flow-compensated readout gradients 

and large spoiler gradients was developed. KSPIC was used for undersampling 

reconstruction. Compared with standard-resolution FBI using the same examination 

times, it significantly improved the delineation of small arterial branches and image 

sharpness. 
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8.2 Limitations and future work 

8.2.1 Patient examinations 

One limitation of the studies in this thesis is the lack of patient examinations. Although the 

intensity correction method in Chapter 4 involved thoracic and iliac NCE-MRA patient data, the 

acceleration related studies in Chapter 5, 6 and 7 were only tested on healthy volunteers. Patient 

studies are needed in future work to evaluate the diagnostic performance of the proposed 

acceleration and high-resolution techniques.  

8.2.2 Application in other body areas 

The acceleration and high-resolution techniques were only implemented in femoral MRA. One 

whole leg FBI-MRA examination was performed with two stations to cover both thigh and calf. 

The high-resolution imaging method described in Chapter 7 was used. The matrix sizes for the 

two stations were both 352×352×80. Imaging was accelerated by an AF of 11. The acquisition 

time for the FBI sequence of each station is around 4 minutes. Full evaluation of whole leg 

examinations is needed in future work. 
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Figure 8.1 High resolution whole leg examination with two stations (matrix size: 352×352×80). 
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Compared with other body areas, it is easier for patients to keep legs still during the examination 

of lower extremity MRA. Therefore, femoral MRA is less likely to be affected by motion-related 

problems. Future work could assess the performance of KSPIC in thoracic and abdominal 

MRA, where imaging speed is more crucial due to the presence of physiological motion related 

to respiration, the heart and gastro-intestinal tract. Breath-holding can prevent respiratory 

motion artefacts, but requires very rapid imaging which limits the achievable resolution and 

volumetric coverage. Another approach is to use either respiratory bellows or navigator signals 

to monitor the respiratory motion and to acquire data only at a specific respiratory state. 

However, gated data acquisition further reduces time-efficiency. The implementation of KSPIC 

could potentially reduce acquisition times for thoracic and abdominal MRA and improve image 

quality by suppressing motion-related artefacts and possibly increasing spatial resolution. 

8.2.3 Application in other subtractive imaging techniques 

The techniques developed in this thesis mostly focused on FBI. As described in Section 6.5, the 

acceleration and high-resolution techniques can be potentially applied to other imaging 

techniques involving image subtraction, such as FSD-MRA, CE-MRA and ASL for both MRA 

and perfusion imaging.  

In addition to suppressing background signals, the intensity correction procedure in KSPIC can 

increase the sparsity of subtracted data. For example, in thoracic DANTE, the SI differences of 

background tissues between BBIs and DBIs are larger and more extensive. As evaluated in 

Chapter 4, the SIs of muscle and liver on DBIs are only 69.1% and 33.6% of that on BBIs.  

8.2.4 Future direction of CS 

Compressed sensing MRI techniques have been developed rapidly since they were proposed in 

2007. A large number of studies have been carried out, which have proved the feasibility of 

reducing acquisition times for the examinations of different body areas and using different 

sequences. The translation of these methods into routine clinical practice has been in progress. 

Some CS accelerated protocols, such as CS-3D TOF and CS-3D FBI, are becoming available 

as commercial products from MR vendors. 

The application of sparsity in MRI can go beyond pure acceleration of image acquisition in 

future research. Apart from increasing spatial resolution as described in Chapter 7, highly 
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accelerated imaging can be combined with continuous data acquisition to enhance information 

content and achieve previously inaccessible imaging performance 87. For example, recent 

studies in developing retrospectively motion correction methods based on continuous data 

acquisition and CS reconstruction are of particular interest. By using the navigator signal, these 

methods extract groups of data (bins) with different motion states and then weight them 

differently 183,184 or correct the motion-corrupted data 185–187 in the reconstruction process. The 

processed data bins can be combined into a final result in a single motion state, or be 

reconstructed respectively to generate an image set with an extra motion-state dimension 188. 

The techniques developed in this thesis can potentially be combined with these advanced 

motion-corrected/resolved techniques to improve free-breathing imaging techniques, especially 

for subtractive NCE-MRA. 

8.2.5 Future direction of FBI 

As discussed in Chapter 2, FBI has several drawbacks, which limit its wide clinical 

implementation. Apart from the time-efficiency and background suppression problem addressed 

in this thesis, image degradation caused by imperfect triggering is another important problem. 

FBI requires the systolic and diastolic data to be acquired in optimal cardiac phases, which is 

particularly difficult for patients with abnormal blood flow patterns or cardiac arrhythmia. 

A potential future direction is to develop FBI techniques with a larger tolerance of acquisition 

triggering. Recently, a technique called ROMANCE-MRA was proposed, which generated 

robust angiograms even in the presence of cardiac arrhythmia 67. Similar to the motion-resolved 

techniques, ROMANCE-MRA continuously acquires data over all cardiac phases, which is then 

sorted into multiple bins retrospectively, and reconstructs time-resolved angiograms with 

different cardiac phases. Reconstruction of each undersampled bin based on CS is an important 

part of this technique. Further development of multi-phase techniques could be one of the 

developing directions of FBI in future studies. 

8.3 Conclusion 

The work in this thesis has demonstrated the feasibility of highly accelerated subtractive NCE-

MRA in lower extremities. A new reconstruction method based on complex subtraction, 

together with an intensity correction method, was developed to improve current subtractive 

NCE-MRA techniques in terms of background suppression, imaging speed and spatial 
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resolution. These developments can potentially help improve and make more practical non-

invasive MR examinations for patients with vascular disease. 
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